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LOCAL

Work leads to
water outage
The Almo-Dexter Water District will work on the water
tower Friday.
Customers from Thweatt's
Service Station to Dexter will
be without water while this
work is being completed.

NATIONAL

Cafeteria site
of shooting
SPRINGFIELD, Ore. (AP) —
A person with a rifle opened
file in a high school cafeteria
today, killing at least one person and wounding up to 16
others.
Details were sketchy, but the
person who began shooting in
the Thurston High School
cafeteria was taken into custody, Sgt. Gary Stewart said.
Rosemary Pryor, a spokeswoman for the city, told
MSNBC that one person was
killed and up to 16 were
wounded. She didn't know if
the victims were students or
teachers.
Earlier, officers said there
were two victims, and
McKenzie-Willamette Hospital
spokeswoman Kathleen Deacon said the emergency room
was expecting at least five
shooting victims. She said the
hospital was on "full disaster
alert."
Springfield is about 110
miles south of Portland.

House drops
TVA funds
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Tennessee Valley Authority's
hopes for continued non-power
funding struck out with -One
House committee, but could
find support from a Senate
panel.
President Clinton has recommended $77 million for TVA in
the budget year beginning Oct.
1 to pay for such non-power responsibilities as flood control,
river navigation and shoreline
management along the Tennessee River.
If Congress fails to support
continued funding, TVA says it
may need a rate increase to
pay for them through power
revenues.
The House Budget Committee has dropped a proposal by
U.S. Rep. Van Hilleary, RTenn., that could have funded
TVA from the Inland Waterways Trust Fund and the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers.
Hilleary's proposal was part
of a $100 billion spending and
tax cut package that Budget
Chairman John Kasich, D-Ohlo,
withdrew because of Democratic opposition., The panel's final
budget package now neither
supports nor opposes TVA
funding.

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy with
a 40 percent chance of thunderstorms. Strong storms possible. Low 60 to 65. Northeast
wind 5 to 10 mph.
Friday...Partly sunny with a
30 percent chance of thunderstorms. High 80 to 85.
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County nets
state money
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Gov. Paul Patton said he's
pleased at the start of higher education reform in Kentucky.
Pauon, in Murray Wednesday
to present ceremonial checks to
Murray State University, said the
reform is off to a good start.
He is particularly happy with
the hiring of Gordon Devises as
president of the new Council on
Postsecondary Education.
"I'm very pleased," Patton
said. "It's a massive change. We
have to get the administrative
structure in place. I believe the
council found the very best person as president in this country.
It seems like Gordon Davises is
uniquely qualified and to get him
at this time, it seems like we
were very fortunate."
Patton also said the legislature
demonstratred how pleased it was
with higher education.

"The legislature funded every
request of the council and they in
fact funded more than what we
originally expected," Patton said.
"The legislature took some extra
money and chose to spend it on
higher education. That's a good
sign."
Included in the $400 million
spending spree on higher education were projects $42_willion in
projects for Murray S'tate in the
executive and surplus budgets.
The projects Patton announced
Wednesday included $10.1 million for renovation of the Carr
Health Building, $700,000 for renovation of animal health technology center and $100,000 for
an animal waste program.
Murray State University President Dr. Kern Alexander praised
Patton for his work on higher
education.
"In a very short time, in two
short years, this governor has

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

Dr. Jim Rudolph, Sid Easley and Dr. Kern Alexander of Murray State University accept checks from Gov.
Paul Patton and state senators Joey Pendleton and Bob Jackson and Rep. Freed Curd Wednesday at MSU.
made a mark on higher education
never before repeated in Kentucky," Alexander said. "He has
changed the direction of higher
education in this state."
But Patton admits that "more

needs to be done."
"More needs to be done. More
needs to be done here on the
campus of Murray State University," Patton said. "There is more
that Murray needs to serve all the

people of this region."
And Patton said changes are
going to be made in annual funding mechanisms for higher
IN See Page 2

MCCH considers expansion project
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Hospital officials will explore
the possibility of creating a twolevel parking garage if an expansion project is increased to adding two floors instead, of just
one to the Medical Arts Building
East.
The Murray-Calloway 'County
Board of Commissioners voted
8-1 in its meeting Wednesday to

have hospital administrator Stuart
Poston consult with the architect
of the expansion project about the
cost and logistics of the latest
proposals.
The action followed, the
board's request at last month's
meeting that Poston consult with
the architectural firm — Earl
Swensson Associates of Nashville, Tenn. — about adding a
fifth floor to the building on

South Eighth Street.
The current planned project
calls for adding just one more
level, comprising about 12,500
square feet, to the three-story
building. Dr. James Craig Dowdy
will occupy at least one-third of
the new area, Poston said.
The architect said adding two
floors to the building is feasible,
Poston said, but "it would complicate matters somewhat."

The building's elevator system,
which can accommodate only
four floors, and electrical wiring
would have to be changed,
Poston said.
Dr. Phillip Klapper cast the
lone "no" vote to board attorney
Steve Sanders' motion.
"We haven't ascertained a need
for a fifth floor," Klapper said after the meeting to explain his
dissent.

Adding another floor would be
"extraordinarily expensive" and
would further strain the hospital's
parking problems, he said.
Poston, who briefly suggested
that a fifth floor could he used as
a short-term site for a wellness
center, said the cost of shelling-in
a floor would be about $400,000.
Poston said he has also asked
II See Page 2

Fallout predicted after McConnell's detour
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -Leaders of a prominent tobaccogrower group predict that rural
Kentucky voters will punish Republicans this fall for U.S. Sen.
.Mitch McConnell's abandonment
of the tobacco price-support
program.
"I think immediately there are
repercussions for (Republican
Jim) Bunning in the (Senate) race

in the fall, and more long term, I
think (McConnell's) willingness
to deliver on a platter the tobacco
farmer to Big Tobacco" could
stop the GOP trend in Kentucky,
said Rod Kucgel, president of
Burley Tobacco Growers
Cooperative Association.
In breaking with fellow burleystate lawmakers, whom he characterized as clinging to a program

that cannot be salvaged, McConnell insisted he was acting in
Kentucky's interests.
Casting himself as a political
realist, McConnell said in an interview that a buyout is the best
deal tobacco farmers can get
from a hostile Congress. Farmers,
he said, have no choice but to bid
farewell to the New Deal-era
controls on production and price

that have covered every tobacco
crop in the United States since
1941.
Such "government-sanctioned
and -controlled regimes" in agriculture have little popularity in
the GOP-controlled Congress to
begin with, McConnell said. And
when the notoriety of tobacco is
thrown into the mix, he added, it
is "politically impossible to keep

Candidates bash
senator's stance
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
For someone who's not running,
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell is becoming a central figure in the senatorial campaigns as they wind
down to the primary on Tuesday.
Charlie Owen pulled a page
from McConnell's old campaign
strategy by loosing bloodhounds
and coon dogs at McConnell's
Lexington constituent office.
Owen blasted McConnell for his
support of a plan that would end

the tobacco price-support program and said the- junior senator
had turned up missing when farmers need him most.
But Owen was hard-pressed to
explain how his McConnell bashing had much to do with his own
Democratic primary. "I'm going
to, leave that for the voters to
judge as to who could be the best
spokesman for Kentucky's farmers, who can best carry this
election to the Republicans in the
II See Page 2

The tickets will include an entry form that makes the holder
eligible for an Oct. 23 drawing
for a two-year lease on a 1998
Ford Ranger donated by a Lexington dealership, said Kentucky
State Police U.Kevin.Payne. The
entry forms will be mailed to the
KSP's Highway Safety Branch
office in Frankfort.
"It's an incentive program to
get more people to buckle up,"
he said. "We're serious about
I See Page

2

the program."
Critics said McConnell's approach — which would give
growers buyout payments for
three years, not stretched out ova
10 years, as fellow Kentucky
Sen. Wendell Ford has proposed
— would work hardship on rural
communities.
II See Page 2

Pell Lake
waits for
winner

Traffic ticket offers
financial rewards
By BRUCE SCHREINER
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The next traffic ticket you get
could free you from car payments
for the next two yap as a reward
•
for beek.liftg up. As part of a novel seat-belt
campaign, law enforcement officers across Kentucky will issue
"Thank You tickets" to people
using their seat belts—The tickets
will be given starting this week
until early September.

4

BERNARD KANE/LoOpot A nom photo
....BRINGS MAY FLOWERS: Roses and other flowers continue to
bloom In the recent hot weather. Forecasters call for chances of rain
toward the weekend, but If they are wrong, gardeners should remember to water their flowers.

DES MOINES, Iowa (AP) —
One gambler — out of the millions of dreamers who waited in
hourlong lines or drove into the
next state in hopes of winning big
— beat Powerball's 80.1 millionto-1 odds.
A ticket sold in southern Wisconsin for Wednesday night'sPowerball jackpot drawing, worth
a world-record $195 million, was
the only winner, lottery officials
announced this morning.
The winning numbers were 4,
9, 30, 34, 48 and Powerball 8.
The winner's identity was not
known. The big ticket was sold in
Walworth County, Wis., at a
store about 5 miles across the
state line from Illinois, a nonPowerball state.
Pat Penio, owner of the Lakeside Country Store in Pell Lake,
where the winning ticket was
purchased, said customers of her
grocery and delicatessen suggested that if someone locally
should win, the payoff should be
:hued. with the community of
1,200.
"We've had all sorts of promises from lunch in Paris to putting in our new sewer system in
Pell Lake," she said.
It was the second time the
W See Pago72
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education.
"This time, we didn't want to
go to the old body count formula," Patton said. "We need a
new formula and I've talked with
Gordon Devises about that. We
need to find a more equitable to
fund higher education, and I'm
going to ask the council to address that issue. I'm fairly certain
that the funding for the 2000 session won't be a 3 percent increase across the board."
Patton paid tribute to the three
legislators in attendance Wednesday, senators Joey Pendleton and
Bob Jackson and Rep. Freed
Curd and to Marshall County
Judge-Executive Mike Miller,
who Patton said has consistently
pushed for projects for MSU.
Patton particularly praised

•McConnell
Curd, who is retiring from the
legislature.
"I don't think the people of
this district realize how much
they are going to miss Freed
Curd," Patton said. "He is one of
the most respected legislators in
Frankfort."
Curd responded by paying tribute to Patton.
"I've served under five governors and this governor, by far,
has worked with the legislature
more than any of the other four,"
Curd said. "You've been great to
work with and I'll miss working
with you. But I'm more for you
than I've ever been and I'm going to work for you next time
hard."
That was a reference to next
year's gubernatorial race.
"We will worry about that later," Patton joked.

•Traffic...
FROM PAGE 1
getting people to buckle up."
Police hope the program will
get more people into the habit of
using safety belts. Payne said the
choice is quite stark for people
when deciding whether to strap in
before starting down the road.
"If they aren't wearing their
seat belt, they could get a citation," he said. "If they're wearing a seat belt, they could get a
'thank you ticket' — and a

.10 Minute Oil Change
Most Major Brands

•Brake Service
•Transmission Service
'Cooling System Flush
Locally Owned
& Operated
507 S. 12th I Five Points
Aor
o Lai Cabl

chance at winning use of a new
Ford Ranger for two years.
The campaign will begin this
Memorial Day holiday weekend,
the traditional start of the summer driving season.
Last year, eight people died in
traffic accidents during the holiday weekend, and six weren't
wearing seat belts, state police
said.
The "thank you tickets" could
be distributed by police officers
manning road checks, or in other
situation where they have a
chance to notice whether motorists are complying with the state
scat-belt law, Payne said.
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FROM PAGE 1
"Developing a new kind of
agriculture or an economic basis
for the community ... is something that will take 10 to 15
years," said John Berry Jr., former president and general
counsel of the burley growers'
co-op.
Berry noted that since 1992,
the's co-op has had a subsidiary
that tries to help create markets
for farm products other than
tobacco.
"It's a learning process, and
it's a matter of developing infrastructure ... and assistance to get
farmers able to produce other
things. And ... that takes a long
time," Berry said. "It requires
that we be able to sustain those
economies while the transition is
going on and finance the transition. And the only way to do that
is with tobacco bringing a fair
price."
But McConnell said his proposal, which would send $80,000,
pretax, to the average grower in
Kentucky, is the only lecourse.
"It's the difference between

•••
getting $80000 over three years
for the average grower, or potentially losing the program and getting nothing a few years down
the road," McConnell said.
The co-op's executive director,
Danny McKinney, predicted that
McConnell would live to regret
his stance. "What he said was,
'It's dying, so I'm just going to
go ahead and shoot it," McKin.ney said.
McConnell said the co-op's
leaders are staunch Democrats.
"They believe that we should
go down with the Titanic ... all
together, rather than providing
lifeboats for people to survive,"
McConnell said.
But Kuegel, the co-op's president, said it's a strange world
when health-advocacy groups
that have bedeviled tobacco farmers in the past now support continued controls on production —
as a way of keeping prices up and
consumption down — and homestate lawmakers such as McConnell throw in the towel.
"I never dreamed all of this
would happen," he said.

II Candidates...
FROM PAGE 1
fall," Owen said.
McConnell won his third sixyear term in 1996.
Owen practically endorsed a
plan put forth by retiring Democratic Sen. Wendell Ford that
would buy some tobacco quotas
but retain the allotment and price
support programs.
Another Democrat in the Senate race, U.S. Rep. Scotty Baesler, is the sponsor of the House
-version of that plan. And Baesler
trumpeted his own long support
of agriculture and tobacco, even
though he was still in Washington tending to congressional business on Tuesday.
Republican Jim Bunning, who
has only modest opposition in his
own primary, found himself out
on something of a limb with
McConnell seemingly sawing
away behind him. In a prepared
statement, Bunning said he respected McConnell but planned
to continue working for Baesler's
legislation because it held out the
hope of preserving the tobacco
program.
Owen said McConnell is trying
to position himself for a pursuit

*************************************

'7n These Last DAYS of
the Campaign"

HERE ARE
THE FACTS!

of a vice presidential nomination.
McConnell, who never allows
an attack to go unchallenged,
fired back at Owen in a prepared
statement. McConnell described
Owen as a "dilettante" who
"wouldn't recognize a tobacco
patch if it weren't polled,
analyzed and described to him by
an army of paid political
consultants."
The other serious Democrat
seeking the nomination to run for
Ford's seat, Lt. Gov. Steve
Henry, began what his campaign
referred to as a non-stop sprint to
the primary on Tuesday with daylong campaigning and sleeping
only during travel between stops.
On the electronic campaign
front, Baesler began a series of
radio spots appealing directly to
farmers.
Owen, who has now spent
nearly $6.3 million on his campaign and most from his own
deep pockets, released another
spot that attacks Baesler for a
property deal he made while
mayor of Lexington. Owen refused to elaborate on the allegations made in his commercial.
Henry's latest radio ad features
a Kentucky basketball icon, fellow Owensboro native Rex Chapman's endorsement.
In the race to fill Bacsler's 6th
District scat in central Kentucky,
Bobby Russell took a swipe at
the Lexington connections of four
of the six serious Democratic
candidates. He urged voters to
elect someone other than one of
the "four Lexington lawyers" in
the race. Russell, though, is a lawyer himself.
As he has throughout the campaign, state Sen. John "Eck"
Rose of Winchester, who is not a
lawyer, emphasized his years of
experience in the state legislature.
T
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The candidate with the MOST LOCAL experience.
The candidate with the MOST "HANDS-ON"
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The only candidate with the MOST hours of
training as a "JAILER."
The candidate with the MOST SUPERVISORY
experience in a DETENTION CENTER.
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(AP) — Competing proposals in the $516 billion comprehensive
• tobacco bill that involve grower compensation and the future of the
federal tobacco program:
Lugar-McConnell
—Cost: $18 billion over five years.
—Ends production quota program in 1999 and phases out price
supports in 1999-2001 crop years. Support reductions would be 25
percent in first year and 10 percent in each of next two years.
—Quota owners would be paid $8 per pound in three installments.
Farmers who lease quotas would be paid $4 per pound based on average production, also in three installments.
—Tobacco-dependent states would get $I billion over five years
for economic aid, promotion of alternative crops, education.
Ford
—Cost: $28.5 billion over 25 years.
—Continues existing quota program for burley tobacco and sets
up a new permit program for flue-cured tobacco that would involve
only active growers. Continues price supports.
—Quota buyouts of $8 per pound, mandatory for flue-cured tobacco and voluntary for burley, over 10 years or in lump sum if
national quota drops by 50 percent. Various payment rates for tenant
farmers and those who lease quotas.
—Tobacco-dependent states would get S12.5 billion in grants for
economic assistance, worker transition, higher education.

•Pell...
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Charles Strutt, executive director of the Multi-State Lottery Association, which operates Powerball in 20 states and Washington,
D.C., said more than 72 million
tickets were sold Wednesday in
the Powerball states.
"They're coming all the way
from Memphis and from Arkansas," said Hattie Vines, manager
of the Chevron gas station in Delta, La., just across the state line
from Vicksburg, Miss.
Richard Meinen of Toledo,
Ohio, drove 80 miles west to Angola, Ind., to buy a ticket. "The
jackpot got so big we couldn't ignore it," Mcinen said.
Doug Orr, the Multi-State Lbttery's marketing production coordinator, said 138.5 million of the
SI tickets were sold between
Sunday and 59 minutes before
Wednesday's drawing.

•MCCH...
FROM PAGE 1
the architect about the possibility
of adding an 80-slot deck over
the parking lot between the Medical Arts Building West and Dr.
Dan Miller's office. A covered
walkway could connect it with
the MAR West, he said.
The firm quoted him a price of
$1.5 million for a parking deck,
but noted that that was a high
quote to include a "fudge factor,"
Poston said. The firm initially
quoted a figure of about $7,000
per slot, or $500,000 to $700,000,
he added.
Poston also said he plans to try
to get an option to buy some
property, which could help relieve the parking problem. But
the hospital has to expand upward, he said.
"We're landlocked and cut off
from expanding," he said.
Commissioner Scott Seiber
seconded Sanders' motion, but
wanted to hold off on adding a
parking deck.
Sanders noted that if the hospital wants to attract more doctors,
it will need more parking space.
Poston said each floor could
house four doctors, who would
need seven to eight additional
parking spaces each.
Sanders and stime other commissioners suggested parking
could be improved if there was
more enforcement of having employees leave spaces next to the
hospital for patients. Poston said

that the hospital already enforces
that rule for its employees.
"There's going to be a backlash from that. I would be very
reluctant to advise this board to
direct doctors (to enforce that
policy)," said Dr. John Gustafson, the medical staff president.
"It could be a flashpoint issue."
Sanders later clarified his motion. He said he favored getting
competitive bids on the construction of the two floors and a parking deck, but wanted the architectural firm to design them so they
would have a "uniform look."
In other matters, the board:
.Heard a report from Jim Taylor, the hospital's senior vice
president for professional services, that the fund drive for the
Lynn Clarke Griffiths Apheresis
Center has raised $22,022 of its
$36,000 goal. The hospital plans
to dedicate the center in July.
*Learned from Poston that Rita
Ford, the former medical records
director, has been hired as the
compliance officer as part of the
federal requirements to guard
against possible Medicare billing
abuse.
The hospital is still looking for
a new medical records director,
Poston said.
'Heard Poston's report that
workers will begin pouring concrete by the end of the week for
the hospital's new cancer treatment center.
*Voted to change its retreat at
Murray State University to July
17-18.
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Hi-Efficiency Room
Air Conditioner
• Hi-efficiency,
9.5/9.5 EER.
• 18,000/17,500 BTU,
230/208 volts, 8.3/9.0
amps.
• 3 coolings/1 fan only

speeds.
• 10-position thermostat.
• Easy mount window
installation.
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FROM PAGE 1
Powerball planets aligned and
pointed at Wisconsin in a major
way: The previous record jackpot
of $111.2 million went in July
1993 to Leslie Robbins and Colleen Daries of Fond du Lac, about 85 miles north of Pell Lake.
The winning player in Wednesday's drawing chose to receive an
immediate payout, which means
the ticket is worth $104.3 million. The full jackpot would have
been paid out over 25 years — at
roughly $7.7 million a year.
Wednesday's jackpot was originally estimated at $175 million,
but that was revised shortly before the drawing to $195 million
after record sales..
The consolation prize in Wednesday's drawing wasn't too
shabby: There were 57 players
who matched five numbers but
not the Powerball for a $100,000
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Floyd Dawson's experience has been here with the people of
Calloway County. Floyd Dawson knows LOCAL PEOPLE
and will be sensitive to their needs, while running a safe,
secure, and efficient jail.
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AROUND THE WORLD
Suharto turns over leadership
JAKARTA, Indonesia (AP) — With the backing of the army and
without elections that he had promised only days earlier, President
Suharto stepped down today after 32 years in power and turned over
the leadership to his longtime aide, Vice President Bacharuddin Jusuf Habibie.
Acting a week after deadly anti-government protests, fiery looting
and the suspension of the IMF's $43 billion aid program to his economically battered country, the president went on nationwide television to apologize for his mistakes and announce his resignation.

AROUND THE NATION
Researchers continue study
WASHINGTON (AP) — Researchers mapping the highway of human heredity may have found a key to alcoholism.
Their work could lead to ways of identifying youngsters most at
risk of becoming alcoholics and helping them avoid that future.
An estimated 14 million Americans suffer from alcoholism and it
has long been known that the problem runs in families. But it had
not been clear if it was inherited or a result of environment, Dr.
Enoch Gordis, director of the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism, said Wednesday.
Now, he said, researchers have concluded that inheritance plays a
role and they have located likely neighborhoods for the genes that
can lead to trouble.

Red-light running on increase
WASHINGTON (AP) — Red-light runners cause 250,000 traffic
crashes a year and a growing number of deaths, according to a new
study.
The number of fatal crashes involving red-light running has increased 15 percent, from 702 in 1992 to 809 in 1996, the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety said Wednesday.
From 1992 through 1996, there were 3,753 crashes caused by a
motorist running a red light — about 3 percent of all fatal crashes.
Those crashes killed 4,238 people, said study researcher Richard
Retting.

Busy day expected for airlines
WASHINGTON (AP) — The airline industry expects Friday to be
the busiest day in aviation history.
More than 2 million people are expected to take off for the start of
the Memorial Day holiday, and more than 12.5 million people are
expected to fly over the seven-day period ending next Tuesday, the
Air Transport Association said Wednesday.
The group, which represents the nation's largest air carriers, predicted that load factors — the proportion of seats that are filled on
an airliner — could be as high as 83 percent systemwide. Recently,
load factors have been averaging about 70 percent.

Hollywood bids Sinatra farewell
BEVERLY HILLS, Calif.(AP) — It was the passing of a legend,
another time marker,for the century, and Hollywood's royalty bid
farewell to Frank Sinatra with touches of kindness, doses of laughter
and moments of reflection.
"Barbara, Frank loved you very much," Kirk Douglas, his speech
still showing the effect of a stroke, told Sinatra's widow. "We all
know that, so don't cry too much. Think of Frank up there with
Dean Martin, up with there with Sammy Davis Jr.
"Boy, heaven will never be the same!"
There was hearty applause from the 400 mourners packed inside
Good Shepherd Catholic Church for Wednesday afternoon's twohour service, which included a funeral Mass officiated by Cardinal
Roger Mahony, the archbishop of Los Angeles.

Rocker sent to jail
MALIBU, Calif. (AP) — Despite a plea from Tommy Lee's
estranged wife, a judge sent the rocker to jail to begin serving a
six-month sentence for felony spousal abuse.
The Motley Crue drummer was taken away in handcuffs to begin
serving his sentence Wednesday evening. Lee, 35, was given the jail
term and three years probation for kicking wife Pamela Anderson as
she held their baby son, Dylan, during a fight in February.
Superior Court Judge Lawrence J. Mira threatened Lee with three
years in state prison if he violated conditions of the sentence stemming from his no-contest plea last month.
Lee also was ordered to donate $5,000 to a battered-women's
shelter, avoid drugs and alcohol, stay at least 100 yards away from
his wife, attend anger management classes and undergo random drug
tests. He may not possess firearms and must perform 200 hours of
community service.

Chelsea recovers from flu
STANFORD, Calif. (AP) — Chelsea Clinton was "on the mend"
after battling a touch of the flu, a White House spokeswoman said.
The Stanford University freshman was recovering Wednesday after she suffered stomach pains and spent the night at the university
medical center, said Marsha Berry, first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton's press secretary.
Neither President or Mrs. Clinton planned to go to California, the
White House said. The Clintons visited their daughter earlier this
month on a fund-raising swing through California.

AROUND THE STATE
Marine relieved of command
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The top Marine at Fort Knox has
been relieved of his command in the wake of brutal hazings and
beatings by members of his detachment during the past year.
Marine Lt. Gen. John Rhodes dismissed Lt. Col. Jeff Wilkinson
on Wednesday after a new allegation involving an "inappropriate"
promotion ceremony earlier this month, Pentagon spokesman Lt.
Col. Scott Campbell said.
Campbell said Rhodes, who heads the Marine Combat Development Command in Quantico, Va., "lost confidence" in Wilkinson's
leadership. Wilkinson was head of the Marine detachment at the
Army post when a tank-maintenance trainee was brutally beaten by
fellow Marines.

Former sheriff indicted

-

FLEMINGSBURG, Ky.(AP) — A former Fleming County sheriff
who played Santa Claus during the Christmas holidays has pleaded
innocent to felony child sex abuse charges.
Jerel R. Purcell, 51, sheriff from 1982 to 1989, faces six different
felony counts involving two different boys. The events allegedly
occurred while he was in office.
Purcell, the owner of a tire store in this town of 3,100, pleaded
innocent to the charges Tuesday and is free on a $100,000 cash
bond. He declined to comment Wednesday.
According to a Fleming County grand jury indictment handed
down Tuesday, Purcell "engaged in deviate sexual intercourse
"
with a child who was younger than 12 at the time. The abuse began
in 1979 and went on until 1985, the indictment said.
In 1993 or 1994, Purcell persuaded another child under 16 to "engage in a sexual performance" while posing nude for a photograph
,
the indictment said.
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Salvage continues on Titanic
BOSTON (AP) — George Tulloch still remembers how hard his
heart was pounding as his small
submarine inched through darkness toward the Titanic's watery
grave.
It was his first mission to the
oceanliner's wreckage that for
decades has rested 2 1/2 miles
beneath the Atlantic. At those
depths, much could go wrong: An
oxygen fire or leak in the ship's
titanium hull would quickly kill
the three-person crew.
The sub's hull started to groan.
Suddenly, at 10,000, a cold
stream of water hit the back of
his neck — the prank of a squirtgun-toting crewmate.
"It wasn't funny," Tulloch
said.
But now, nine years and 14
dramatic dives later, Tulloch has
salvaged thousands of artifacts

from the luxury liner — and his
upcoming exhibit will showcase
more than 300 items, from a set
of ship's whistles to jewelry and
delicate love letters.
During a sneak preview Wednesday, Tulloch -- whose company, RMS Titanic, Inc., has
legal rights to the shipwreck —
showed exhibit items including
sheet music, uncorked bottles of
champagne, olives and fine china.
More than - 1,500 people died
when the 882-foot Titanic sank
after hitting an iceberg on its
maiden voyage in 1912. The
wreckage was discovered about
400
miles
south
of
Newfoundland.
Tulloch's new exhibit is set to
open July 1 at the World Trade
Center in Boston.
The exhibit's centerpiece will
be a large model of the sunken

ship in a darkened room designed
to look like the sandy ocean
floor.
Visitors will be able to gaze at
a bronze cherub that came from
the ship's main staircase, as well
as recently restored floor tiles
from Titanic's first-class section,
a $20 bill, a second-class boarding pass and a gold Roman coin.
"We're showing them because
the world wants to sec them,"
TullOch said.
Since Tulloch began displaying
the collection in 1991, hundreds
of thousands of people have
flocked to exhibitions at sites in
Europe and the United States.
The exhibit has enjoyed success
on the heels of the blockbuster
movie "Titanic."
Tulloch, a former BMW
dealer, has led four expeditions to
the site since 1987 with the help

ol the French government's
oceanographic institute, which
provided the submarine Nautile.
Critics say his salvage expeditions amount to grave robbery.
Robert Ballard, the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution
scientist who helped locate the
Titanic in 1985, called one 1996
expedition a destructive publicity
stunt.
Passengers on two luxury liners paid $1,8(X) to 55.900 each to
watch researchers in a failed attempt to raise a large chunk of
wreckage.
Karen Karnucki, vice president
of the Titanic Historical Society,
based in Springfield, said historians already have recorded valuable stories from passengers who
survived. The ship should be left
alone, she said.

Regionals should get funds later
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The state Council on Postsecondary Education is expected to begin awarding special funds for
high-profile programs to the Kentucky's six regional universities
by late summer.
Half of the state's six regional
universities have designated certain academic programs, ranging
from environmental sciences to
law enforcement, which they say
are important and deserve special
state funding.
Eastern Kentucky, Murray
State and Western Kentucky universities have presented plans to
the council for monies from a $7
million trust fund set up to help
these universities raise their national stature. Kentucky State,
Morehead State, and Northern
Kentucky universities have not
yet submitted proposals.
On Monday, the council
awarded $4 million to the University of Kentucky and $2 million to the University of Louisville for 15 different programs.
While it approved the Kentucky
and Louisville requests, the coun-

cil did not approve proposals
from the three regional schools.
Fortifying certain academic
programs at the regional universities as well as those at Kentucky
and Louisville was an important
part of the higher education reform act passed by the General
Assembly last year.
Council Chairman Leonard
Hardin said the council and consultant Bob Shirley, former president of the University of Southern Colorado, wanted more time
to review the proposals from the
regional universities.
"I think we would all agree
that these trust funds are the most
important part of this reform,"
Hardin said. "And it's important
to all of us, that we do this
right."
Eastern Kentucky has proposed
that its programs in justice and
safety and occupational therapy
receive state funding.
Murray State hopes to develop
two new on-campus centers. One
would be for business and industry with a focus on telecommunications systems management and

the other for watershed research
and science education that would
focus on environmental sciences
and education.
Western Kentucky has designated four programs to receive
the special funds. They are a
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Man injured in truck wreck
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
The driver of an overturned
truck that blocked traffic on U.S.
641 South Wednesday was listed
in stable condition in the hospital
Thursday morning with a head
injury.
Thomas H. Elam, 57, of Hickory, was taken by the MurrayCalloway County Hospital Ambulance Service to the hospital,
where he was admitted for observation, a spokesman said.
Elam lost control of his truck
about one-half mile north of
Hazel just before 8 a.m. Wednesday, according to a Calloway
County Sheriff's Department
report.
The truck dropped off the
right-hand side of the road and
hit an embankment, flipped onto
the passenger side, then slid back
across the road, the report said.
Sheriff's deputies rerouted
traffic for about 3% hours while
they and members of the Murray
Fire Department and Calloway
County Fire-Rescue cleared the
scene.
In other reports, the Murray
Police Department worked a twovehicle accident at the intersection of Kentucky 121 North and
North 16th Street for a second
straight day.
Jesus Padilla, a passenger in a
car driven by Tiffany Garrigus,
was treated at the hospital for a
cut to his forehead and released,
according to a hospital
spokesman.
Padilla, 29, of Mayfield, was
injured when Garrigus, 26, also
of Mayfield, hit a truck driven by
Ron Gladden, according to a pollee report.
Garrigus, who was southbound
on Kentucky 121 and said she did
not notice the traffic light at the
intersection, hit the rear passenger side of Gbdden's truck as it
traveled on North 16th Street, the
report said.
Police charged Gladden with
driving on a driver's license suspended by drunken driving.
The sheriffs department also
worked a two-vehicle accident
that injured three people Monday
night.
Justin McKnight, 17, of Mulberry Street, was Mused from
the hospital Tuesday after being
admitted for observation of a
head injury, the hospital said.
Myron T. Canup, 46, of Dexter, who was southbound on Elm
Grove Road about eight miles
north of Murray, said he saw

•

McKnight's vehicle coming toward him on his side of the road,
the report said.
Canup went off the road to try
to avoid McKnight's skidding
vehicle, but they hit head-on in a
curve, according to the report.
Robert Kearney, 16, of Murray, a passenger in McKnight's
vehicle, and Taylor Pryor, 6, of
Dexter, a passenger in Canup's
truck, were treated at the hospital
for facial cuts and released.

broad-based academic program in
applied research and technology,
the journalism and communications program, a program in folk
studies and a multi-disciplinary
program on children and family
studies..

Steve Lax
Magistrate District #2
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FROM OUR READERS

Buckingham admired
Dear Editor:
Democratic voters in Calloway and Trigg counties have a unique
opportunity in the May primary to nominate a person for the Kentucky
House of Re pre sentatises v. ho is ideally prepared to serve and will do so
most effectively.
I have worked v. ith Robert (Buddy) Buckingham of Murray as a
higher education lobbyist in four sessions of the General Assembly and
know firsthand that he fully understands the legislative process and that
. he has extensive personal contacts in the executive branch of state
government.
Moreover, he is known and respected by numerous staff members in
the LegisLibve Research Commission, a definite advantage for newlyelected legislators. Good relations with LRC staff is essential for any
new legislator to be effective in responding to constituent needs and
problems.
Perhaps most importantly, Buddy Buckingham is highly admired by
those who have worked with him in Frankfort and elsewhere. He knows
how the legislature interacts with the rest of state government and that
will work to the definite advantage of all residents of the 5th House
District.
Buddy Buckingham is ready, willing and most able to serve. If I lived
in your district, I would vote for him and encourage everyone I know to
do the same.
Keith Kappes
444 Forest Hills Drive
Morehead, KY 40351

Employees deserve congratulations
When Larry Jackson, director
of human resources at Mauel,
called me and told me about how
two of his employees had helped
replace a teddy bear for a disabled child in Pennsylvania, I was
intrigued.
I urged him to send me the information he had so I could receive more details.
And upon reading the letter
from the child's mother and seeing the accompanying photograph, I put my head in my hands
and cried.
There's something so special
about this situation. It is a sad
story, yet one with a happy ending. For the brief time that this
child has left, he will have the
comfort of his beloved "Mr.
Bear."
A small sacrifice, wouldn't you
say?
In the midst of all the stories
of violence and hate, it is heartwarming to know that we have
good, decent people in our community who are willing to make
whatever sacrifices are necessary
in order to help others.
Tom Lewellyn didn't have to
break up his collection to send
one of his bears to the lithe boy.
Yet he did so because "(Cody)
needed the bear worse .then I
did."
My hat goes off to Tom, and
his fellow employees at Mattel,
for taking the time to bring a ray

Beef steak a favorite
Dear Editor:
Beef steak is an American favorite, accounting for more than 18
percent of the beef eaten at home,according to research firm NPD/CresL
Furthermore, research from the firm shows that consumers enjoy it in
restaurants more than 348 million times each year.
This popularity is one of the reasons beef producers in Calloway
County are promoting June as National Beef Steak Month.
The summer grilling season lends itself to steak promotion.
The June National Beef Steak Month promotion is funded by beef
producers through the SI-per-head beef checkoff program.
Beth Ratliff
Director, Promotion & Consumer Affairs
733 Red Mile Road
Lexington, KY 40504

Tom Toles
hits the mark.

of sunshine into a life of
darkness.
• • • •
Talking with Cody's mother
brought a different perspective to
the table. While acknowledging
that her son had only a short time
to live because he had been born
with only 17 percent of his brain
tissue, as well as having about 90
percent of his head filled with
water, Tracy Wasson wasn't about to feel sorry for herself.
Instead, she focused on what
she could do to make her son's
life as full as possible. Not worrying about tomorrow or about
whether the next seizure would
be Cody's last.
She embraced life and in doing
so, sends out a message to parents everywhere: "Live for today
and enjoy your children."
She was emphatic in her letter
when she wrote: "As a mother,
there is nothing I wouldn't do for
my son. My time here on earth is
limited with him as every day is a
struggle for him. But with the
help of two people, two people
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Reader backs Wisehart Robinson likes Reynolds
Dear Editor:
This is a time when last minute efforts are being made on the part of
candidates and incumbents to get their point across, letting us know that
they are the right person for the job.
Unfortunately, when this is happening, cases are often overstated and
unfair criticisms are often lodged all in the interest of getting elected. I
want none of that. But I do think from a positive perspective, gratitude
should be shown for a job well done. So let me take a moment to
commend Ronald Wisehart for faithfully working every day to do hisjob
well.
Thank you, Ronald, for:
* The daily task of getting the nitty gritty, tough stuff done at our
county jail.
* Being true to the law and true to your responsibility to uphold the
law.
* Maintaining the strict discipline needed to sustain and operate our
jail.
* Making sure that drugs and other contraband are kept out of the
hands of inmates.
* Providing an opportunity for inmates to do something other than sit
on their hands. And thank you for the way many of our county roads look
because of the hard work of the inmates.
• Opening the door to Bible study and worship for those inmates
interested in a better relationship with the Lord.
* Your diligence in transporting prisoners to the courts and from one
facility to another.
•The nights away from home, when it becomes necessary to travel to
another state to transport, or receive a prisoner.
* Your interest in the families of our inmates and for your efforts to be
sure that visits can be made at appropriate times.
* Caring about doing your best and for treating everyone fairly and in
keeping with the law.
* Being a great family man and a great citizen of our county.
Jim Pounders
Kirkscy, KY 42054

Voting a privilege

Brandon a good choice
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FROM OUR READERS

Dear Editor:
May 26th will be here before we know it. I have read the campaign
advertisements for the large number of persons in Calloway County
vieing for elected post.
Our election day has been selected to fall on the day after Memorial
Day.
This letter will (I hope)encourage all the voters to exercise their right
to vote and honor our fathers, sons, brothers and other family members
who died in all the wars that were fought to preserve our freedom.
They paid a price for our right to vote and it will cost us nothing.
Leonard E. Brown
Commander VFW Post 6291
639 Gcurin Road
Murray, KY 42071

His style of editorial cartoons
punctures political balloons. Watch
for him, coming to your newspaper

who don't know me or my son,
who simply answered a mother's
cry for help, my son won't be
spending one more day without
his best friend."
I know there are countless parents in our community who have
left work at some point or
another to retrieve a child's comfort item.
Whether it is a baby pillow or
special stuffed item, parents
know that just having that special
something close will make all the
difference in their child's day.
1 know how many times I have
frantically searched for Austin's
baby pillow when picking him up
from day care, knowing that bedtime will be miserable without it.
And while Cody's case is one
of the more extreme, I know that
his mother's struggle to replace
the lost bear is something that
many of us can identify with.
• • • •
Wednesday marked the final
session for the 1997 Leadership
Murray Class.
While recapping the events of
the past year, we spent time

brainstorming about issues that
need attention in this community.
It might be beneficial for our
soon-to-be newly elected officials
to take note of this list:
•Rural water
•Decent wages to maintain
lifestyles
•Affordable, accessible child
care
*School violence
'Kids have nothing to do
•Increase of juvenile
delinquency/crime rates
•Transportation issues/
accessibility
'Community apathy — same
people serving on boards
'Restaurants/activities needed
to draw special events
'Support of parks
•Metro government
'Community/county planning
'Making others aware of what
Murray offers
'Traffic problems
"Orderly growth
'Need to organize groups with
common goals
'Health/fitness for aging
population
'Parenting skills
•Education
'Abuse of welfare/disability
'Lack of discipline in schools
These are only some of the
challenges our community will
face in the upcoming years. If
you have any additions, give me
a call.

Ju

Readers support Brandon
Dear Editor.
I have known Marcia Brandon on a personal and professional basis for
15 years. I belie‘e stc would he the best Magistrate for District 3.
She has new ideas tor this job and she wants the public to be involved
and she always gives 150 percent in everything she does.
She is a very dedicated, hard working and understanding person. I
know she has ability to do the job of Magistrate.
We ask all our t nen& in District 3 to please vote for Marcia Brandon
on May 26.
Leah Hill Loveu
Glenda Hill
Clovis Brown

WILLFUL THOUGHTS

Dear Editor:
My name is Lottie Brandon. I worked as a nurse at the Murray
Hospital for over thirty years. My daughter-in-law, Marcia Brandon, is
ruhning for magistrate in District 3.
Marcia is an intelligent, hard-working person that would make sure
that the people in District 3 were represented the way they should be. She
is honest and very sincere in wanting to do the job of magistrate in a way
that will bring improvement to the district and to the entire county.
I truly think she would be the best choice for District 3. Please vote for
Marcia Brandon on May 26.
Louie Brandon
722 Sycamore Si
Murray, KY 42071
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Dear Editor
I have heard all of the candidates for Calloway County Coroner talk
about their platforms.
The only candidate that I have heard that has shown any interest in
helping to save lives is Kenneth Reynolds.
I have known Kenneth for a long time, and I know him well enough
that if he says that he will do something, he will.
Kenneth has stated publicly on several occasions that if elected he will
work hard to develop and implement a school program to educate our
children about violence and death. I myself have children in the
Calloway County schools, and I think that it is about time that someone
outside of the school system tried to help our children.
I have heard for a long while now how Calloway County needs to
change, well, now is the time we can do this.
Kenneth is more than qualified for this position, with his years of
experience working with the Murray Fire Dept., Murray Ambulance
Service, American Red Cross and MSU. In my opinion, Kenneth is by
far the best man for the job.
If you are at all concerned about our county and our children, on
Tuesday you will vote for Kenneth Reynolds.
Ruth Robinson
2511 State Route Hwy 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
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Signs being stolen
Dear Editor
I would like to take this tune to publicly say thank you to all of the
citizens of Murray and Calloway County for all of their hospitality that
they have shown me in the past few months while campaigning. I would
also like to say how I think that it is a shame that some people have to go
around and steal other candidates' signs and cards.
Now I have lost over 200 signs out of peoples' yards. First of all, it is
bad that they are doing this, second it is really bad that they will go so far
as to go into someone's yard and steal them.
Now I do not hold any bad or ill feelings toward whomever took my
signs and cards, but I do think that if it is someone running against me,or
someone campaigning for them that this is a bad way to campaign.
I have tried to run a good clean campaign talking about what I want to
do, not how bad the others are.
I would ask that on Tuesday that each and every one of the citizens of
Murray and Calloway County please take a few minutes and go to the
polls and vote. Let's show the rest of the state that we do care who is in
office and this is one way that we can all do our part.
Kenneth R. Reynolds Sr.
555 Douglas Road
Murray, KY 42071

Roberts likes Hazle
Dear Editor:
I have known Phil Hazle for over 20 years and he has been a friend of
my family since he and my late husband, Hollis, met when Phil was in
college at Murray State. He is honest, dependable and committed to
Calloway County. He sincerely wants to put his corrections experience
to work for our community. Please vote for someone we can count on.
Mrs. Hollis (Heloise) Roberts
623 N. 4th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Moody backs Brandon
Dear Editor:
Marcia Brandon is running for Magistrate of District 3. I feel lucky to
have her in my life. She is hard working, honest and dedicated. I believe
she will give 100 percent to this position and search for the best answers
for District 3.
Barbra Moody
337 Treetop Lane
Murray, KY 42071
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Mrs. Berlene Lowery

By KIMBERLY HEFUNG
Associated Press Writer

Mrs. Berlene Lowery, 69, Peach Orchard Road, Murray, died Wednesday, May 20, 1998, at 6:50 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
A member of Hickory Grove Church of Christ, she had worked for
Food Services at Murray State University.
Born Aug. 6, 1928, in Calloway County, she was the daughter of
the late Raymond Starks and Helen Oglesby Starks. One brother,
Charles Starks, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Russell Lowery; one daughter, Mrs.
Deborah Parker and husband, John, Benton; one son, James Anthony
Lowery, Murray; one sister, Mrs. Gail McCuiston and husband, Mason, Murray; three brothers, Ray Starks and Jerry Starks and wife,
Brenda, Almo, and Gene Starks, Huntingdon, Tenn.; three grandchildren, Christopher Parker and wife, Connie, Kirksey, and Jennifer
Parker and Austin Parker, Benton; one great-granddaughter, Amber
Parker, Kirksey.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Thursday).

Burkeen correction
In the obituary for Mrs. Dora Melba Burkeen on Wednesday, the
survivors should have included seven great-grandchildren, one
stepgreat-grandchild, and one great-great-grandchild, according to the
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Rehearsals to begin
16, 23 and 30 from 7 to 9 p.m. each
evening. On July 3, a concert in the
city park will be held in conjunction
with Freedom Fest. A concert will
be performed in Stewart Stadium
July 4 prior to the annual fireworks
display.
Conducting the band will be John
Fannin, assistant director of bands
at Murray State.
Some instruments are available
for use through the department of
music for each rehearsal.
For more information on the
MSU Summer Community Band,
contact the local department of
music at (502) 762-4288.

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky is keeping with a nationwide trend with the
emergence of an increased number of hate group spurred partly
by modern technology and the
upcoming millennium, experts
said.
"People need to take it seriously," said Chip Berlet, senior
analyst at Political Research Associates, a think tank based in
Somerville, Mass. on Wednesday.
"Even a handful of people can
create a tremendous act, even if
they don't create it out of violence. It creates bigotry and hate
which is harmful to the
democracy."
On Tuesday, Charles Edward
Hall Jr., 28, and Daniel R. Koplitz, 41, both alleged leaders in
the White Aryan Legion, were arrested by the FBI and Kentucky
State Police. Police claim the two
ordered the firing of two gunshots into the post office in Langley, Ky., and distributed racist
leaflets to mixed-race couples in
Pike and Floyd counties.
An FBI spokesman said Wednesday that no further arrests
have been made in the case.

not return to prison. The judge
gave him credit for jail time already served — three years, nine
months and 20 days — for his
second-degree murder conviction
in 1993.
Prosecutors called the judge's
ruling illegal and vowed to
appeal.
Budzyn, who is white, was released last year after the Michigan Supreme Court overturned
the murder conviction, citing outside influences on the jurors, including their viewing of "Malcolm X" during a break in
del iberations.
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Your vote will be appreciated!
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Brittany, Lindsey &
Zachary ask for your
vote for...

Roy said the upcoming millennium also contributes to an increase in membership at these
groups.
"A lot of these hate groups arc
Biblically driven," Roy said.
"They say the end of time is
coming and the year 2000 is go
ing to be the end of the race
war."
Berlet says he agrees that there
is an "apocalyptic" sense about
2000 at both the secular and religious level that is part of a growing social movement.
"This is going to get worse before it gets better," Berlet said.

Paid for Daman Mathis

.A4 Stock Market Report
•it

ganized ones that form in the ares
where they used to be," Wenger
said.
Nationwide, Joe Roy, director
of intelligence at the Southern
Poverty Law Center, said the Internet has created a whole new
recruiting field for these types of
groups.
"People on the Internet can
enjoy a certain amount of
anonymity," Roy said. "They
can interact with these groups
and share their frustrations and
ideologies without getting off of
the sofa so to speak."
Wenger agrees.
"If you have a few such people all over the United States and
then you bring them into close
communications with each other
then that tends to really multiply
the significance and power well
beyond what it used to be,"
Wenger said.

16 Years Experience As Deputy Coroner!
#4 On The Ballot
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In 1997, there was a 20 percent
increase in the number of hate
groups in the United States, according to statistics from the
Montgomery, Ala.-based Southern Poverty Law Center, a civilrights organization that monitors
hate crimes.
There were 12 active whitesupremacy groups in Kentucky in
1997, compared to seven in 1996,
according to the organization.
But Morton Wenger, professor
of sociology at the University of
Louisville, says statistics such as
those from the Southern Poverty
Law Center can be difficult to
comprehend.
"It probably represents an increase that's real, but whether it's
proportional or not who knows,"
Wenger said.' It's not just the
number of groups, it's also a
question of how many people are
in the groups and also how committed are the members."
The arrest of a leader does not
always end the activities of a hate
group, Wenger said.
"When the FBI or local police
take a piece out of a local organization ... this organization tends
to dissipate, but its members just
generally migrate to other similar
organizations or new loosely or-

"

Judge frees prisoner
DETROIT (AP) — A former
police officer who served almost
four years in prison for the 1992
beating death of a black motorist
does not have to serve any more
time, a judge has ruled.
Walter Budzyn was sentenced
to 4 to 15 years in prison this
year after he was retried for Malice Green's death and convicted
on an involuntary manslaughter
charge.
But on Wednesday, Wayne
County Circuit Judge Thomas
Jackson ruled that Budzyn should

1998

Internet spreading hate message

DEATHS

The Murray State University
Summer Community Band will begin rehearsal June 2 in preparation
for concerts to be held on July 3-4.
All interested musicians are invited to participate. Local wind and
percussion players are especially
encouraged to be a part of this
group. The band has a two-fold
purpose — serving as a recreational
outlet for interested musicians and
providing live music for the community. Rehearsals will be in the
university band room on the third
floor of the Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center on campus.
Rehearsals will be held June 2,9,

THURSDAY, MAY 21

There's No Doubt
Calloway County
Needs
A strong, aggressive
prosecutor

A prosecutor who is
accessible to the public

.1*
; 4
411

Dan Miller
County Judge
Executive
There
many
are
things he can accomplish in the upcoming term by using his past
knowledge and leadership of the Fiscal Court to
achieve the best possible conditions for Calloway
County.
I ..

We encourage you to help elect our granddad
sugar" on May 26. Your vote & support is greatly
appreciated.
Join us at Amerihost Inn on election night for
election returns!

Dan_ Miller
Calloway County Judge Executive
GI`

Randy_ Hutchens
COUNTY ATTORNEY

"No Doubt About It!"
Paid tor by Committee to Elect Randy Hutchens. Larry England treasurer

Paid for by Dan

Miller

Dustin Scott Adams, a December graduate of the University of
Kentucky with a master of science degree in Plant and Soil Science, participated in the spring
graduation ceremony at the Lexington campus May 9.

DAR meeting on Saturday
Captain Wendell Oury Chapter of the Daughters of the American
Revolution will meet Saturday, May 23, at 2 p.m. at Cherry Hill
Farm. Members will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the home of Evelyn L.
Jones to carpool to the meeting. Mrs. Jones and Elizabeth Han will
be hostesses. An installation of new officers for the next three years
will be held. All members are urged to attend.

Adams was a member of the
American Society of Agronomy
and Soil Science Society of
America. He is employed by
Kentucky Agricultural Statistics
Service in Louisville.

An Angel Alert has been issued by the Calloway County Family
Resource Center for several families requiring items. A young, pregnant mother needs a baby bed. A single mother with three children
will be having surgrey in June and needs a washer, dryer and bunk
beds. Two mothers trying to get off welfare and returning to work
who need dressy work clothes, size 14 and size 16. An infant who
suffers from seizures who has had heart surgery needs an air conditioner. Also the center has several children going to camp this summer who are in need of sleeping bags. Any person having any of
these items to donate bring them by the resource center or call
753-3070 or 753-3879.

Adams is the son of Johnny
and Georgia Adams of Paducah
and the grandson of James and
Thelma Potts of Murray. He will
be married July 11, 1998, to Ashley Koger of Richmond.

• Health & Beauty Items
Free Consultation &
• Vhst Our Gift Shop Review of Prescriptions
Gifts For All Occasions
Computerized Records
• We Accept Most Insurance Plans

Still great service, Still great tice,
Still on the square!

2. An Open Meeting Every
Quarter
3. Hold All Accountable To
Stay Within Budget
4. See All Roads Are Seen
After In District

Kelly Margaret Krouse
and Charles Lee Gabe Jr.

Krouse-Gabe wedding
scheduled on June 20
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Krouse of Paducah announce the engagement
and forthcoming marriage of their daughter, Kelly Margaret Krouse of
Forrest City, Ark., to Charles Lee Gabe Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gabe of Forrest City, Ark.
Miss Krouse is the granddaughter of Mrs. Aaron Horton and the
late Mr. Horton of Bells, Tenn., and of Mrs. Frank Krouse and the late
Mr. Krouse of Memphis, Tenn.
Mr. Gabe is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Oren Cruthis of Hunter,
Ark., and of Mrs. Ralph Gabe and the late Mr. Gabe of Searcy, Ark.
The bride-elect is a graduate of Murray High School and a 1996
cum laude graduate of the University of Mississippi. She is a member
of Alpha Omicron Pi social sorority, Golden Key Honor Society, and
Order of Omega. She teaches Spanish and Speech at Lee Academy,
Marianna, Ark.
The groom-elect holds a bachelor's degree and a master's degree
from Arkansas State University. He is principal and counsellor at Lee
Academy, Marianna, Ark.
The wedding vows will be exchanged on Saturday, June 20, 1998,
at 7:30 p.m. at St. Leo Catholic Church, Murray.

Dexter seniors plan sale

Deni

Dexter Senior Citizens will have a rummage sale on Saturday,
May 23, from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. at the Dexter Cerner. The public is
urged to support the seniors in this fund-raising event.
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"Creafts in the Village," an annual juried arts and crafts show,
will be Saturday and Sunday, May 23 and 24, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
at Kentucky Dam Village State Park, GHilbertsville. Food will be
available with parking and admission free.

Singles plan Saturday event
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will attend the Crafts in the
Village at Kentucky Dam State Park on Saturday, May 23. The
group will leave at 11 a.m. For information call Marlene at
753-2350.

Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Department has
set Saturday, May 23, at the target date to open the pool. Pool hours
will be noon to 7 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and 1 to 6 p.m.
Sunday. The weather has caused delays in getting the repairs done,
but the opening day of Saturday has been set. Pool passes are now
being sold. They may be purchased at the Parks Office at 900 Payne
St., between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. For rate information call 762-0325.
The season is anticipated to be from May 23 to Aug. 16.

Big Singing on Sunday
The 115th annual Big Singing will be Sunday, May 24, at 10:30
a.m. and 1:25 p.m. in the circuit court room of Marshall County
Courthouse, Benton. Shape note songbooks are used for this event.
A practice session will be tonight (Thursday) at 7 p.m. at Benton
Church of Christ.

Golf tournament planned
The Cystic Fibrosis Shannon Hill Charity Golf Tournament will
be Sunday, June 7, at 8 a.m. at Miller Memorial Golf Course, according to Donnie Tinsley, chairperson. Funds from this event will
go for research for cystic fibrosis.

Insurance
Auto • Home • Business • Life

Soccer camps are scheduled
Calloway County Boys' and Girls' Soccer Teams will present
thier second annual soccer camp, open to children leaving grades K
through 6 on June 1 to 5 from 9 to 11:30 a.m. at Calloway County
High School. The camp will be hosted by Boys' Coach Andrew
Pagel and Girls' Coach Mark Kennedy II. For information call Kennedy at 753-8562 or Pagel at 1-502-395-1722.

Calloway County High School will offer tennis camps this summer. Student camps will be for first to sixth graders July 13-17 and
seventh to 12th graders July 20-24. Adult camps will be July 13, 14
and 16. Persons should sign up for these camps by July 6 by calling
Sue Outland at 753-8682 or Calloway County Board of Education at
753-3033.

New Location
Suite 104 - Walnut Plaza Building
5th & Walnut Streets, Murray

Plenty of Parking

Maddox destroyer reunion planned

Shop now thru Saturday
afternoon and save on all
acrylicware, patio candles,
white wicker chairs, settees,
tables, rockers...plus

UNIVERSITY PLAZA
CHESTNUT ST.
MURRAY, KY.

Pier 111111111,LTSUNDAY
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rel & 25th

elect
bride

The annual reunion of the members of the former CCC (Civilian
Conservation Corps) Camp 1517 will be held Saturday, June 6, from
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. at Lake Barkley Lodge State Park. All former
members of any CCC camps are invited to the attend. The CCC
camp was located in the south part of Murray prior to World War II.
For information call Brona P. Vick, camp reunion chairman, at
1-901-642-7762.

An organizational meeting of Senior Citizens, 55 or older, will be
tonight (Thursday) at 6:30 p.m. in the new Fellowship Hall of Coldwater United Methodist Church. For more information call Harold
and Norma Viniard at 489-2607.
Danny
Ross
Personal Insurance

manr

USS Maddox Destroyer Association Reunion (DD168, DD622 &
DD731) will be July 9 to 12, 1998, at Minneapolis, Minn. For information or reservations contact Bill and Joyce Metcalf, 12686 W.
Hwy. 55, York, S.C. 29745, or call 1-803-222-3180.

ELKINS
Calloway County
Judge Executive
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Dana Dillingham
and Isreal Melton

Dillingham and Melton
wedding will be July 4
Dana Dillingham and lsreal Melton announce their approaching
marriage.
Miss Dillingham is the daughter of Mary Dillingham of Murray and
Dennis and Janice Dillingham of Hollow Rock, Tenn.
Mr. Melton is the son of Tony and Donna Melton of Camden, Tenn.
The bride-elect is employed at Omini Vision, Camden, Tenn.
The groom-elect is employed at H.I.S. Company, Bruceton, Tenn.
The wedding vows will be said Saturday, July 4, 1998, at 1:30 p.m.
in Cupids Chapel of Love, Gatlinburg, Tenn.
After the ceremony, the couple will spend their honeymoon at
Myrtle Beach, S.C.
The couple was honored at a bridal tea on May 3 by the groomelect's mother. Another event will be a bridal shower given by the
bride-elect's mother at Camden, Tenn.

Summer Reading
Program planned
at Public Library
The Calloway County Public
Library has announced the 1998
Summer Reading Program,
"Readers of the Round Table."
Once again the Kentucky and
Arizona State Libraries have
worked together to develop a
summer theme that promises to
have children excited about the
library, library books and reading
this summer.
The local library offers a summer reading program each year
for children who are ages 5 to 11.
Summer Reading is a fun and
entertaining program. It is not a
reading class or tutorial.
The program is designed to entertain children and to also help
them discover the joys of libraries and the treasures that can be
found within the pages of books.
Many have not discovered the
fabulous adventures one can have
by reading books for recreation
during the summer break from
school.
Studies have shown that there
can be a significant drop in children's reading skills during this
break if an effort is not made to
keep a child reading.
"This year's program promises
to be better than ever," said
Sandy Linn, Youth Services Librarian for the library.
"A wide variety of entertainers

Thursday, May 21
Candidates forum for County Judge/
Executive, sponsored by Concerned
Citizens/7 p m /Weeks Center
Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club rehearsal/6 .30
p m /club house
441 Camp Orientationa p m./Weaks
Center.
4-H Livestock Judging Team/4
p.m./Weaks Center
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Majestic Steakhouse,
Dcaffeaville.
Express of MCCH/Hardin
Public Library/1-3 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 730
a.m -4 p m. Info/753-0576.
Prepared Childbirth Class at
MCCH/7-9 p.m
Accessible A.A. meeting/7
p.m./Center for Accessible Living, Dixieland Shopping Center.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Murray TOPS 1469/weigh-in/6
p m./meeting/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6 p.m./Seven
Seas Restaurant.
West View Nursing Home Fishing at
Fern Terrace/1 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Back
to the Bible Study/6:30 p.m.
Murray Women of the Moose
Enrollment/8 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum,
MSU/open 8:30 a.m.-4:15 p.m.
Curris Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.

Friday, May 22
Old Highland Park reunion banquet at
Seven Seas, Murray Info/489-2828
Murray/Kentucky Lake Chapter of
National Association of Retired Federal Employees/12.30 p m /Hickory
Woods Retirement Center
West View Nursing Home
Bingo/10 30 am , Country Cruising/1
pm
Murray Art Guild/open 10 a.m -3 p.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Centeriopen 8 a.m.-4 p.m for
senior citizens' activities Breakfast/8
a.m. Pool Tournament/9.30 a m
Bridge Club/1 p.m
Bingo, sponsored by Murray Shrine
Club/7 p.m./Highway 121 North by
Fairgrounds. Public invited.
AA and AI-Anon/8 p.m /open to
newcomers/American Legion Building
Main Street Youth Center/205 North
Fourth St./open 7 p m -midnight
Info/753-TEEN.
Seniors Golf play/9 a m /Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course.
Wrather West Ky. Museum, MSU/
open 830 a.m.-415 pm
Currie Center Gallery, MSU/open 11
a.m.-10 p.m.
Eagle Gallery at FA Center, MSU/
open 8 a.m.-4 p m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-4:30 p m. Info/762-3383.
LBL events include Evening at the
Prairie/7:30-9 p m./Elk 8 Bison Prairie

Murray Middle School students showing the new cookbook recently
published are, from left, back row, Darren Keel, Justin Seeley, Adam
Ellis, Daniel Hughes, front row, Carla KIngIns and Mallory Cathey.

MMS publishes cookbook
Murray Middle School has had
a_ cookbook published.
It a spiral bpund book with a
washable- cover. The book contains 150 pages of recipes submitted by students in the fourth
through eighth grades, teachers,

staff, and administration of the
Murray City Schools.
The book also contains helpful
hints and healthy temptations.
Books may be purchased this
week and next week at the Murray Middle School or after hours
from Sue Vonnahme, 759-8928

Support Your
Hometown
Merchants

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
513 S. 12th St.=
•

will be performing at each program such as Chris Egleston, Magical Entertainer; Storytellers
Mary Hamilton and Steve Ross;
Rainbow Puppets; Scott Shupe;
and back by popular demand,
Joel Brantley, who will present A
Country and Western Hoe
Down," Linn added.
Linn said that the children will
once again be earning and saving
"Book Bucks" to spend at the
"Read Mart" store on the final
day.
Summer Reading will begin

753-4461
Brick(
Registry
Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have

The Citizens of Calloway County are hiring a new Jailer.
Ask yourself:
Who has 22 years Corrections experience and is trained and educated?
Who has worked with Calloway Co. law enforcement and the courts since 1976 &
dealt with felons in a firm and fair manner?
Who has a proven record of corrections leadership over his career?
Who has been a member of corrections-related organizations to stay current on
legal issues such as how to avoid costly prisoner lawsuits?
Who has worked on budgets and will demand the best prices on goods and
services for Calloway County?
Who will treat the public with respect?
Who has worked in every state prison and most of the jails in western Kentucky?
Who knows the Department of Corrections officials personally and will ask them for
assistance to help with our jail costs?
-) Who is committed to reducing the jail's 1.125 million dollar budget and paying the
jail debt early?
Who is committed to be a full-time jailer without business or family conflicts?
Who believes inmates should work and should be given opportunities to improve
themselves?
c) Who would you want running YOUR business
or dealing with YOUR FAMILY?

Kendra Silk

Your vote to hire a Jailer you can be proud of Es precious. Do
what is best for the future of Calloway County. Compare the
qualYications of each candidate clnsPly.

bride-elect of

Russell Pigg
join our
bridal registry.

#4 On The Ballot
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Paid. for by Phil hlazle

Hire Phil Hazle
for the best interest
of Calloway County

Monday, June 15, at 10 a.m. and
will continue each Monday morning through July 20. Each program will be one hour in length.
Registration will begin Tuesday, May 26, at 9 a.m. This may
be done by phone, 753-2288, or
in person.
A registration form must be
completed and either turned in
ahead of time or it may be
brought with the child on the first
day of summer reading. No child
will be allowed to stay unaccompanied by an adult without a
completed form with an authorized signature.
A child does not have to be
present at every program to participate. There is no charge for the
program.

Memorial Day Weekend Sale
Swimsuits

25% Off
Entire Stock of
Vanity Fair & Bali

1/3 Off
Th, F, Sat. 9-5:30 p.m.
Cloasd Sun.
°pan Monday Memorial Day 10-4

Spring Coordinates

1/4 - 1/2 ott

All Selby, Soft Spots,
Nicole, Bianco & Tana
Shoes & Sandals

• Koret • Hawksley & Wight
• DonnKenny • Joan Walters
• Sanibel • Galleria Sport
• Corium & many others

All Spring
Castleberry & Other
Selected Dresses

1/3 oft

SIMMS
of Murray
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Local 4-Hers compete
in area fashion revue

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Tuesday.
May 19, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Ozturk baby boy, parents, Hance
and Mehmet, Murray,
Adams baby girl, parents. Tammy
and Andy, Murray,
Todd baby girl, parents. Kathy and
Darrell, Murray,
• Caldwell twin baby boys, mother,.
Tammy Taylor, Murray.

Dismissals
Donald Edward Tinsley and Mrs
Margaret 0 Hughes, Puryear, Tenn.,
Mrs. Hokin Ludvigson, New Concord; Miss Emily Jane Lamb. Hazel;
Was Nancy Carolyn Fox. Howard
Eugene Rceebaugh. Mrs. Willie Lee
Foster, Eugene Dan Shipley,
Buell Donelson, Miss Tiffany Alicia
Beane, Miss Christy Marie Ramsey
and baby boy,
Mrs. Lillian Irene Woods, Mrs
Christina Michelle Lampicins and baby
girl,
Donald Gene Puckett, Mrs. Mary
Elizabeth Wilkerson, and Mrs. Margaret L. Cook, all of Murray.

DISTRICT 1

Pictured are new LtfeHouse board member, Bill Ticknor, left, and former
board member, Jim Pounders.

Questions and Facts
FACT:

There is no official poll involving t.v., radio,or
newspapers.

QUESTION: Can you TRUST the information your candidate provides you?
FACT:

Only four candidates showed up for the
Concerned Citizens Forum.

QUESTION: Did your candidate attend? If not, how con-

cerned is your candidate?
FOLLOW YOUR HEART

ELECT

GREG HENDRICK
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 1
Paid for by Greg Hendnck

Ticknor new member
of board ofLifeHouse
owner of Perfect Finish painting
service.
In the same meeting, Jim Pounders submitted his resigNvion from
the board. Pounders joined the LifeHouse board in July of 1996. He and
his wife, Carolyn, will soon be
moving to Nashville, Tenn., where
Jim has accepted the position of
Director of Development at David
Lipscomb University.
Also, a former board member,
Melva Cooper, has re-joined the
LifeHouse board. She and her husband, Charles, attend Trace Creek
Baptist Church. Cooper also works
at Crass Furniture.
LifeHouse Care Center for Women isa non-profit organization that
provides help for those facing unexpected pregnancy, abstinence education for youth, parenting classes
and a post-abortion support group/
Bible study.

At a recent meeting of the LifeHouse board, Bill Ticknor was
accepted as a new board member.
Bill and his wife JoBeth have been
involved with LifeHouse since it
was formed in 1983.
When asked why he wanted to
join the LifeHouse board, Ticknor
replied, "There are 37 million reasons why." He was referring to the
number of abortions there have
been since abortion was legalized in
1973.
The Ticknors attend Hardin Baptist Church where they are on the
Brazil mission team. Bill is also the

10 WEEK AMATEUR CONTEST
$300 In Cash Prizes & $1,000 In Grand Prizes
Wednesday Nights 10 p.m.

On Friday, May 8th, at Fulton
City High School, five Calloway
County 4-Hers competed in the
Purchase Area Fashion Revue.
Calloway County youth brought
home four champion plaques in
their categories. The participants
constructed their garments,accesorized and modeled their outfits for
the audience and judges.
One senior 4-H'er Whitney Alexander, completed the Fashion
Magic Record, Wardrobe Planning.
She then modeled a garment that she
selected to complete her wardrobe.
The Fashion Revue theme was
"April Showers Bring May Flowers."
Kayla Bazzell daughter of Charlie and Dana Bazzell of Kirksey
represented Calloway County in her
bright orange flowered shorts.
Kayla competed against four other
unit one seamstresses and received
champion in her category.
In unit 2 Amanda Melton,
daughter of Lori and Rick Melton of
Murray competed against two
others. -Amanda created a fun blue
and green free flowing jumper.

The Calloway County Middle
School Reality Store occurred on
May 12 at the Calloway County
Middle School Gymnasium.
The 265 eighth grade students at
Calloway County Middle have been
studying personal finance and practiced the techniques learned in the
Reality Store.

7,000 sq. ft.-

* Please Fleet *

40 ft. Stage20 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

CHARLIE
ADAMS

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up

Full Day Educational
Preschool Program

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 11 a.m.-3 a.m.

RE-ELECT

DAVID L.
HARRINGTON
Distinguished Service Award presented by the attorney
general for dedication to drug education and enforcement,
child support collection, and working relationship with law
enforcement agencies.

Ages 0-5

#1 On Tbe Ballot

Call For Openings

Magistrate
District #3

753-5227

Qualgied To Work For You
In Planning For A Better
County In The Future!

109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

PEW for by Orris Alms
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CALLOWAY COUNTY
ATTORNEY

FLOYD
DAWSON

He Sees What

JAILER

It Takes And Then
Goes To Work.

Whitney Alexander, daughter of
Danny and Donna Alexander of
Murray, received champion for her
record in Wardrobe Planning. Her
efforts were judged in three areas:
the project record, the garment
selection and the presentation.
Whitney selected a black rayon
short suit with gold accessories.
Twenty-seven Calloway Countians traveled to support the youth
and view the Purchase Area Fashion
Revue in Fulton County.

CCMS eighth graders
participate in activity

B. .•. .

DOMES

Melton received champion.
In unit 3, Laura Beth Lamb,
daughter of Amos and Shari Lamb
of New Concord,competed against
two others. Laura Beth made a pair
of jeans and a flowered blouse. She
received a blue ribbon for her work.
In Mix and Match. Susan Harrison, daughter of Ronnie and Kris
Harrison of Almo was unopposed.
She created a full ankle-length navy
skirt and matching navy jacket. She
also made a white blouse. All three
pieces were woven fabric. Susan
received a blue ribbon and champion.

The youth made choices like they
will in "Real Life." They made stops
at more than 20 booths such as the
bank, property taxes, health and
beauty, utilities, transportation, and
the grocery.
The students made "purchases" at
each booth and deducted their
purchases on their ledger from the
"bank."
Prior to the Reality Store, the
students selected a cluster and then
drew a career from the cluster. They
also drew a number of children for
which they would provide.
The event was a collaborative
effort of Calloway County 4-H,
Calloway County Youth Service
Center, Calloway County High
School FFA, FHA and 4-H members and Calloway County Middle
School eighth Grade.
Goals 2000 provided financial
support for the event. Karen Guthrie, Youth Service Center Coordinator and Ginny Harper served as
coordinators for the event.
More than 150 community members and Calloway County High
School students assisted with these
booths. Kelly Mackey,FHA advisor
and Shawn Harper, FFA advisor,
provided FFA and FHA members to
assist the 8th grader reality store
goers.
As a result of the event and prior
study, these 265 8th grade students
responded to the evaluation in this
manner: 96 percent stated that they
were more likely to study harder in
school; 89 percent became more
aware of financial matters and the
choices; 97 percent were more
likely to go to college or seek
additional training; 89 percent
stated that they were more likely to
save for unexpected expenses.
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I, Floyd Dawson, do solemnly pledge:

Happy Birthday
to the L&T ad
girl (super-hem)
& her housecleaning twin!

13 • THAT FOR THE SAFETY OF THE COMMUNITY

.4
004.

"I wW report any escapees from the work release program
immediately to the proper law enforcement agencies, and
that under no circumstances will I be too busy to do this
promptly.

"I believe that success is measured not by what you say, not
by what you think, not by what you plan, but by what you do."

Sul
Comi

The LSLT Gang!
Paid foe by tits kozoodttoo to sleet Floyd Dawson, Midaste Dawson, trossuror.
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304 Ma
Murray. K
(502) 75
(502) 75
Toll 1
1-888-36

"You have to use common sense to find workable answers to
problems when you are serving the public. Problems are
always there, but solutions are harder to detect. As county
attorney, I have found that the key is to keep trying until the
right combination is found."

INCLUDES

Bravo Pager
"As county attorney, I am bound by the Canon of Ethics to
seek the truth and to be fair. Under this guideline, crimes are
taken seriously and criminals are prosecuted vigorously. A
high conviction rate in district court proves this."

1.01191

_1_!I
1 '1 1_121_1_1
"

12_1_1 a

Plus Tax

FREE Activation
3 Month's Service

Local Phone Number
Annual Agreement Required

TWIN LAKES OFFSUPPLY

"Myoffice is open five days a week,but crime does not stop at
night and on the weekend. When necessary, we have gone
to the hospital to take statements from victims, victims have
come to my home to make statements, and'we have gone
into the homes of victims to take statements so that criminals
could be prosecuted. As county attorney, I try to go that extra
mile."

518 Main Street
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A Division Of Wood Communicsfions/Ceflufar Source
Paid to by David

Hareington, 101 South Fifth Street. Murray, KY 42137i
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753-1725 — 800-472-8852

BIRTHS

Happy
Hour
Friday
Night

Gallimore girl
Mr. and Mrs. Rogers Gallimore
of 2124 Butterworth Rd., Murray,
are the parents of a daughter,
Emma Danielle Gallimore, born
on Monday, May 11, 1998, at
6:34 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds seven ounces and measured 19 inches. The mother is
the former Vona Darnell. A sister
is Neely Kay Ann Gallimore.
Grandparents are Dan and Judy
Darnell of Coldwater and Gerald
and Sandra Gallimore of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Fern
Darnell of Coldwater and Mayidle Gallimore of Hazel.

Tin▪ sley girl
Matthew and Sandy Tinsley of
1659 Calloway Ave., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Hannah
Grace Tinsley, born on Tuesday.
May 12, 1998, at 3:19 p.m. at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds nine ounces and measured
21 inches. The mother is the former Sandy Hoke.
Grandparents arc Tommy and
Pam Hoke, and Muriel and Cathy
Tinsley, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Gillard
knd Gretchel Ross and Carl and
Faye Hoke, all of Murray; Monica Rea of England; and Mildred
Tinsley of Paragould, Ark.

Jennifer Linette Wright
and William Ryker Wilson

Wright-Wilson wedding
vows to be said Aug. 11
Ron and Linda Wright of Murray announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their older daughter, Jennifer Linette Wright,
to William Ryker Wilson, son of Jackie and Brenda Wilson of Hazel.
Miss Wright is the granddaughter of Mrs. Sue Darnell and the late
Ralph D. Darnell, and of Mrs. Murial Wright and the late Ralph A.
Wright, all of Murray.
Mr. Wilson is the grandson of Mrs. Inez Harrison and the late
Johnny Harrison of Murray, and of Cyrel and Marion Wilson of
Hazel.
The bride-elect is a 1993 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is currently attending Murray State University finishing a bache!or's degree in music education. She is employed at Dutch EsFri aus
of Murray.
The groom-elect is a 1992 graduate of Calloway County High
School and a 1997 graduate of Murray State University with a bachelor's degree in social work. He is currently employed by Community
Alternatives of Benton.
The wedding will be Tuesday, Aug. 11, 1998, at 7 p.m. at Westside
Baptist Church, 207 Robertson Rd. South, Murray.
A reception will follow in Westside's Christian Activity Center.
All family, friends, and acquaintances of the bridal couple are invited to attend the wedding and the reception.

To Subiscribe
Call
753-1916

15%
Off
Storewide
5:30-7:30

New
Garden Center
I Great Gift Selection I
• Mexican Pottery
• Wire Topiaries
• Terra Cotta Pots
• Pruning Shears

Special of
the Week

• Statuary
• Butterfly Houses
• Garden Plaques
• Bird Baths

Hydrangea
Blue, Pink & White
Tree-Form & Dwarf

Azaleas

For shaded areas around your home

Red, White,
Salmon, Coral,
and Lavendar

Starting at $20
Lots of Parking- Easy Access

25%

Truly A Shopping Experience
Off

All Sizes

Hours: Open till 6
Sunday 12-4
Closed Sunday and Monday =0

HOW MUCH
FREE TIME WOULD YOU LIKE
THIS WEEKEND?

Support Local Arts
Complete Formal Wear Headquarters
— Over 25 Years In Business

1
8.00rm,

FRIDAY

II:53pm, FRIDAY

7:2IAm, SATURDAY

3:27rm, SUNDAY

6'00Am, MONDAY

Formal Wear and Limousine
•Weddings •Proms •Banquet.. •Birthdays •Anniversanes

Book Limousine
Services For
Your Wedding!

116 N. Market
Paris, TN 38242
(901) 642-5300
Toll Free
1-888-958-9879

Gary Ahart
Magistrate
District No. 1
Experience in:
• Road building
• A lifetime of running equipment
Paid far by Glary Abut

I0.32Pm, SATURDAY

HOW ABOUT ALL OF IT.
GET 12 MONTHS OF UNLIMITED WEEKENDS
PLUS 30 ALL-THE-TIME MINUTES FREE.

Let's pave the way to a new future.
Sign up with GTE Wireless and suddenly your weekends are full of free time. Call anywhere

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE

within our calling area. Call as much as you want. Talk as long as you want. Of course, you may
want to sleep at least ten minutes or so. Its all yours when you sign up for a 2-year agreement

Specializing in Dean
and General Tires

with GTE. So visit your nearest GTE Wireless location or cah 1-800-758-0459.

k/ f

Open Mon.-Fri. 8-6, Sat. 8-12

NOKIA

0:•;"

762-0000
. 401 N. 4th St.
Owner - Ronnie Melvin

.

Murray
305 N 12th Street
(502) 759-3301

Murray
Twin Lakes
Office products
516 Main St
(502) 753-0123

labyteJtig

4i—

GTE Wireless Center:

GTE Wireless Agent:

Eastwood Christian Academy's first graders hatched baby chicks In
their classroom this spring. Pictured, from left, back row, Jo Beth
Scott, Jordan Thompson, Cyndy Reed, front row, Matson Lemoine, Dakota Glover and Zachary Stewart. Not pictured Is Rachael Self.

304 Main St.
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-1300
(502) 759-4713
Toll Free
1-888-367-6757

9A

Today

Michael Hornback of Murray
has been named an All-American
Collegiate Scholar by the United
States Achievement Academy.
Hornback who attends Eastern
Kentucky University Richmond,
was nominated for this award by
the dean of EKU. His biography
will appear ih the academy
yearbook.
The EKU student is the son of
Marilyn and Dave Hornback of
Murray.
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Carj WIRELESS

Available tor new or existing customers who sign a two-year agreement on select rate plans Credit check required Charges lor unlimited weekends will begin in the 13Ih month
Additional airtime, long distance. roaming. landline interconnect directory assistance, taws. surcherpes and assessments apply Not available with any other promotional offer
Deposit may be wont Exty lerminetion lee tel some conditionS AP* COME* GTE*WV* kg WW1 OP.OPI)ileS**18.
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The Murray Independent School District
•
Salutes Our Volunteers and ss
•
School-Business Partners

I
Mantle Andrus
Don Elias
Bill Kopperud
Rick Melton
Bok -yong Kim
Donna Tate
Vicky Holton
Randy Dunn
Jennifer Taylor
Lynn Dowdy
David Taylor
Randy Barnett
Taylor Bus Sales
John Denham
Belinda Peebles
Steve Pember
Leona Colson
Tim Garland
Cindy Kinsey
Kenny Collins
Laura Pitman
Bob Volp
Carpet and Vinyl Store
Mark Kennedy
Jeremy Bell
Tim Bailey
Harry Allison
Steve Schneiderman
T.J.'s Bar BQ
Michael Pittman
Kyser Lough
Ken Asher
Jessie Radke
Randy Gnst
Sue Spann
Ruis Wall
Murray Lumber Co.
William Edmond, Jr.
Tara Dennison
Charlie Hyatt
David Fitch
Rick Scarborough
Becky Garvin
Corky Broughton
Rudolph Tire Co.
Jon Carpenter
Murray Preschool
Brenda Volp
Mike Amen
Phil Klepper
Elizabeth Stanley
Paul Radke
Murray Ledger & Times
Tim Anderson
Joe Hedges
Mike Sykes
Regina Hudspeth
Mark Rigging
Murray Board of Education: Dave Reeves
Maintenance
Dick Maddox
Larry Hurt
Myles Barrett
Buddy Parker
Rodney Lamb
Logan Schwa:I:nen
Jim Alexander
Murray Middle Art Dept_
Ken Hoover
Cause Bright
Larry Geib
Jeff Ballard
Eric Benson
Murray High Cafeteria
Mike Epperson
Ann Spann
Larry Nixon
Billy Wagner
Michael Stubblefield
John Stroube
Jim Baurer
M /IS Custodians
Daryl Sutton
Burger King
Dennison -Hunt
Anna Margaret Cunningham Courtney Vision Center
Carroll Tire
Jo Burkeen
English Farms
Wilma Billington
Carmen Garland
Peoples Etanlc
fa•
Burgess
Murray Mold and Die
Travis Tandy
Chad Townsend
KY National Guard
D Ten Mayes
Bruce Fogle
Kopperud Realty
Mickey Brown
Ellis Schell
WS Art Dept
Tom Schweuman
Toni "Doc" Simmons
Allison Photography
Roy Weatherly
Jr. Food Mart, Inc.
Hi Way Motors
Sam Amen
Terry's Rent-to-Own
Richard Le ggeu
The Gallery
U.S. Postal Service
Carrie G. Thompson
Darwin Weatherford
Lola Hemdon
Dave Can
Patricia Fouse
Jan Fuqua
Dotty Deines
Ward-Elkin,
V alene Martin
FLASH
Melissa Dowdy
Randy Hutchens
Jean Groves
Michael D. Pierce
Calloway Co. Humane Society McClain Orthodontics
Melody Jones
Murray Montessori
David Snow
Michele Adcock
Jamie Phillips
Doctor Defense
Denny Lane
Kyle Addison
Mary Atkins
Mark Darnell
Brenda Hines
Barbara Gibbs
Steve Aloott
Heather Duffy
A wardMaster's
Ftaylene Gagel
Marty Harris
Margaret Flanery
Anna Beane
Steve Compton
Ed Harcourt
Sue Farley
Kyrh Hopkins
John Gallagher
Howard Boone
Kathy Farley
Elbe Brown
Michael Conley
Lynda Harrington
Tom Kind
Molly Young
Diane Jonas
Tammy Boone
Daman Farley
Brett Harcourt
Dawn Lanham
Linda Burgess
Jim Simmons, Sr.
Norman Wurgler
Mona Lewis
Steven Brown
Wes Shelby
Glenn Hale
Cory Martin
Richard Cole
Papa John's
Debbie Gallagher
Gene Dale Lockhart
David Harrington
Beth Scott
Trudy Goldh Ammer
Hugh Roberts
Paula Compton
Gary White, Jr.
Nancy Conley
Murdena Simmons
Earlame Woods
Bobby Martin
Ronnie Gibson
Paul Sasso
Karen Olson
Myra Jo Farley
Richard Crouch
Kevin Garrett
Bill Smith
Jimmie Dale Thomason
Bill Price
Betty Gore
Danny Evan
Dwaine Fulkerson

•f

Debbie Dibble
Jenni Leeper
Neon Beach
Amy Mangle
Amberly Rollins
1..ze Martne, Inc.
Leszek Prenner
Jason Bright
Jamie Darnall
Jean V ols
Murray Moose Lodge
Terry DeLancey
No. 2011
Don Overby
David Montgomery
Bradley Book Co.
Ann Marie Montgomery
Laura Tucker
Eddie Rollins
Stuart Poston
Creative In ic nor
Jacquie Farrell
John Lane
Tiger Pride
Buddy Buckingham
Melody Higgins
David Garrison
Bernard Kane
Tony Thompson
United Common wealth
Jerry Duncan
Bank
Paul McNeary
Hungry Bear
Mark Denham
Trey a Kelleher
Monica Hodges
Bill All britten
Ken Purcell
HT Marketing
Chuck Austin
Copy Plus
Nafisha Thomas
Hill Electric
Randy Thornton
Lori Kipphut
Heating & Air
LeA nn Staples
Judy Clark
Kathy Holbrook
Ruth Pickens
Glenda Holbrook
Christina Thompson
Tra Vonda Vaughn
Chester O'Donley &
Judy Brandon
Assoc., Paducah
Nora Albright
Danny Gee Plumbing
ICiw anis Club
Murray Electnc
MIIS Tn - A lpha
David Ramey
Doral yn Lanier
Shelly Weatherford
Murray State University
Murray Utilities
Domino's Pizza
Williams Radiator and
Jeanette Williams
Clan
Sarah Hawkins
Allay Wilson
Farmers Fa rrnscy
Big Wells
Wendy Robinson
Laura Neules
Ilani Ahrnadi
Allison Vinson
(Murray Supply
Ado, Travis.,
Brooke Bnuain
. Peggy Bilitlidon..
Rohit Tendon
Murray Home aiji Auto
Emily Porterfield
Laura Lohr
Teca Max well
kan Hurt
Anne Pickens
We KY Clam St Mirror
Brad Simmons
Soots Nemo,
Leigh hlaveritock
Blaek's Deoorming
Mark Stockton
Mast Young
Joey Woods
Jeterts. Simmons, Jr.
Gretchen Klaus
:. tiarland's Painting
Lauren Miller
Ltumt Swain
Christina Sames
The National Scouting
Brach Crider
Museum
Courtney homer
Jones Iron mid Metal
Clemencia Cignoni
David Blackburn
Miu Cheng
Bill Schell
Cheryl Naulty
Sally Alexander
Brenda Smith
Swift Roof-mg
Melissa Erans
Lisa Rudolph
Kelly Boone
C.aslom SayIon
Leanne Napier
Caestich Construction
Robin Rigsby
Renee Smith
Jana Morgan
Beryl Whaley
Nancy Gibson
Cleaver Construction
Caroline Butler
Martha Parker
Romaine Benton
Murray Fire Extinguisher
Dave Hornbeck
Horton's Lock Shop
Judy Stahler
Kenny Darnell
Renee Doyle
Wilma Wilson
Joanna Kind
Donna McNeely
Rick Lanham
MIIS Cheeleaden
Shirley Martin
Robbie Shelby
Betty Powell
Randy McClure
Floyd McClure
Gary Page
Kim Whitt
Ricky Rogers
Pepsi
Bryan Nixon
Raymond Sims
Diana Riedel
O.T. Stalls
Pam Miller
Wal-Man
Michael Ray
Debra Tate
Cindy Thompson
Pamela Wurgler
Mr. Gatos
Dana Thomas
Ftichie Richardson
Danny Woods
Gary Pace
Dale Parker
WFGE-WSJP-WNBS
Bob Thurman
Margaret Rail
Dawn the Painter
David Parker
Nick Ryan
Dan Hampton
David Edwards
Parker Ford
Hugh Rollins
Van IIaverstock
Don Feu glin
Mr. Gatti's
Raceway Auto Sales
Janice Hedges
W.A. Franklin
Dwight McDowell
Johnny Quertermou
MIIS Quarterback Club
Janet Fitch
Frank Hinton
Randy OR
Allan Lollar
Terry Garvin
Cindy Holt
Jeffrey Green
Sandra Gray
Lon Sweeney
Allyson Green
Kim Griffo
MCKeel Equipment
Marlyn Snyder
Carol Bailey

Ted Wasylak
Murray Fencing
Nancy Doty
Mamie Riggins
Rolling Hills Nursery
Jean Bennett
Kathy Painter
ABC Fencing
Lori Todd
Opal Oakley
Save-A-Lot
N1101111 Baker
Owen's Food Market
Pat I Arrington
Frande Ray
Chandra Britt
John Young, Sr.
Donna Parker
Carolyn Page
Gina Winchester
Torn Colson
Ross Meloan
Paul Naberezriy
Nancy Christensen
Laura Miller
Russell Hobbs
Craig McDuffie
Jim Etheridge
Bechtel Jacob, Co
Kathy Hilliard
Shan Wilkins
Doreen Reynolds
Mane SLABS

Den Hellcamp
Shannon Farley
John Ka ranja
Laurie Rollins
Jeanne Masthay
Apple Tree School
Jo Wilson
George Ligon
Sirloin Stockade
Judy Mestere- Futrell
Carol Sellars
Chen 5 Theatres
Bambi Bandana
Carrie Cherry
Kroger
Jill Courtney
Liz Dnskall
Karen Duncan
Lynne Gustafson
Joan Hayman
Debbie McClain
Kay Webber
Judy Muhleman
Bob Lewis
Lori Melton
Greg Giertiart
Gordon Burns
Lynn Rey
Steve Kroehler
Gwen Hughes
Kenneth Bazzell
Brady Forbes
Barbara Wildey
70. BUM
Holly Runt
MBO
for Envisonspental Kandi Dawson
Filuclitimi
Brenda Hurt
Melinda Wa
Carla Itcaroat
Amy McKinney
Lie. Dunn
Kate Reeve'
luAnn Cirrishav.
S -ngt Seiber
Jim Tate
4
Debbie Ferguson
Suzy (it.-k
Manlyti Daniel
Mark Vinscao
Debbie Seay
Ruth 'lecke*
Carol Roberts
..Cheryl .Robbt
}Mae Pate
•Af• Teresa Garlimd
Debbi* Ferg kaion,.•
Deanhrtie
$
Kathy
.
Miller'Wee re! home
Pat Grayion
M4rti Crook
Linde Limn
Debbie Dos;
Betsy Trevastme
*so'
Meanie *w
Maly Anse Broughton
K •ue
Mon
Green
G
Karl
Jennifer Hewlett
Jeanette Ehrenhertn
Victoria Lcmus
Evelyn Bolin
Bechiko Brown
Stabler
Robin Dean
Cobb
Linda Shropshire
Beth White
Cheryl4;higit
Danielle Knowland
Mark kip*
Donita Johnson
Cathy Yourtir
Libby Hart
Cindy Clemson
Beau Guest
Ted Brown
Theresa Jones
Debbie Wagoner
Angie Massey
Tracy Morgan
George Kipphut
Jame Anne Turner
Tammy Graves
N ceIan Tendon
Denver Johnson
Cindy Stober
Donna Alexander
John Nix
Jim Goss
Patsy Fain
Innovative Printing
- Janice Thurrnond
Denise Travis
Dana Henry
Gary White, Sr.
Larry Benton
Wanda Tucker
Cindy Vaughan
Leslie Wier
Murray CableCornm
Debra Rudolph
Stephanie Austin
Jay Wells
Sherri Miller
Andrew Kellie
Terri Futrell
Donna Apple
Randy Cunningham
Vickie Cook
Lyn Sullivan
Bo Barron
Paula Alcoa
Brandon Bit,wn
Jan Kind
Blanche Berry
Stuart Alexander
Duane Bolin
Benji Kelly
Sarahlynn Criss
Jody Yonts
Terry Apple
Kelly Crowley
Tom Jonas
Kelly Wysocki
MIIS Band
Valerie Curd
Hal Houston
Larry Wurth
Linda Acuff
Debbie Daniel
Joyce Hurt
Josephine Wolfe
David McDowell
Reshana Darnell
Rita Sent
Carol Downey
Murray Vocational
Susan Eberly
School
Gayle Weaver
Danny Hudspeth
Kyle Eckert
John Fuqua
Melissa Evans
Ken Humphreys
Tamara Vargas
Ryan Hale
Cathy Harris
Jacob Ian Ha Tea
Tammy Robinson
Tammie Harper
Dottie Hatten
Cheryl Selby
Robin Cunningham
Manan Fuller

airier

Michelle Clayton
Becky Vinson
Danny Richerson
LaDonna Sparks
Carol Lee
Deby Dick
Teresa Butler
Sylvia Garrison
Mike Wilson
Sonia Thornason
Larry Daniel
Sharon Wilson
Mark Cherry
Michael Wilson
Crass Furniture
Sherry McClain
Darlene Cooper
Knits Thompson
Jo Ann Slay dal
Becky Marshall
Peggy Allgood
Kim McFarlen
Teresa McCuiston
Dana Hoffman
Marsha Adams
Dental bailer
4.
V icki
Rebeetie.Illitiutiorim
tha
Shen Meale.,.'t,
Anne Newbente
Marc Csdillaarniner
Vetiph
Jan Sehetiderman
lame Chapman
Sandy Garfield
Kay Bennett
Janet Schell
Carol Allen
Lisa Crutcher
Beverly Noland
Cindy Costello
Melody Reed
Dore. Cathey
Susie 'Hart
&mine Seeley
Doane. *Tipton
Debbie Settle
Kelley .Kingins
Leshe Denham
I rina Williams
Sandy Celp
Carolyn Stone
annny Taylor
Retla Rag
Aauti Minc Stalls
Pat Klepper
Amy Sykes
Connie Scarbrough
Debra Fannin
Jo Ann Mathis
Richard Blalock
Lea Wells
Kim Black
Jean Crawford
Debby McNuu
Brenda Benson
Cathy Clark
Leah Hart
Joan King
Wanda Fogle
Eddie Hunt
Lambert's
Barbara George
Sharon Bosse
Marti Hams
Bob Dunn
Donna Cathey
Bill Homer
Cindy Hutson
Mike Holton
Kathy Kopperud
Ted Dotson
Brenda Law son
Lanette Hunt
Rob Williams
lin -suk Kim
Damell Moneymaker
Gaye Haverstock
Steve Andrus
Cindy Dunn
Mike Gulley
V14ie Homer
Dan Hutson
Cindy Trenholm
Scott Shupe
Sam Todd
Melissa Reed
Laura Ann Reck
Breu Hepner

Gail Baum
Rose Bogal-Allbritten
Dewey Dean
Amelia Houston
Angela Bailey
Cindy Haugen
Debbie Steiner
Tammy Wimberly
Karen Carpenter
Cathy Elias
Pat Bray
Terry Hart
Eddie Fields
Shensi Underwood
Angela Loven
Christine McKnight
Teresa Nixon
Cindy Yarbrough
Debbie Sullivan
Jade McDaniel
Sharion Bailey
Tina Wilson
Tern Benton
Leslie Ellis
Rhonda Morris
Teresa Thurman
Kay Crisham
Diana Lane
Caroline Atkins
Beth Runnels
Toni Lough
Margie Kaczrnarek
Amy McReynolds
Diane Basiak
Robert Doyle
Daryel Lee
Brenda Baldwin
Kim Bonds
Sheila Spengler
Michael Daniels
Jeff Downey
Joyce Hughes
Nancy Newsome
Ted Thiede
Tim Weaver
Lynne York
Murray Calloway
County Hospital
Barry Johnson
Sharon McGrew
LB L Wildlife Nature
Station
Bob Jackson
Angela Thomas
MSU Dairy Farm
Mitzi Burgess
Kathy McNutt
Anne Taylor
Westvaco
1Caren Jack son
Ginny Harper
Sue McNees),
Ryan Cunningham
Beuy Wager
Tammy Sheppard
Cindy Hutson
Diana Thompson
Sarah Cunningham
Tammy Brelsford
Sonia Lenk
Sue Overbey
John Oliver
James Jordan
Brian Moorman
Mary K roth
Robert Miller
Karen Kuykendall
Cindy McClure
J.T. Lee
Joseph Mattingly
Lisa Miller
Anita Mansfield
Athina X akis
Josh Blaisdell
Althea Webb
Michael Boone
Bo Weir
Adam Carver
Roy Weaver
Hollis Clark
Debbie Wagner
D&T Foods
Beth Stribling
Diana Daniell
Jerry Spann
E.W. Dennison
Eddie Schwettman
Paul Pitney
Delbert Hurley
Natasha Phillips-McC-all

Kevin Cunningham
Stacy Mik ulcik
Julie Smith
Sandra Thurman
Keesha Sullivan
Della Duncan
Dale Thomason
Alicia Darnell
Annazette Fields
Lee Wells
Tonya Cain
Jackie Kennedy
Bill France
Kay Travis
Diane Young
David Weatherly
Nancy Trawick
Shae Pace
Farah Hargrove
Peoples First of
Calloway County
Gail Stubblefield
Judee Metzinger
Linda Salley
Tanya McClard
Jane Benson
Kelly Doran
Diane Thiede
Pam Collins
Cunningham Auto Repair
Renee Choate
Lori Crouch
Nancy Haverstock
Maureen Hyatt
Terry Parker-Bell
Jeff Stewart
Tina Schlabach
Karen Belcher
Jill Asher
Kathie Pierce
Kenna Walker
Denise Schmiuou
Mary Jo Farris
DeAnn Bamett
Mary Lambert
Carla Brown
Craig Dowdy
Marcia Coatta
MSU Men's Basketball
Geniece McCreary
Steve White
Jana Barnett
Willie Jackson
Ellis Popcorn
Lisa Goss
MSU Football
Ella Mae Quertermous
Edd Asbridge
Ann Kelly Ellis
Harry Fannin
Marc Peebles
Mack McDaniel
Michelle Orr
Lindy VanSickle
Michele Whitaker
Adeline Betts
Hyudc Joo Kwon
Judy Denton
Tara Hendren
Mary Gonzales
Scott Utley
Dan Cecil
Jeremy Toornbs
Ruts Oates
Valerie Thweatt
Lyndia Cochran
Michael Robinson
John Damall
Kip Roberts
Shannon Eck els
Tessa Payne
Tana George
Jennifer Guffy
Keisa Bennett
Joyce Hudspeth
Teresa Miller
Katie Carpenter
Kathleen Gardner
Jason Shelby
Sandy Sasso
Lance Allison
Kevin Wright
Matt Bartholomy
Donnie Winchester
Stacey Bell
John Wooten
Audrey Brown
Theresa James
Delis. Peoples
Trade Johnson
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New book gives presidential insights
WASHINGTON (AP) — Make
of this what you will: 41 people
have served as president, nine of
whom had facial hair (mustaches,
beards, sideburns or combinations
thereof). Twenty-two presidents
were first-born sons. Five were
so overweight as to be called
obese.
And while five of the nine hirsute presidents also were firstborns, and while three of the
overweight presidents also had
facial hair, America has had only
one president who wore whiskers,
was a first son and also had great
girth — Theodore Roosevelt.
Nonsense such as this can be
drawn (and quartered) from a
new book that takes a look at
American politicians from a
quirky perspective.
"The Book of Political Lists,"
compiled by Blake Eskin for the
editors of George magazine, categorizes politicians in ways they
probably have not been looked at
before and for no apparent

reason.

came perilously close to meeting
at his chin and becoming a beard.
Abraham Lincoln was the first
bewhiskered president, with a
beard that appears on every
penny. He was a first-born, but
nobody ever called him fat.
The state of facial hair aside,
the states themselves come up for
close scrutiny in this volume, to
equally inconsequential results.
Virginia has often been accused of being the birthplace of
the most presidents, eight, but it
didn't do so well at fathering vice
presidents. The two it did produce, Thomas Jefferson and John
Tyler, don't count, because both
became presidents.
New York, on the other hand.
is No. 1 in producing No. 2 men.
It generated 11 vice presidents,
four of whom went on to higher
office. Ohio has sent seven presidents to Washington, but not a
single vice president.
On the other hand, California's
only vice president, Richard

One can learn that no professional football player has ever
become president; that only one
president (Theodore Roosevelt,
again, in 1901) got through his
inaugural address without using
the word "I"; and that five, according to the body-mass scale,
have been downright obese.
The most grossly overweight
was William Howard Taft, with a
body mass index of 42.3, compared to runner-up Grover Cleveland, at 34.6. (Both were strong
on facial hair, too.) Figuring
body mass gets pretty mathematical: It is a person's weight in kilograms divided by the square of
his height in meters.
Recent presidents have been
beholden to the razor. None has
been whiskery since the mustachioed Taft, who left office in
1913.
Chester A. Arthur, president
from 1881 to 1885, had a mustache and a set of sideburns that

Nixon, was also its only president. Same can be said of Missouri's Harry Truman and Michigan's Gerald Ford.
If that weren't enough, some
presidents proved adept at insulting other presidents. In addition
to being fat, hairy and first-born,
Teddy Roosevelt was capable of
attacking Taft, his heavy successor, as "a flub-dub with a streak
of the second rate and the common in him."
And Woodrow Wilson, a onetime history professor, took note
of Arthur's facial hair in his presidential insult; he called him "a
nonentity with side whiskers."
But which could match Truman at hurling invective?
Speaking of Nixon, Truman
had this to say: "He can lie out
of both sides of his mouth at the
same time, and if ever caught
himself telling the truth, he'd lie
just to keep his hand in."
Not bad for a clean-shaven, but
skinny, first-born.

Blood Center.
"When the Red Cross Blood
Centers are out of blood, it is too
late to provide the lifesaving
blood for you or your family's
emergency. Our blood supply depends upon your voluntary blood
contributions to fill this need,"
said Larry Doyle, Calloway Red
Cross Blood Drive Coordinator.
Calloway County's annual
blood drive quota is just over 625
pints of whole blood. This number is arrived at by looking at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital's past requests for blood pro-

ducts from the Red Cross Nashville Regional Blood Center. Currently, Calloway County is short
of reaching this goal.
Persons are urged to donate
blood on Saturday and also to
bring a friend to donate. New donors are welcome. All donors are
given a health check before blood
is donated.
Donor requirements are at least
17 years of age, weigh at least
110 pounds, not have donated
blood within the last 56 days, and
be in generally good health.

Susi Merander

igh
Bob Cornelison
Meru
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Bridge falcons add to numbers
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Peregrine falcons are nesting
again on the underside of the
Kennedy Bridge, but this time
there's an extra mouth to feed.
The rare birds of prey, who
have made their home on Louisville's waterfront since 1992,
produced two young last year. It
was the first confirmed nesting of
peregrines in Kentucky in at least
50 years.
Volunteer falcon monitors
Sandy Maddox and Mary Walter

spotted the new chick this
weekend, said Gary Michael, the
Louisville Zoo's curator of birds.
Michael confirmed the sighting
Monday.
Judging from the appearance of
the chick, it hatched late last
month. That means the female
laid eggs in early April.
The nest last year was in a hollow cross-brace under the bridge
deck, about 100 yards from the
Indiana shore. The nest this year
is in a similar spot, but near the

middle of the river, Michael said.
Michael said the falcons ignored a nest box placed last fall
near the site of the first nesi Instead, they began showing interest in the current nest site in January, he said.
On Valentine's Day, the male
was observed trying to entice his
mate to the nest site, Michael
said.
"That was very romantic," he
said. "And as far as other holidays go, they made fools of us"
with their April 1 egg-laying.

County.

5. To work with the State and Calloway County Road
Departments to upgrade roads and bridges.
• Joe is a native Calloway countian. He and his
wife Hope have lived in Almo for the past four
years.
• Joe is an active member in the Dexter Baptist
church.
• Joe is the father of three and the grandfather
of five.
Put a litte sunshine in your l(fe, vote for
JOE 'Sonny" McKinney on May 26, 1998.

A Member Service

JOE McKINNEY
Magistrate District #1
Paid for by Joe McKtruley

Elect

Ronald Wisehart
'The Wise Choice"

MELVIN BRENT HENLEY

On May 26 the voters of Murray and Calloway County
will go to the polls and elect a new jailer. Throughout my

For

campaign I have been asked the following questions by the
fine citizens of our community who are genuinely concerned about these issues. Since it is impossible for me to
meet all the voters before the election, I feel it would be
beneficial to publicize the questions asked and my
answers to these questions.
1. What will I do to make the jail a clean, safe, and secure place?
I will continue to set in place standard operating procedures that ensures that the jail is
clean, safe and secure and I will re-evaluate problem areas constantly to make improvements
as needed. Ourjail is routinely inspected by the Department ofCorrections and we have gotten
high marks in cur inspections since we moved into the new facility.
2. What do I mean by, "I will run a "no frills" jail?'
I do not believe that going to jail should be a time ofrest and relaxation nor do I think inmates
should be abused. I will continue to make sure the inmates are cared for within the standards
mandated by the Department of Corrections, and I will continue to do this without turning our
jail into a health club, where the inmates have all the luxuries of home.
3. How will I reduce the cost of operating a jail?
I will continue to increase the revenues ofthe jail by housing as many paying state prisoners
as possible without overcrowding the facility. The state pays us $25.09 per day for each state
prisoner we house. We have been averaging returning $38,000.00 back to the general fund
every month for housing state prisoners, and I am working daily to increase this amount as
mueh as possible. I have been checking into possible grants for the jail,but atthis time there are
none available in relation to our situation. I have also been looking into the acquistion of
surplus military equipment that,if acquired, would help us out tremendously with our Class D
Work Program and this would be at no cost to the fiscal court.
4. How would I reduce and pay off the Jail debt?
The Fiscal Court received a grant for $153,065.00 last fall from the state and a payment of
$154,000.000 is made yearly by the Fiscal Court.The bonds issued to pay for the building ofthe
jail were for twenty years, but they can not be recalled in less than ten years. As I stated earlier,
I will continue to house as many paying state prisoners as feasible, to generate all the money
possible to be returned to the Fiscal Court. I will urge them to apply this returned money
towards thejail's indebtedness. I will also ask that the jail tax be removed once the debt is paid.
5. How will you go about making the inmates work and how will you make
them pay their own way?
In 1997, I started an inmate work program that utilizes inmates of a low security
classification for community service work. These inmates are worked daily under supervision
at various places throughout the community such as the State and County Road Departments,
City Street Department, Parks Department, and as a trash pickup crew on our roads.!will
continue to revoke privileges ofthose inmates who refuse to work,and I will continue to cut out
the "free rides" of all the inmates. I now require the inmates pay a co-payment of their own
health care and I intend to require the inmates to be responsible individuals. You and I have to
pay our own way, why should we pay theirs?
6. Will I conduct religious services and other self-help classes?
I will continue as I do now,to offer religious services, and other counseling services such as
AA,and Substance Abuse. I will also continue the G.E.D.classes. But,one has to keep in mind
that the above mentioned programs are privileges and that mandated jail business takes
presidence over privileges.
I hope this information has showed you,the voters,thatl know what I am doing!am qualifed
to do the job and I am the "wise" choice for Jailer.

COUNTY JUDGE/EXECUTIVE
"Lots of people want to ride with you in a limousine, but
what you need is someone who will take the bus with you."
Anonymous

"Vote Today...For A Better
Tomorrow"
Years Of Experience In:
• Managing programs and budgets larger than those of the Calloway
County Fiscal Court
• Building and maintaining roads
• Solid waste management, wastewater treatment, water distribution
facilities
• Working with people to effect change for the betterment of our
community
• Securing grants for economic development and community
improvement

Experience:
• Chair, Purchase Area Water Quality
Commission
• Chair, Purchase Area Natural Resources
Committee
• Chair, Purchase Area Solid Waste Committee
• Governor's Appointment, KY Waste Treatment
and Disposal Siting Board
• Governor's Appointment, KY Local
Government Statutes Revision Commission
• Chair, Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board
• Vice-Chair, Murray State University Board of
Regents
• President, Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce
• Mayor, City of Murray
• Chair, WestView Nursing Home Board of
Directors
• Congressional Science Counselor, American Chemical Society
• Chair, Chemistry Department, Murray State University
• Chair, KY Lake Section, American Chemical Society
• Purchase Area Development District Bciard of Directors
• Board of Trustees, Mid-Continent Bible College
It is time to vote...notfor who you know, butfor who you know can do the job!!

•

1. To strengthen the sheriffs office by having patrol
cars provided for the Deputies.
2. To work closely with Park and Recreation on
permanent funding.
3. To work toward a county solid waste disposal
system.
4. To work to bring more Federal Grants to Calloway

Calloway County Jailer

Please Vote

Paid far by basiviii Brant Hanley

To Subscribe To The Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916.
Joe's Top Priorities If Elected Are:

Wal-Mart hosting blood drive
On Saturday, May 23, Super
Wal-Mart will sponsor a Red
Cross Blood Drive in its parking
lot on US Highway 641 North.
The Red Cross nurses and technicians will accept blood donations
between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m.
The Nashville Blood Center is
still experiencing a shortage of
all blood types. Most of the regional hospitals depend upon Red
Cross collected blood for their
supply and for emergency backup. They generally draw about 60
pints of whole blood or blood
products daily from the Nashville

Calloway County High School Seniors ars shown accepting a donation

from Pizza Hut for the 1998 Project Graduation. Pictured, from left
are
CCHS Senior Stacy Schroeder, Pizza Hut employee Brian Jackson, Senior Whitney Coleman, Employee Terry Colson, and Senior Krista
Doron.

Make —Hi

Choice

Ronald Wisehart Jailer
4
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Sivills named Lady Laker coach
•Former MSU player
promises hard work
from himself, players
By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Scott Sivills was the classic
"blue collar" player in his career
at Murray State.
Nothing will change as he
makes the move to head coach.
Sivills was introduced as the

new girls' basketball coach at
Calloway County High School
this morning in a conference held
at the board of education office.
"I won the Powerball, but it's
not in cash, it's here in this
room," said Sivills, referring to
the Lady Laker players. "I'm really excited. I want to thank God
because this is something I've
been waiting for all my life."
A native of Cadiz, Sivills, 27,
played at MSU from 1990-93
under coaches Steve Newton and

Scott Edgar, finishing with career
averages of 2.4 points and 2.2 rebounds per game. He played in
three NCAA tournaments and
teamed with such Racer standouts
as Paul King, Popeye Jones and
Marcus Brown.
After two years as a graduate
assistant at MSU for Edgar, Sivills spent the last three seasons
assisting his uncle, Buddy Sivills,
as the girls' coach at Trigg
County.
Sivills, referring to himself as

the "king of screening" while at
MSU, promised hard work and an
up-tempo playing style at
Calloway.
"I want to take this team to the
next level; I'm going to push
them to the extreme," he said.
"The talent is here, but working
hard is the key.
"I want to win championships
here, and I'm not just talking district and regional championships,
I'm talking about state champion-

Bird on
other
side of
calls

Gaetti picks up
for McGwire in
win over Philly
The Associated Press
Mark McGwire's day off
didn't cause the St. Louis Cardinals to miss a beat.
Gary Gaetti hit a pair of tworun homers in place of McGwire
on Wednesday night, leading the
Cardinals to an 8-5 victory over
the Philadelphia Phillies.
"It makes me wonder if I've
been playing out of position,"
said Gaetti, normally a third
baseman. "Get me over there to
the power position."
Caetti, who hit just two home
runs in his first 130 at-bats, connected off Mark Portugal (2-1) in
the fifth inning and Darren Winston in the seventh.
"Mark McGwire is only one
guy on that team. You can't take
anybody lightly on that team,"

By NANCY ARMOUR
AP Sports Writer
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Back
in the days when Larry Bird was
playing, opponents used to gripe
about him getting all the calls.
Now it's Michael Jordan's turn
to rule the NBA, and Bird's turn
to whine.
'I tell my guys, 'You're not
going to get the calls in this series. You've just got to try to
play through it,' which they have
been," said Bird, now coach of
the Indiana Pacers. "In the next
game, I just hope we get a fair
shake. Well, at least 70-30."
Jordan hears this and just
laughs.
"Larry sounds more like a
coach when he starts to complain
that I'm getting more calls than
his team is getting," he said.
"Back in the day when he
played, we certainly complained
about all of the calls he was getting. Now that he's complaining,
we know he's a coach."
Bird knows Jordan is going to
get some breaks. He is, after all,
the five-time MVP of the league
playing for the five-time NBA
champions. But what irks Bird is
that the referees don't seem to
want to call fouls on anyone
wearing a Bulls uniform in the
Eastern Conference finals.
He's especially upset with
Scottie Pippen, who's disrupted
Indiana's offense with his
smothering defense on Pacers.
point guard Mark Jackson. Pippen has been bumping, grabbing
and chesting Jackson throughout
Games 1 and 2, but Bird said the
• See Page 13A

File photo

Gary Gaetti hit a pair of two-run
homers as the St. Louis Cardinals
defeated Philadelphia 8-5
Wednesday.

NEW YORK (AP) — The New
York Yankees thought their suspensions were too severe. They
thought Armando Benitez's penalty was too light. And they weren't happy about Tino Martinez
getting hurt, either.
To all of this, the Baltimore
Orioles could only say one thing:
Sorry.
"I want to issue a full apology
to Tino Martinez particularly, and
the New York Yankees in general. I only hope that Tino Martinez is all right," Orioles manager Ray Miller said Wednesday.
"The managers, coaches, players and front office of the Baltimore Orioles do not condone
what happened last night. It was
the result of the action of one individual, an immature young
man," he said. "The feeling of,
'I'll hurt you if I can't beat you'
doesn't represent the feelings of
the Baltimore Orioles."
A day after the teams. became
embroiled in one of baseball's

Portugal said. "I tried to make
some adjustments, but ended up
getting my butt kicked."
McGwire, whose three homers
Tuesday night gave him a major
league-leading 20, took a scheduled night off. It was the third
game he's missed this year.
In other NL games Wednesday,
it was the Chicago Cubs 5, Los
Angeles 0; Houston 4, Montreal
3; Arizona 7, Florida 3; Atlanta
5, Colorado I; Cincinnati 8, the
New York Mets 6; and San Francisco 4, Milwaukee 2.
Pittsburgh and San Diego split
a doubleheader, with the Pirates
winning the first game 5-2 and
losing the nightcap 8-3.
Ron Gant and Delino DeShields also homered for the Cardinals, who tied a team record by
homering in their 12th straight
game.
Mike Busby, making his first
start of the season and only the
fifth of his career, gave up six
hits and two runs in six innings
to improve to 5-0.

Van Exel believes Lakers should get down, dirty
By JOHN NADEL
AP Sports Writer
INGLEWOOD, Calif. (AP) —
The time has come, Nick Van
Exel believes, for the Los
Angeles Lakers to get down and
dirty — just like the Utah Jazz.
Van Exel and several teammates, along with coach Del Harris, have questioned the tactics of
the Jazz in the Western Conference finals.
Before the series, Harris
brought up Utah's use of what he

Budig hands out
five suspensions
for Tuesday brawl
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer

the region, but that Calloway can
ships," Sivills added. "My bigchallenge for the title.
gest philosophy is that defense
"When we play a Marshall
wins championships. We can
score, but we've got to stop peo- .County or a Murray, I don't want
ple too. I want my players to love our players to be afraid; I want
those teams to fear us," he said.
defense."
"I want our team to have a cockiSivills replaces Peter
ness, to know that we can beat
O'Rourke, who was dismissed afanybody."
ter eight seasons. The Lady LakSivills and his wife, Catherine,
ers finished 13-12 in 1997-98.
are expecting their first child this
Sivills said the Fourth District, summer.
which includes Murray and Marshall County, is the toughest in • See Page 13A

most flagrant fights in recent
years, AL president Gene Budig
handed out five suspensions.
Benitez was suspended for
eight games for intentionally
throwing at Martinez.
Darryl Strawberry and Graeme
Lloyd of the Yankees were suspended for three games each for
"overly aggressive behavior,
fighting and prolonging the violent incident."
Alan Mills of the Orioles and
Jeff Nelson of the Yankees were
suspended two games apiece.
"Not enough of their guys; too
many of our guys," Yankees
manager Joe Torre said.
Martinez was out of the lineup
against the Orioles on Wednesday night because of a large bone
bruise on his upper back. The
All-Star first baseman's stattis
was day-to-day after Benitez hit
him.
Benitez was fined $2,000,
Strawberry and Lloyd each were
fined $1,000, and Nelson and
Mills drew $500 fines.

called "veteran tricks," and said
Jazz star Karl Malone committed
flagrant fouls when he kicked his
feet as he shot the ball.
After two Utah victories to
open the best-of-7 series, Van
Exel said the Lakers have to adjust to what the Jazz are doing
when Game 3 is played Friday
night at the Forum.
"You have to play the way
they play — kick, scratch, be
dirty, hope the referees don't
make the calls," Van Exel said

after practice Wednesday.
"They're good at what they do,
and they're dirty. They get away
with a lot of cheap things."
Van Exel also complained —
again — about the officiating.
"I thought Shaq was one of
the top 50 players. He's beat up
every night," Van Exel said, referring to teammate Shaquille
O'Neal. "The NBA markets you
so much. You come to games and
you don't get fair treatment. A
foul is a foul, I don't care who it

is.
Van Exel and O'Neal approached one of the officials —
Steve Javie — after the Jazz won
a 99-95 decision over the Lakers
at the Delta Center in Game 2 to
express their anger over perceived poor calls.
"We're frustrated," O'Neal
said Wednesday. "We just have
to overlook some things, just
keep playing. The chemistry is
there. Hopefully we can get cer-

Lain breaks, from certain people,
wearing certain shirts."
Eddie Jones, who played a key
role in the Lakers' 4-1 victory
over Seattle in the conference
semifinals, was also still stewing
over the officiating. He got in
early foul trouble in both games
in Utah.
"I just have to smile it off,"
he said of future calls he might
deem questionable. "I realize
• See Page 13A

Yankees hold off
Oriole comeback
in 9-6 victory
The Associated Press
There was calm after the storm
at Yankee Stadium.
One night after a wild brawl
between the Yankees and Orioles,
both teams were on their best behavior in New York's 9-6 victory
over Baltimore.
Three batters were hit by
pitches Wednesday night, but all
took their bases without incident
as the Yankees handed the Orioles their seventh straight loss.
"I think everybody thought,
'Turn the page, yesterday doesn't
count,— New York manager Joe
Torte said.
Before the game, Torre and
Orioles manager Ray Miller
spoke to their teams about getting
over Tuesday night's brawl,
which resulted in the suspension
of five players.
Filo photo

Hidild Irabu allowed lust two runs
In all plus Innings as the Yankees
held on to defeat the Baltimore
Orioles 9.6 Wednesday night

"I thought our guys handled it
well," Miller said.
Derek Jeter tripled, doubled
and singled and Tim Raines
drove in three runs as the Yankees roughed up former teammate
Jimmy Key and won their fourth
straight. Scott Brosius homered
and Jorge Posada doubled twice
for New York.
"I think both teams did well to
put it all behind us," said Key
(4-3), who was tagged for nine
earned runs and 12 hits in 5 2-3
innings by the team he pitched
for from 1993-96.
Hidcki Irabu (3-0) allowed two
runs in 6 1-3 innings to give him
a major league-leading 1.40 ERA
after six starts.
Roberto Alomar, Rafael Palmciro and B.J. Surhoff homered
in the Orioles' ninth off Darren
Holmes.
Elsewhere in the AL, it was
Toronto 9, Tampa Bay 1; Boston
6, Chicago 2; Cleveland 14, Kansas City 5; Detroit 12, Minnesota
11. Texas 8, Seattle 7; and Anaheim 5, Oakland 4.
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•Van Exel...
FROM PAGE 12A
now I'm not going to get what
they get. It's hard to just go out
and play. Everything you do, you
get called for."
When asked if the situation
would improve at the Forum,
Jones said, "I doubt it. I just
have to stay aggressive. You do
get cautious. You want to stay in
the game. I just have to play
through that."
Rod Hundley, the Jazz radio
and television play-by-play announcer since the franchise was
formed in New Orleans 24 years
ago, created somewhat of a storm
by saying the Lakers lack
leadership.
Formerly, he was a player and

broadcaster with the Lakers.
"(The Lakers) have more talent than anybody in the league,
but they are too Hollywood to
me," Hundley told the Los
Angeles Times. "They are not in
control. They are not very organized. They are like the Globetrotters, everybody doing their own
thing. I don't see too much
togetherness there."
When asked what he saw missing, Hundley said, "Leadership.
(John) Stockton is our leader, but
they don't have one."
Said Van Exel: "He's not
playing. He's just like a reporter.
You let it roll."
Said Lakers forward Robert
Horry: "That's what's so great

•Bird...
FROM PAGE 12A
referees have turned a blind eye
to it.
The tight defense is costing the
Pacers dearly. With Jackson
bottled up, Indiana's entire is
stalled. Jackson can't pass the
ball out to Reggie Miller or toss
it in to Rik Smits because Pippen
is all over him.
The Bulls lead the series 2-0,
with Game 3 on Saturday at
Market Square Arena.
"I'd like to see Scottie Pippen
guard Michael Jordan fullcourt
like Scottie guards Mark Jackson
and see how long he stays in the
game," Bird said. "But he plays
with Michael and he plays for the
Bulls. ... That's why he should
stay in Chicago."
But the Bulls say they're not
getting any special treatment.
Toni Kukoc and Dennis Rodman
were tossed out of Game 1 with
fouls., and Rodman and Randy
Brown are the only two players
to get technicals so far. Jordan
even had three fouls in Game 2.
Chicago went to the line more
than the Pacers (39 times to 32)
Tuesday, but the disparity wasn't
as bad as in Game 1 (37 to 25).
Despite Bird's griping, his
players say the fouls aren't the
real problem.
"They're playing extremely
well defensively. We've got to
handle it better," Chris Mullin
said. "We all got to go out and
play aggressive. If we get fouls,
it's part of the game."
Miller agreed. Miller has taken
almost as much of a beating as
Jackson, getting dogged relentlessly by Ron Harper. Unlike past
playoff series, when Miller has
cranked his game up a notch and
killed opponents with his 3-pointers, Harper hasn't given him
enough breathing room to find
his touch.
Miller scored 19 points Tuesday, but he was just 4-of-13 from
the field. His 16 points in Game
1 tied his playoff low this season.
"I'm not going to gripe about
how someone's playing defense,
because I try and get away with
as much as possible, too," Miller
said. "We know they're going to

Sivills...
FROM PAGE 12A
CCHS athletic director Bill
Cowan said the system is "very,
very excited" about having Sivills
aboard, but stressed that the
school's first priority was filling
vacant teaching positions. Sivills
will teach freshman science and
social studies at Calloway.
"We feel very good about our
choice," Cowan said. "But the
first thing we've always done and
will always continue to do is get
a teacher first. You've got to find
the right person for the right
place.
"We looked for somebody who
had playing experience and experience coaching girls, and you
put that all together, Scott was a
natural fit," Cowan added.
Jessica Norsworthy, who will
be one of only two seniors on the
squad next season, acknowledged
that having a new coach after
three years playing for O'Rourke
will take some adjustment.
"But you've got to give it a
try," she said. "You've got to
have a good, positive attitude."
Sivills said he will soon begin
assembling a coaching staff.
"When I was first hired, I
started figuring out what to do: I
want to put together a staff that
will benefit the entire program,"
he said. "We will have a good
feeder program in place, even
down to the second and third
grade, and we have a strong parent base.
"Everybody here wants to win,
but it's all about hard work," Siwills added.

get all the 'reputation' calls, the
benefit-of-the -doubt calls.
They're the champs."
If it's any consolation, Jordan
said Pippen and the rest of the
Bulls do know what it's like to be
on the short end of the referee's
whistle. After all, they practice
against Jordan every day.
"Scottie and I have had some
great battles in practice," Jordan
said. "And he didn't get those
calls, either."

about this country, everyone has
freedom of speech. That might
have been true in December or
January. Not now."
O'Neal said he had never heard
of Hundley at first Then, O'Neal
said, "He's just a critic."
Harris refused to take Hundley's remarks too seriously.
"The Globetrotters have a
pretty good record, which our
guys do, too," Harris said..
"Rod's a pretty funny guy. We
do some crazy things, I'll admit
that. We've done pretty well. If
we can benefit from it, fine. Rod
would identify with this team, the
way he played."
Hundley was known as Hot
Rod during his playing days.
Utah coach Jerry Sloan also
seemed amused over Hundley's
remarks.
"Well, Hot Rod doesn't have
to play, so he can say anything he
wants," Sloan said. "I don't
have any control over that. He's
not here with us day to day. Hot
Rod never comes into practice
anyway, so he wouldn't know
what we're doing. So anything
that he would say would be ... if
they're going to listen to Hot Rod
... pretty desperate."
The Jazz worked out in Salt
Lake City on Wednesday, and
were to do so again today before
traveling to California.
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Black Top Sealer
• No 52
• Resists gas & oil spills
extends pavement life
• Coal tar emulsion
• For driveways parking lots
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AG-15E Econ Spot Sprayer
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Nuggets Dog Food

Insect & Grub
Control .
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• For any age dog
• All-natural ingredients

sit•fw-41-4.

• Contains 5- D,izinon

2100

Treats up to 5,000 sq. ft.

Sports

Meat Protein!
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24
Termite Kill It

40 lb. Bags 149
YOUR CHOICE

BRIEFS

1
2gal.
< /

with Dursban•

MHS summer basketball camp May 26-29

• Contains EPA approved
Dursbane which effectively
controls termites, carpenter ants
& other wood-infesting insects

I. t

Registered trademark ot Dow Banco

The 1998 Murray High summer basketball camp will be May 26-29 at MHS.
Grades P3-4th will be from 8 to 9:30 a.m and grades 5-7 from 10-11:30 am
Grades are for this past school year.
The cost of the camp is $30 for the first child, $25 for the second child and
$20 for each additional child per family. Each camper will receive a T-shirt
Registration will be held 30 minutes before the first day of each session.
For more information, call coach Stan Waller at 753-5202.

SWEIIMAIr

Top Soil
010215085

CCHS summer tennis camps scheduled
Calloway County High School will again offer tennis camps this summer.
Sessions for students in grades 1-6 will be July 13-17, while sessions for
grades 7-12 will be July 20-24. Times are 830-11:30 a.m. daily. The cost is
$50.
Camps for adults will be July 13, 14 and 16 from 530 to 8 p.m The cost is
$30.
Those interested in participating in the camps is asked to sign up by July 6
For more information call Sue Outland at 753-8682 or the Calloway County
Board of Education at 753-3033. "

5.5 Hp Rear Tine Tiller w/Reverse

Organic
Humus

• Bnggs & Siranon engine
• Counter rotating tines with
own='pp
18 in. tilling width
• Handle adjusts side to side,
up 8 down
• 16 in. wheels, cast iron frame 446

6102-95005

STATESMA

Only $24
per month on a
:„,4••••6":4g1671•4i
: SOuthern States Credit
[

jI

....
,,.1 engines
,
11111featuring (.."-.11

purchase
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'Breds baseball announces camp schedule
The Murray State Thoroughbreds baseball staff has announced plans for a
series of summer camps, with three camps being held at Reagan Field on the
MSU campus. The camps will be run by MSU head coach Mike Thieke and
his staff.
Camps include:
III All skills camp: To be held June 1-3 from 8 a.m. to noon daily: ages 8
years to eighth grade. The cost is $80 and campers receive a T-shirt
•Pitcher/catcher camp: To be held June 4 and 5 from 9 a.m. to noon daily;
ages 8 years to high school senior. The cost is $40.
•Hitting camp: To be held June 22 and 23 from 9 a.m to noon daily; ages
8 years to high school senior. The cost is $40.
For more information about the camps, call (502) 767-9527 or (502)
762-4192 or get applications at the Murray State ticket office at Roy Stewart
Stadium.

<

399

Bronco' Equine
Fly Spray & Wipe-On

Hydrostatic
transmrissson

• Controls stable, horse
deer & face flies
• Contains natural, So011-i,r1
• Non-imtaling, water-bad
formula

STIVE.SMAtt
only s60
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46 in. cut 20 Hp Lawn Tractor
• Features Briggs & Stratton twin cylinder,
full pressure lubrication engine
•Three blade, full-floating, high-vacuum deck
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BUY 2 Cans, Get 1 Can FREE! >

'May require substitution at some locations
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Anaheim 5, Oakland 4
Thursday's Games
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0-3.
70
0
.
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Toronto (Henson 0-1) it Cirreland (Butts 4-4),
606 pm
•Y Yankees (Mendoza 3-1) at Boston (Wake
Sold 5-1), 05 pm
Detroit (Thompson 2-5) it CNeago Mu Sox
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Kansas CM (Wake 0-1) al Tun
4-2),
7 35 p.m
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Indoor Fogger
Triple Pack
• Kills roaches, fleas,

"See me for all your family insurance needs."
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.

>

32 oz. ready-to-use

•22 ga galvanized steel side wall
• 20 ga double-locked soldered
seam bottom with drain plug

STATESMAN'

Poly Sprayers
1 gal. 4a99
Sprayer
+one

• Brass wand with
adjustable non*
• Funnel top reduces
Willd911

4099
Sprayer La,

2 gal.

•Same features as 1

gal plus
pressure release valve

299 164

Weenesday's Game,
Chicago Cubs 5. Los Angstos 0
Ptnalsoph S. San Dago 2. la urn*
San Diego 6, Ptltsbur 3. 2nd gams
Houston 4. Montreal
St Louis 11, Philadelphia 5
Arizona 7, Florida 3
Atlanta 5, Colorado 1
Cmcinnid 11, NY Mats 6
Sim Francisco 4. lAilwaukse 2
Thursday's Gamey
Arizona (Suppsn 1-4) it Florida (Meadows 4-4),
1205 P 111
San Francisco ()kueter 4-3) at Milwaukee Marl
5-1), 1205 p m.
Houston (Reynolds 3-3) al Manfredi
Madam 1-1)
12 35 pm
Les Angeles (Valdes 3-5) at Chicago Cuba
(Cm:Masan 3-4), 1 20 p
San Diego (Brown 3-2) it Pittsburgh (Sewed,
6-1). 505 pm
Si Louis (Stottlensts 5-3) at Philadelphia (Grace
1.5). 606 pm.
Cretonne(Kim 0-0) at NY Mots
frostai 2-1)
6 40 p in
Colorado (Kite 5-4) it Atlanta (Nipple 5-1). 640
pm
FrIday's Gimes
PhiladoShla (Bosch 1-2) et Montreal (Varouez
IS), 605 p.m,
Pittsburgh (Labs 2-2) at Florida
(Hernandez
2.3). 606 p
Colorado (Wright 3-4) at Cataneas (Weathers
2-3). 106 pm
billwaulies (Wegner 1-3) it NY,
Mete (Reed
640 pm
Cute (Ciedi I-5) at Atlanta (Msddux
pm
6.2).13:
1
San Diego ($UM 3-2) at HouldOn
(Bergman
4-23, 706 pm
San Francisco (Qarditsr 3-2) at St
Louis
Monk., 3.1417,10 p nt
Los
sift (Drellod 1-4) at Arizona (An Renee
3.1) • pn't
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Guarantee
Your Satisfaaion Guaranteed!

Cow Life
Cattle Rub
• Rot-proof and extremely strong
• DuPont Orion, polyester & acrylic
joined with an internal polypropylene
rope with a breaking strength
of 2700 lbs
• No moving parts, no valve or reservoirs
• 4 in. diameter x 10 ft. length
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Blair makes final appeal for peace
By SHAWN POGATCHNIK
Associated Press Writer
BELFAST, Northern Ireland
(AP) — Standing alongside the
main Protestant and Catholic
leaders, British Prime Minister
Tony Blair today made a final appeal for a solid acceptance of
Northern Ireland's peace accord.
John Taylor, deputy leader of
the Ulster Unionists, the party
vital in delivering Protestant
votes, predicted a 70 percent endorsement — the target set by
"yes" campaigners in Friday's
referendum.
Blair, making his third visit in
three weeks, talked to voters, appeared at a news conference, and
made renewed TV appeals.
"I know this is a difficult time
for everyone, including
ourselves," Blair told soldiers of
the locally-recruited Royal Irish
Regiment at their barracks at
Holywood, outside Belfast.

a

The regiment, along with the
overwhelmingly Protestant police
force, is among units that "no"
campaigners say will be undermined or dismantled.
At a news conference with Ulster Unionist leader David
Trimble and John Hume, head of
the main Catholic party — the
Social Democratic and Labor
Party, Blair signed at a huge
poster of five handwritten
pledges.
They include promising that
anyone who uses or threatens violence will be kept out of a proposed power-sharing assembly.
Protestants fear Sinn Fein will
sit in the assembly while its stillarmed political ally, the Irish Republican Army, keeps the option
of returning to violence.
The latest opinion poll, published in today's Irish Times, indicated 60 percent of Northern
Ireland voters back the agree-

ELECT A MAN OF ACTION

VOTE
AMOS

McCARTY
State Representative

ment, 25 percent are against and
15 percent aren't sure. It had a
margin of error of 4 percentage
points.
In separate referendums Friday, voters in this British province and in the Irish Republic
will decide whether to support
the accord struck April 10 among
the British and Irish governments
and eight parties. Blair wants as
strong a "yes" vote as possible,
although only a bare majority is
required.
While Northern Ireland's large
Catholic minority and the Irish
Republic electorate generally
support the deal, the Ulster Unionists face major opposition by
two harder-line Protestant parties.
Protestant opponents particularly dislike the prospect of Sinn
Fein in the assembly and accelerated releases of several hundred
IRA prisoners.
After arriving Wednesday

Don't be fooled by imitations....
buy the best!
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Great Selection!
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90 Days Same As Cash
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WAREHOUSE TIRE
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FREE COMPUTER BALANCING *

"Its The SMART Thtrig To Do"

Kenny

evening, Blau took 40 minutes of
questions on BBC Belfast television from a Presbyterian minister,
a retired Catholic politician, and
two respected Protestant and
Catholic journalists.
Blair suggested that a strong
endorsement would put him and
Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahem
in a good position to wipe out
IRA dissidents who have refused
to honor the outlawed group's
July 1997 truce.
But questions focused on what
it would take to bar Sinn Fein
from the assembly and keep IRA
prisoners behind bars.
"Could you tell me how you
read Sinn Fein. ... Are you of a
mind to trust them or not?"
asked the Rev. John Dunlop, former head of the Presbyterian
church in Ireland, said to Blair.
"Well I'm not of a mind to
trust them blindly," Blair responded.

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray 433-1111
Owner: Gerraid Boyd
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BE HERE - HAVE FUN
TO THE VOTERS OF CALLOWAY COUNTY
We all identify a Jailer with his keys. Throughout my
campaign I have made the jailer's key a symbol of my
campaign for Calloway County Jailer. However,the key
is not just a gimmick for my campaign. The three keys
to a better Calloway County Jail are:
0—wr
1 To serve as a full-time Jailer with no outside
business interest, insuring the personal administration of all daily jail activities

NEW YORK (AP) — Yellow
cabs were less visible on New
York streets today, either because
of work stoppages or confusion
among drivers angry at Mayor
Rudolph Giuliani's proposals to
control manners and safe driving.
Six organizations claiming to
represent New York City's
44,000 licensed cab drivers all
seemed to have different plans —
a strike, a protest., or business as
usual. Last week, they were organized enough for the majority
of cabs to stay off the streets.
Cabbies are angry at the Taxi
and Limousine Commission's
draft rules that include, higher
fines for bad manners and driving. The rules are part of Giuliani's attempt to make the city
more civil.
About 150 cabbies were
threatening to march over the
59th Street Bridge after saying
police blocked their protest-onwheels from entering Manhattan
from Queens.
The New York Taxi Workers

Alliance and the United Yellow
Taxi Cab Association had
planned a protest caravan, but a
heavy police presence apparently
dissuaded the drivers from even
getting into their cars. The alliance says it has about 1,000
members and the association
claims 3,500.
The 64-year-old League of
Mutual Taxi Owners urged its
2,000 members to work today.
Veteran cabbie Vincent Sapone, who didn't want a strike,
said, "I think the strike's fallen
on its face. I think by this afternoon you're going to see a lot of
cabs on the street."
Sapone, a leader of the League
of Mutual Taxi Owners, predicted
that about 6,000 cabs would be
working this afternoon. On most
weekdays, about 8,000 yellow
cabs are rolling in Manhattan and
at the airports. Most cabs operate
24 hours a day with drivers working 12-hour shifts behind the
wheel.

Kevorkian left woman's
body as Detroit hospital
ROYAL OAK, Mich. (AP) —
Jack Kevorkian left a woman's
body at the suburban Detroit hospital where he was arrested this
month during a scuffle with police, a hospital administrator said
today.
Michael Odette, one of Kevorkian's attorneys, told the Detroit
Free Press that the retired pathologist took the body of Emma
Kassa, 68, of Xenia, Ohio, to
William Beaumont Hospital in
Royal Oak late Tuesday.
An administrative supervisor at
the hospital who would not give
her name confirmed the newspaper's account.
Odette said Ms. Kassa suffered
from brain and lung cancer. Oakland County Medical Examiner

Cash
MYERS,umber C
500

South 4th, Murray

(502)753-6450
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Green Thumb
Premium Weed
& Feed Lawn
Fertilizer

3 To actively seek and obtain any available
Federal and State grants to financially support the new Detention Center, and at the
some time offer programs to rehabilitate
Irimates before they re-enter the community

My family and I would like to thank the voters of
Calloway County for all their support and encouragement during the past weeks. I ask for your vote to turn
the keys over to me as your next Jailer on Tuesday,
May 26.

Cabs less visible on
New York streets

L.J. Dragovic con4med only that
the woman had terminal lung
cancer, and ruled the death a
homicide caused by an intravenous injection.
Kevorkian asked Odette to
meet him at Beaumont Hospital
because Kevorkian was concerned about another confrontation with Royal Oak police, the
attorney said. Kevorkian and an
associate, Dr. Georges Reding,
were arrested May 7 after taking
a California man's body to the
hospital and scuffling with officers who tried to question them.
Kevorkian is charged with assault, battery and resisting arrest
in connection with the incident.
Reding is charged with interfering with a police officer and resisting arrest. They are due back
in court on June 2.
Kevorkian has acknowledged
attending more than 100 deaths.
He has been acquitted in three
trials involving five deaths.
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2 To implement the highest level of security for
Inmates,jail employees,and our community

These are the keys to a more professional, secure, and
efficient jail in Calloway County.

L. '

Cassl Cooper, third from right, manager of Papa John's Pizza, presents
a donation to C.alloway County High School Seniors for Project Graduation. Pictured, from left, are Seniors Krista Doron, Whitney Coleman,
Kristy Unn, Stacy Schroeder, and Daisy Watkins.
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Michelle Moode won first place for
"Flashlight Girl."

Dustin Adams received third place
for "Untitled."

Brown heading to Carnegie Hall again
Dr. Stephen B. Brown of Murray
State University's department of
music will be making his third
appearance in Carnegie Hall May
27.
His appearance is scheduled in
Weill Recital Hall at Carnegie Hall
where he will be performing solo
works for piano and will accompany
Dinos Constantin ides, Boyd Professor of Music at Louisiana State
University.
The concert will begin at 8 p.m.
and is presented through MidAmerica Productions of New York
City. Tickets are available at the
Carnegie Hall Box Office or
through Carnegie Charge at (212)
247-7800.
Brown, a professor of music at
MSU, performs regularly throughout the United States and Europe.
Tours have included performances
in Puerto Rico, Greece, England
and Wales. He performs frequently
in New York City. In addition to his
Carnegie Hall Recitals, he has per-

San Pietro a Maiella in Naples,
Italy; Yale University and Ohio
State University. From 1992-94, he
was president of the Kentucky
Music Teachers Association. He
currently serves on several regional,
state and national commiuees for
the arts.
He has been at Murray State for

Every Friday Night

E3•1•N•0•0
Early Bird Bingo 6:30 p.m. • Regular Bingo 7:00 p.m.

New Location - 121 North
(Next to Calloway County Fairgrounds)
* Special Games
Double Bingo Pays
60%; 75% and 90%

DR. STEPHEN B. BROWN

Amberly Rollins received an honorable mention for "Legend."

Louis Charette received an honorable mention for "Unlight."

MHS students receive
awards at art show
Several students received
awards earlier this month at the
senior art show held at Murray
High School.
"1 was quite impressed by all
the seniors' work," said Candace
Criswell, MHS art teacher.
"Though I have only been teaching at Murray High for this last
quarter of the school year, I have
seen the tremendous amount of

talent this group of seniors, and
the rest of the classes for that
matter, possesses."
Awards were given to the following students:
Michelle Moode, (list place;
Ben Mjos, second place; Dustin
Adams, third place; Louis
Charette and Amberly Rollins,
honorable mentions.

Sponsored by Murray Shrine Club

formed at Lincoln Center 11 times
and records for Vestige Records.
Brown holds degrees from Tufts
University; the Conservatorio di
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A Corrections Professional Committed To
Community SAFETY and EFFICIENT
Jail Management
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On All New 1998 Mazdas Thru May 31st
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800 Chestnut St., Murray
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#4 On The Ballot
As Your Magistrate I Will:
*Expect Accountability On *Communicate With The Residents
Expenditures
'Follow Through On Commitments
'Set Goals
'Be available — 759-2473

9

Were

MAGISTRATE DISTRICT 1

Please re-elect our Pee-Paw, Bobby C. Stubblefield for Magistrate in
District 3,14 on the ballot. He is a man with experience and is available at all
times. He will strive to improve the economy ofCalloway County,and endeavor
to make decisions for the betterment of all.

22 Years Corrections Experience

These pieces of artwork, along
with many other interesting attractions are now on display at the
National Scouting Museum. Museum hours are Tuesday through
Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. and
Sunday, 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
For additional information, call
(502)762-3383 or 1-800-303-3047
outside of Calloway County.

GREG

Paid for by Greg Hendrick

* $1,000 Letter H
(30 calls or less)
$500 Jackpot Every Week

* Air Conditioned - Accommodations for Smokers and Non-Smokers

Summers' paintings
now on display
Three paintings by artist Ted
Summers are now on display at the
National Scouting Museum on the
campus of Murray State University.
A native of Memphis, Tenn.,
Summers worked with Troop 30 in
the Whitehaven area. He was an
enthusiastic storyteller and accompanied the boys on many trips,
including two to the Grand Canyon.
Summers began painting as a teenager and developed his art into an
enjoyable full-time hobby.
The paintings on exhibit were
done in the 1950s and 60s and
include: "Indian Camp/Return of
the Chief's Son," the return of a
Native American from a year of
isolation in the wilderness; "The
Camp Out," a landscape depicting a
Scouting camp site; and "Trail to
Eagle," a "dreamt-up" collage of
Scouting images.

16 years where he teaches piano,
organ and music theory. In 1991, he
won the Regents Award for Teaching Excellence as the representative
from the college of fine arts and
communication. In 1997, he was
named the Teacher of the Year by
the Kentucky Music Teachers Association.
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Thank You,
Janna & Justin Stubblefield
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Stop in & Cht-ck Out The Specials
In Our "Prepare for Summer"
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DID YOU KNOW??
L Did you know Calloway County IS
NOT FEMA Flood Insured?
2. Homeowners are you aware that
MOST portions of our county have no
restrictions protecting you from unwanted commercial or industrial
neighbors?

/A

These are but two ofthe areas I will work to correct
if elected as your magistrate. Increased grants
and aid funding to our sheriff's department,
increased efficiency with our 911 service, inspection and assurance that courthouse
computerized records are "Year 2000"ready,as well as providing on-line access to public

4

records are my resolve.
I GREATLY a. • reciate

our consideration and

our

Please Elect

CHUCK WILLIAMS
MAGISTRATE DISTRICT #4
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AjS lith-Flex Grease

511020-4 Rog 1441

-Multi-purpose lithium based grease for
general industrial or automotive applications

III1Lakewood

1510-064-2 Net 964

1 799 x'DE
28% Hi-Pro

Dog Food
•401b. bag
627034.4 Ileg. 9.4%

2S

1 611 • 0 110

DOG FOOD

Garden Tractor
Baffery
.12 Volt
.12 month warrants

.235 CIA rated
i5a-031-4 We. 19.99
All batteries priced with exchange
Prices good thru May 25, 1998

(ORSCHELN FARM&HOME
* Murray, KY • 700A N. 12th St. • 759-8150 •
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Mulligan speaks at conferences
William H. Mulligan Jr., associate professor of history and director
of the Forrest C. Pogue Public
History Institute at Murray State
University, accepted invitations to
speak at two professional conferences this spring.
The first conference was held
April 16-19 in Austin, Texas where
Mulligan delivered a paper at the
annual meeting of the National
Council on Public History. The
theme at this year's conference was
"International, Multicultural, Interdisciplinary: Public History and
Practice."
Mulligan's paper was part of a
session titled "Kentucky's Civil War
Sites: Preservation and Interpretation," which dealt with the work
being done in all areas of Kentucky
by scholars from any disciplines as

Strike Up Fathers Day
Sales With An Ad In

FATHER'S
DAY
A Special Supplement
To The:

Murray hedger
8 Times
Publication Date:
Jun* 16, 1998

well as members of the general
public to preserve and interpret
Civil War sites.
Mulligan's paper, "Interpreting
the Civil War at Columbus-Belmont
State Park and Sacramento, Kentucky: Two Case Studies," reported
on the work that he and some of his
students completed to develop interpretation at Sacramento in McLean
County and at Columbus-Belmont
State Park. s
In McLean County,this involved
developing two driving tours and a
successful national Register of Historic Places nomination for the
battlefield at Sacramento. The Columbus-Belmont project, which is
ongoing, involves both a first-person interpretation program and an
extensive walking tour of the Park.

On May 2, Mulligan participated
in the annual conference of the
Arkansas Civil War Heritage Trail,
held in Little Rock, Ark. In his
remarks titled "Why Not Build A
Burger King Here? Interpretation
and Building Constituencies for
Battlefield Preservation," Mulligan
stressed the power that real, authentic historic sites have to connect
people with the past and the need to
explain the importance of any site
early in campaigns to preserve it.
"Well preserved sites help us
understand the past and ourselves,"
Mulligan told those attending the
conference, "but we need to tell
people why sites are important
before we can expect them to value
preserving them."

The Arkansas Civil War Heritage
Trails Conference brings together
people from all parts of Arkansas
who are concerned with preserving
and interpreting its Civil War history. The Arkansas Historic Preservation Program sponsored the conference.
The Forrest C. Pogue Public
Library History Institute at Murray
State provides graduate level training in several areas of public history
and works with local governments
and community groups in a variety
of ways to preserve the heritage of
the Commonwealth.
For information about the Institute call Mulligan at(502)762-6571
or write: William H. Mulligan Jr.,
Department of History, Murray
State University, PO Box 9, Murray, KY 42071-0009.
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Photographer cited after incident

Space Reservations:
Juno 9, 1998
Whether you're a retailer,restaurantowner or offer
some other service of interest to Dad,now you can
improve your 'father figures' by advertising in our
POPular Fathers Day section, now POPularly priced to suit any ad budget!
For rates and information, contact our
advertising representatives at:

733-1916
KEEP MURRAY CLEAN

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
A photographer for Hustler's
Hometown Girls magazine says
park rangers were wrong for taking his film after giving him an
indecent exposure citation for
taking pictures of a half-nude
woman.
"I view this as a First and ,
(Fourth) Amendment issue,"
Scott Hunter told The Tennessean
of Tuesday's Centennial Park incident. "They had no right to
take my film."
Hustler's Hometown Girls is a
spinoff of the nude magazine
Hustler, which is put out by
Larry Flynt Publishing.

Hunter, the editor of Hometown Girls, said he may seek help
from Flynt's lawyers to get back
the confiscated film, which he
said included shots taken indoors,
before the Centennial shoot.
Flynt officials would not comment on the matter, however,
since the magazine is a spinoff
handled by free-lancers.
Hunter, 40, said he initially
took shots of a topless woman
near the park's reflecting pool,
then moved closer to a nearby
street to take a shot of the woman
on a small stone monument.
He said he was looking for a
"suggestive" pose for the front

11

of the November issue,
which will feature Nashville
women.
Hunter said he waited for few
people to be around, made sure
no children were present, then
shot a picture of the woman with
her back to the camera, sort of a
"teaser."
But park rangers said someone
saw the woman and complained.
"Somebody gets nude in the
middle of the park, that's not secluded," Ranger George Mitchell
said. "When the officer pulled up
on them, she was in the open."
Authorities say this isn't the
first time they've gotten complaints about Hunter, who admits
he sometimes "pushes the envelope on the public issue."
cover

Hunter claims to have also taken photos of nude women near

the Ryman Auditorium, Nashville
Arena and a sign that reads
"Welcome to Nashville."
Last Monday, a manager at the
Music City Mix Factory said she
kicked Hunter out after he posed
a nude woman on a restaurant
pinball m4gAine, then again on
the roof.
"I had a fit," Shirley Vtkins
said. "I told them they-e6uld not
take nude photos here. They've
been barred."
Hunter, who says he's traveled
the country taking pictures of
naked woman for years but has
never been arrested, is scheduled
to be booked today.
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All 3Stores Open
Monday - Memorial Day 10-5

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Two medical marijuana clubs refused to heed a federal judge's
order to shut their doors for violating federal laws against distributing drugs.
Despite U.S. District Judge
Charles Breyer's order, made
public Wednesday, the Cannabis
Healing Center and the Oakland
Cannabis Buyers' Club both refused to close. The ruling covered six clubs targeted by the

Justice Department.
In his preliminary order last
week, Breyer said the November
1996 state ballot initiative legalizing medical marijuana did not
override a federal ban on the
drug.
The measure allowed patients
with cancer, AIDS and other conditions that might be helped by
marijuana to obtain it legally
with a doctor's recommendation.

•
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Please attend our tribute held

12:00 p.m. Monday, May 25th
at
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Staff Seargent Paul Bennett and Navy
Sonar Technician 2nd Class,Alias Mix will
be our guest speakers.
Military Equipment On Display
For Your Inspection
Open 9:00 a.m. Til Dark

Bed $447 Chest $397

FUN SINNE215%8•4121%siellE11111111
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This year,celebrate the spirit of Memorial
Day with us as we remember those who
made the ultimate sacrifice for the liberty
we all hold so dear.

n

Murray Memortat

Wo Can liclp You St II
Your Old Furniture'
449 South 16th Strii!
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Gardens
Perpetual Care • Mausoleums • Pm-arrangements Specialists

3223 U.S. Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY
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Veterans with illnesses protest highway bill
WASHINGTON (AP) — Every state is a winner in the $200
billion transportation bill moving
through Congress. But veterans
with tobacco-related illnesses are

protesting that they are the losers,
their health benefits given over to
pay for roads.
At town-hall meetings, through
newspaper and radio ads and

calls to lawmaker offices, veterans are protesting a plan to eliminate VA health benefits for
tobacco-related diseases to help
finance the six-year highway and

mass transit spending bill.
"A shameless money-grabbing
scheme," said Disabled Amencan Veterans National Commander Harry McDonald.

"Blindly looting veterans'
programs is not a legitimate or
honorable way to fund our transportation needs," four groups
wrote House Transportation
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Committee Chairman Bud Shuster, R-Pa.
For now, it appears they are
losing the baule. The administration, looking for revenues to fund
its priorities, has tried for several
years to rescind a ruling by the
Veterans Affairs Department general counsel that veterans with
diseases resulting from in-service
tobacco use are eligible for health
benefits and compensation.
And both White House officials and lawmakers now putting
the final touches on the highway
bill have suggested that the estimated $10.5 billion that would be
saved by eliminating the program
could help pay for more road
building.
The VA, which also wants to
end tobacco benefits, estimates
the five-year cost of treating
tobacco-related illnesses at closer
to $17 billion. VA Secretary
Togo West told a March hearing
that the influx of some 500,000
future tobacco-related claims
could cripple the system. "VA's
claims system could be so overwhelmed as to result in unconscionable claims processing delays
for all VA claimants."
The American Legion's Phil
Budahn remembers his Army
basic training in the early 1970s
when they got a five-minute
break every hour and "if you
were smoking, the drill sergeant
left you alone." The military, he
said, "had a culture that promoted smoking" going back to
World War II when cigarettes
were handed out free as part of
field rations.
Now, he said, Legion members
are telling their lawmakers that
"people don't want nice roads
built at the expense of sick
veterans."
"Even in areas where we need
better roads, we're hearing about
IL" said Rep. Lane Evans, D-III.,
ranking Democrat on the House
Veterans' Affairs Committee and
a leading supporter of the tobacco
benefit. "Clearly veterans were
addicted during their service, and
it seems to me they should get
the help they are entitled to."
Rep. Chris Smith, R-N.J., said
there was "very, very strong
reaction" at a town-hall meeting
he attended in New Jersey to the
planned cessation of the program.
"They were encouraged to
smoke, cigarettes were given out
like chocolate, and they got
hooked," Smith said.
Veronica A'zera of AN1VETS
said a young staffer representing
Sen. Chris Bond, R-N1o., at a
meeting in St. Louis was harassed
to the point where "I felt sorry
for him. It was really bad." Bond
wrote to wrote Senate Majority
Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., on
May 6 that it was wrong "to pit
highway spending against veterans' spending."
Lawmakers, always reluctant
to support positions seen as antiveteran, have taken pains to show
they support veterans while pushing for more highway spending.
The House attached non-binding
language to its bill saying there
would be no change to veterans'
programs.
•
Rep. David Obey, D-Wis., said
he would seek a House vote to
instruct its conferees at the
House-Senate negotiations on the
bill to insist that no veterans' tobacco money go to highways.
The Senate, by 98-0, approved
an amendment by Sen. Jay Rockefeller, D-W.Va., giving the
smoking benefit to veterans, but
then overrode that with a 52-46
vote eliminating the benefit while
calling for a study of the costs of
providing it.
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Congratulations! We'd Like
To Stop By And Give You
A Basketful of Free Gifts
Over the years. the Welcome
Wagon'
basket has become a welcome sight to
all kinds of people. New residents, new
parents and new citizens all enjoy the
benefits of a free Welcome Wagon
basket which not only contains valuable
gifts, but also information about community services and local businesses.
For you,it's a new day. Why not start it
by making a new friend? We'd love to
hear .from you. ,

Murray, KY
Hostess - Call
Kathryn Outland 753-30711'
Ingeborg KIR; 41124348
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Hayman to close Beverly Hills boutique
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Gone fishin'," proclaims the
sign in the showcase windows of
the landmark Beverly Hills
boutique.
Fred Hayman, a k a Mr. Rodeo
Drive, is shuttering his namesake
emporium. In June, he leases. the

space to Louis Vuiuon for an undisclosed sum.
This is the store Judith Krantz
made famous in "Scruples," her
steamy 1980s best seller.
A magnet for stars, socialites
and trend-seeking tourists, the
Beverly Hills store has reigned

for more than 30 years at the foot
of the West Coast's most celebrated shopping street.
Hayman popularized a myriad
of relatively unknown designer
names like Halston and Brion',
and sold exclusive Alfred Dunhill
blazers to Natalie Wood and

Investment Rates
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500

500
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_RATE
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ANNUAL
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4.30% 4.81% 4.91% 4.91%

UNITED
til COMMONWEALTH BANK
4F4mieraiSavin4s8.ink

1111. Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

Janet Leigh. He launched his
Giorgio fragrance at the Amencan Embassy in Paris in 1981,
and six years later sold it to Avon
for $165 million.
"1 don't know anyone who
hasn't walked through the store,"
says Marguerite Schaefer, Hay man's personal assistant of 28
years. She recalled Princess
Grace in a dressing room, while
assistants counseled her on the
right bra. "She bought some
beautiful gowns."
Rat Pack members Frank Sinatra, Sammy Davis and Dean
Martin hung out at the famous
oak bar. Steve McQueen dropped
by to shoot pool. David Janssen
was a regular. Ava Gardner
shopped with her beagle.
"I'll never forget the first time
Frank Sinatra 'walked in the
store," Schaefer says. "All I had
to say to the manager is, 'Rocco,
he's here."'
Jack Nicholson sauntered in
and mistook the store for a restaurant. "What kind of soup do
you serve here?" he asked.
Hayman's vision was to transform Rodeo Drive from a 2
1/2-block area into a world-class
boulevard. So in the 1970s he
founded the Rodeo Drive corn-

mittee of retailers to promote the
street. "It started very small.
There was a Brown Derby. It had
its charm," he says.
Today, no shopping trip is
complete without a stroll along
Rodeo Drive.
Hayman's fragrance, 273, is
named for his address on Rodeo
Drive, which he affectionately
calls "the street."
Dapper and debonair, Hayman
is typically turned out impeccably
dressed in a pinstriped navy
double-breasted suit, crisp white
Paris-made shirt and what he
calls "very good Italian shoes."
A thick shock of silver hair contrasts with his yellow silk tie,
which recalls the signature
sunshine-colored awnings that
made his store the toast of the
town.
Ever the perfectionist, he's
never without his pocket-size
leather note pad and red Cartier
pen.
"I like Samuel Goldwyn,
whose mouo was, 'Do it right, do
it big, give it class,"' says fashion columnist Marylou Luther,
who has known Hayman for decades. "That might as well be the
mantra of Fred Hayman. He always has done things big and
with class."

Born in Switzerland, Hayman
immigrated to New York in 1941
at age 16. He worked at the
Waldorf-Astoria. In 1954, Conrad
Hilton dispatched him to the Beverly Hilton Hotel to work as restaurant and banquet manager.
In the early 1960s, Hayman became a silent partner in a small
boutique known as Giorgio. Two
years later, he bought out his
partners and expanded the store,
renaming it Fred Hayman Beverly Hills.
"Neither my then-wife (Gayle
Hayman) nor I knew anything about clothes. Therein was a big
success," Hayman says. "We
changed the store around. I had
some of my own furniture in
there with a bubble gum machine,
a butcher rack with booze and
coffee, and a tiny freezer where I
put homemade ravioli and marinara sauce that we gave as
gifts."
What are his plans, now that
he's closing the store?
"I'd like to go with (wife)
Betty and maybe my family on a
cruise," says Hayman, who turns
73 on May 29. He is entertaining
ventures in marketing. "I just
want to be great when I do the
next thing."

Health industry lobbies Congress
for protection in fraud prosecutions

Amos will support farmers because agriculture has
been a part of his life and he'll stand up for tobacco
because he has tzrown tobacco.
While Amos McCarty is our state representative, he
will contribute $1,000 of his pay as a legislator to a
Murray State Scholarship for a local student.
Committed to hold regular town meetings. Amos
will listen to his constituents.
And Amos McCarty is the only candidate for state
representative who has pledged to sponsor legislation to
cut taxes.

McCarty
State Representative

TIC(P54 1 P.

GRAND
OPENING

WASHINGTON (AP) — When
the Clinton administration rejected their request to curb Medicare fraud prosecutions, the nation's hospitals went to Congress
with the same pitch that led to legislation overhauling the IRS.
And Congress, which held
much-publicized hearings into alleged IRS abuses, appears to be
listening to the industry's complaints about runaway health
fraud investigators. In less than
two months, 165 House members
agreed to sponsor a hospitalbacked bill and a similar version
was introduced in the Senate.
The effort is a textbook case of
today's grass-roots lobbying: Develop a timely message, stick to
it and have it delivered to lawmakers by influential leaders in
their home communities.
"The ground had been
plowed," said Rick Pollock, the
American Hospital Association's
executive vice president. "When
the bill had been put in, we were
ready to demonstrate a real
groundswell of support."
Hospital lobbyists — primarily
the local administrators and community leaders who sit on their
boards of directors — spent
months complaining to lawmakers about what they said were
overzealous federal prosecutors
treating simple billing mistakes
as fraud.
The American Hospital Association sent informational videos to
hospital officials. It set up a form
letter on its Web site so it could
readily contact lawmakers. And
the group hired former U.S. Attorney Joseph diGenova, who has
close ties to the House Republican majority, to advise them on
the issue.
When hospital administrators
assembled here in January for
their annual convention, they visited the offices of lawmakers to
lobby them personally.
And to further emphasize their
point, the hospital association
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Ranariddh steps down as
alliance head in Cambodia
PHNOM PENH, Cambodia
(AP) — Deposed co-prime minister Prince Norodom Ranariddh
has quit as head of an alliance
opposing Cambodian strongman
Hun Sen, aides said Wednesday.
Ranariddh, who had come
under increasing criticism within
the coalition for his alleged highhanded leadership style, stepped
down as the National United
Front president Tuesday evening,
throwing his support behind the
new president of the alliance, opposition leader Son Soubert.
Kong Vibol, a member of the

MURRAY HOME 8 AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION
Chestnut St.

didn't seek out lawmakers who
specialized in health but instead
asked an ex-prosecutor and a
crime expert to introduce the
legislation.
The issue arose after President
Clinton two years ago announced
a crackdown on Medicare fraud.
The health care program for the
elderly lost $20 billion to fraud,
waste and simple error last year,
according to the Department of
Health and Human Services.
In their efforts to ferret out
fraud, the Justice Department has
been using the False Claims Act,
which provides for triple damages and fines of up to $10,000.
But the hospitals contend that law
is being invoked even in cases of
innocent billing mistakes, in an
effort to help achieve the $115
billion in Medicare savings called
for in last year's balanced budget
agreement.
They cite the example of Huntington Hospital on New York's
Long Island. Between 1983 and
1991, the nonprofit facility submitted 405,000 Medicare claims.
In 1996, following an audit, the
Justice Department challenged
300 of them, demanding that the
hospital pay $43,000 immediately
or face fraud charges in court that
could wind up costing $3.2 million in payments and penalties.
The hospital quickly agreed to
pay $31,000.
"There was no way we were
going to risk going to court with
the government," said J. Ronald
Gaudreault, Huntington Hospital's president and chief executive officer. "It was a highhanded way of doing business.
Forget about talking about simple
errors; they'll take you to court
and prosecute you."
"No one who obeys the rules
is being harassed," countered
Rep. Pete Stark, D-Calif. "The
issue is, a few bad apples who
control the AHA are getting the
good guys to do their dirty work
for them."

1rl

prince's Cabinet, denied the resignation was related to criticism
from within the four-party alliance. He said the prince wanted
to focus on rebuilding his own,
royalist party.
The royalist party, which won
the 1993 etections, was thrown
into confusion when Hun Sen
ousted Ranariddh as his copremier in a bloody coup 10
months ago.
The coup left at least 90 of the
prince's supporters dead and the
royalist party headquarters in
ruins.
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CLASSIFIED
TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:
CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Disphik %its
$6.23 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2ad Rua, 60% Discount 3rd Rua.
(All 3 Ads Atka,

I
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52 25 per column inch extra for I ucula!, (Shopping Guider
Reader. Ads
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Just Say "Charge It"
010
020
025
030
040
050
060
070
100
110
120
130
140
150
155

Legal Notice
Notice
Personals
Financial
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity
Instruction
Computers
For Sale Or Trade
Want To Buy
Articles For Sale
Appliances

165
180
190
195
200
210
220
240
260
270
280
285
290

010

010
Lsgal
Notice

320
330
340
360
365
370
380
390
400
420
430
435
440

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion of their ads for any erro,
Murray Ledger & Times will be respon
sible for only one incorrect insertion
Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can be made.
Yard Sale Prices
1x2 ad
$7.50

25 wd. max.

2x2 ad
$14.00

70 wd. max

1 insertion
1 insertion

030

Notice

Notice

MISS
KENTUCKY
AMERICAN- Coed/Teen/
Preteen/Princess Scholarship Pageant for girls 3-20
For application/brochure.
800-664-6851. No makeup allowed for young girls.

Apartments For Rent
Rooms For Rent
Houses For Rent
Storage Rentals
For Sale Or Lease
Commercial Property
Pets & Supplies
Livestock & Supplies
Yard Sale
Horne Loans
Reel Estate
Lake Property
Lots For Sale

060

050

Help
Wanted

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

WANT ADS
WORK

WANT A DEAL"
• (of course, you do!!)
THE PASCHALL NAME MEANS CARPET

Special Price

060

060

Help
Wanted
FRIENDLY TOYS &
GIFTS Has immediate
openings in your area.
Number one in party plan:
Toys, gifts, Christmas,
home decor. Free catalog
information.
and
800-488-4875.

Help
Wanted
KERRY Landing Golf
Course groundskeeper
position Some manual la
bor, pay commensurate
with experience Call
354-5050 or pick up appli
cation at 218 Bass Lane,
Big Bear Road

FULL-time position available in data communica- PART-time church receptions department. Experi- tionist needed Computer
ence Preferred. Person skills required. Hours
should be knowledgeable 8-30-12-00 Mon-Fri Send
in Microsoft Office, Novell resume with references to
and Windows NT. Must be PO Box 1040-F, Murray,
dependable and neat in ap- KY 42071
pearance. Please send resume with salary require- PLUMBING/HVAC SERments to: PO Box 523. VICE TECHS Top pay and
%D.M., Benton, KY 42025. benefits, 800-829-6609

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A RECESSION
PROOF CAREER IN MURRAY CALLOWAY COUNTY???
I have an OPPORTUNITY for 3 13 4 extremely talented
& successful in home closers
$45,000 + Per Year
Major benefit. Company supplied pre-set appointments
No credit refusals. Company training. Hours worked
days & awnings.
Call If you are serious
abet a caret & are *kg to sot IV TIRED CF INTERVIEWING peeps Ole orgy sal to earn $300-$400 per meet
and tat dont awe to work' Cal between 11-4 Mon ,Sat

Full-Time Onl • Must Be 25 • 753-3261

MANAGER TRAINEE
Will you earn S25.000 -530,000 this year and more in
future years? Fortune 500 company in its eighth decade of growth needs three manager trainees in this
area
ARE YOU
*SPORTS MINDED
GOAL ORIENTED
'AMBITIOUS
• BONDABLE WITH GOOD REFERENCE
If you qualify, you will be guaranteed:
• Minimum two weeks expense paid training
• Complete benefit and retirement package
Unlimited earning potential and advancement possibilities await you Act today for a secure tomorrow.
CALL NOW- 10 AM TO 6 PM
247-3700 - ASK FOR LONNIE PORTNER

HEAVY EQUIPMENT
CLASS A MECHANIC
Local Contractor is seeking Class A:
Heavy Equipment Mechanic. Must
have experience with various types of
construction equipment. Knowledge:
of hydraulics and diesel engines:
necessary. Good welding skills are a
plus. We offer 401-K Retirement
Plan, insurance, paid vacation, and
other benefits. Pre-employment drug
screen required. Send letter of interest with qualifications to Mechanic,
P.O. Box 1327, Paris, TN 38242.
We are an EEO Employer.

AND WE DO IT FOR LESS!

Ilm% About
Perimeter
N in I-I loring

Dense Tackless
by MONSANTO

Pickering
Laminate
Flooring

Berber
By
Queen!

$6.99 $4.99 $2.79

It.

$8.99
sq. yd.

sq. yd!
sq. yd. incld. pad!
IN-STORE SPECIAL BUYS EVERY DAY!

PASCHALL FLOOR COVERING
Wf;
901-498-6299

We Want Your
Business!
We'll Earn It!!

a

.1

•

Card of Thanks • In Memory
• Happy Ads

Help
Wanted

TWO-MINUTE LOANS! BEECHMONT PRESS - DRIVERS- 100% Driver sa$20,000-$100,000 cash Has immediate openings tisfaction new pay scalenow! Homeowners only. for the following positions• .334 a mile 1st year SinLower your payments
Press Helpers, no experi- gles and teams make more
Available Thru Age 84.
Bankruptcy, bad credit OK! ence necessary, Press Op- money and get more miles
Our most comprehenPay off bills. Best rates No erator, 4 color, 28 Heidel- hauling commodities n 48
sive policy pays for
equity required Call now berg, Press Operator, 5 states + Canada 1.5 years
Skilled. Intermediate
800-222-0914
color, 40' Heidelberg, 2 OTR experience + CDL/
or Custodial Care
030
color, 9810 Press Opera- Hazmat & good driving reWith Medicare's new
tor. Non smoking environ- cord required. 110 new
oco
guidelines for confineFinancial
ment. Benefits include Peterbilts. Conventional
Lost
ment. Nursing Home
medical, dental, vision, life, standup sleepers. AsArid Found
1ST
&
2ND
MORTGAGESInsvrance is more imdisability, 401K and profit signed tractors/take home.
Mobile home loans up to
LOST
portant than ever
sharing Accepting applica- Great benefits program.
95%. Pay off land con- In Campbell Estates area
tions Mon-Fri 8-4 or send Retirement plan & bonus
For free
tracts. Self-Employed Past Tortoise shell Persian cat,
resume to Beechmont program First in-First out
Information call:
bankruptcies and all credit gold eyes, blue collar w/
considered. Greve Coeur bell Family pet 759-8859 Press, Inc. 9951 Bunsen dispatch Owner/Operators
Way, Louisville. KY 40299, 90e a mile loaded & empty!
Mortgage, 800-627-0745
Truck purchase program.
502-491-1395
ALL CREDITS
Choose the best, ride OTR
060
WE
BOYD BROS - Has imme- Express, 800-423-6939.
Help
Debt consolidation & loans
diate openings for driver EOE M/F/D/V.
Wanted
020
020
"iree local clam serv,ce"
available. We will take the
trainees $500-$700
time to help you consoli- $1,000 $ SIGN -ON weekly. Home weekends. DRIVERS- Flatbed
Notice
Notice
YOUR date your debts. Call BONUS- CX/Roberson is No experience needed. $1,000 sign-on bonus! Up
BROADEN
looking for van semi- CDL training programs now to 31 cents per mile. Med/
WORLD- With Scandina- 1-800-496-3389.
life/401K, frequent homeATTENTION PARENTS
drivers Up to 30e a mile to available 800-242-7364
ALTERATIONS
vian, European, South
time. Safety bonus, purchMurray Sewing Center. Young enthusiatic college American, Asian, Russian BILL PROBLEMS? start. Need class A CDL, 1
bDRIVERS/OTR- Drivers ase program. Class A
student majoring in Early Exchange students arriving 800-408-0044 ext. 1027 year OTR 800-473-5581
502-753-5323.
Westway Express. Inc one CDL/1 year. OTR. Call Kent
Education is starting Story August Become a host 9am-9pm 7 days Debt con- EOE/mf
ALTERATIONS
of the nation's top-ten re- 888-368-8259.
Time for your children All family/AISE Call 800-SI- solidation loans and progRuth's See & Sew. children ages 4-10 welfrigerated trucking comparams available Bad credit
BLING
753-6981.
OK. No advance fees! Free ACCOUNTANT. Murray nies, is now hiring OTR DRIVERS-If you's call 2
come, 1 or 2 hour sessions, WWW SIBLING ORG.
consolidation. Non Profit. CPA firm seeks accountant drivers. Call AJ today at weeks ago, you'd be driving
beginning in June. For signnow earning $6-$700 a
AVONup & more details call DIABETICS?- Have Medi- Lower monthly payments. with income tax and com- Westway Express Exper- week plus benefits.
No emputer systems skills. Indivi- ienced, 800-321-9734, no
Whether you want to buy, 753-7130 ask for Brandi. care (for insurance) and -CASH"-Immediate
$$ for
ployment contracts! C.D.L.
sell or lust look through a Please hurry spaces are use insulin? We may be structured settlements and dual should have a degree experience 800-860-8028,
training provided! Kentucky
in accounting with CPA cer- wvAv wwex press . mm.
able to send you testing deferred
book call Tonya at filling quickly.
insurance claims
terminals!
Call
supplies at little or no cost J_G.Wentworth tificate or be a candidate for
435-4026
CHEROKEE HILLS
888-399-6362.
FREE Pregnancy Tests
certificate. Applicants who
today.
up
Sign
STEAK HOUSE
1-888-231-5375
BIBLE Message 759-5177
Ufehouse 753-0700
have income tax prepara800-678-5733
DRIVERS- MANAGER
Accepting applications for
HOMEOWNERS! DEBT tion experience and know- Prep cooks- 1yr experi- TRAINEE- Earn up to
CONSOLIDATION! Borrow ledge of Novell networking ence, servers- 2yrs experi- $35K-55K in Management
HOUSE of CLOTHES
$25,000-$100,000. Too systems are preferred. Re- ence, line cooks- 2yrs ex- + benefits Openings in
Open Mon-Sat, 9 to 5, Sun many bills? Home improve- cent college graduates
local area Company will
NOTICE • NOTICE
1 to 5. Nice consignment ments. Apply by phone/ considered. Send resume perience, dishwashers- no
provide in-class expense
clothing $1 00 Buys mens, 24-hour approval. No to PO Box 348, Murray, KY experience If you enjoy
1996 CITY OF MURRAY
being a member of an excit- paid training. To qualify:
womens, childrens jeans. equity required Platinum 42071
ing team, please call Willing to work long hours if
STICKERS ARE NOW DUE
sweaters, sweat shirts, Capital: 800-523-5363,
901-232-6006
or necessary, travel in local
dresses Off Kirksey Hwy Open 7 days.
$35.00
Vehicle Stickers
ADS WILL GET YOU 502-436-5566 Or come by area, legal age with access
left on 464, 5 miles. Call
ROMP- Now expanding and fill out an application. to reliable car. Mail or tax
$10.00
Motorcycle Stickers
489-2243 or 753-6981.
MORTGAGE LOANS Columbus based regional Located Paris Landing resume: 2530 Scottsville
City residents are required to purchase and
Rd, Ste. 21, Bowling
QUICK AND EASY!- Home fleet. Experienced flatbed Tennessee area.
display a sticker on each vehicle owned.
Green, KY 42104, Fax*
improvements, debt conso- drivers will be home
JONES'
weekends Late model con- CHRISTMAS AROUND 502-846-1385.
Nonresidents who work inside the city are
lidation, cash out, refiSTRAWBERRIES
THE
WORLD/HOUSE
OF
ventionals. Start today!
required to purchase and display a sticker
Pick your own, 60e/ quart nance, land contract pay- $1,000 sign-on bonus! Call LLOYD- Home based party DRIVERS NEEDED- Get
offs, bankrupts and bad
on the vehicle driven to work.
hired! Get trained! Get paid!
Hwy 94 W to Lynnville, turn
plan Ideal second income
800-646-3438, ext 1007
No experience needed. No
right onto Hwy 381, 38 credit Call Jennifer
Commissions
plus
bonINFORMATION REQUIRED:
Baumer at Mercantile Mortmiles north of Lynnville.
uses Free training. No in- cost CDL training in Ken(502)328-8543.
Name/Address of Vehicle Owner
gage Company of Lexing- AIR FORCE TRAINING- vestment. Also booking tucky available if qualified.
Get home most weekends.
Experience and education parties. 800-264-2166
ton 888-305-4888
Year and Make of Vehicle
800-525-3237.
can help you reach your
License Plate Number
MACHINE quilting, regular NO DOWN PAYMENT"- goals Find out more For a COLDWELL Banker
size $31.50. Murray Sew- Problem credit? Own the free information package Woods and Associates is DRIVERS, OVER THE
PENALTY DATE June 1 10% ($38.50)
expanding
Agents ROAD- 35 states. Flat with
ing Center. 502-753-5323. home you need now, with- call 800-423-USAF.
PENALTY DATE July 1 100% ($70.00)
sides, late model convenneeded, training available
out a big down payment
MEDICARE RECIPIENTS- Complete financing if qualitionals 3 years experience.
753-1651
City Clerk's Office is located at 207 So. 5th
Are you using a Nebulizer fied DeGeorge Home Al- AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL
Start 30e-33e a mile + benSt.
TRAINEES- No experience COMPUTER sales oppor- Outs Call 800-444-6648
Machine? Stop paying full liance 800-343-2884
needed Paid training for tunity for one knowledge- $1,250 Sign-On Bonus!
price for Albuterol, Atrovent
Office Hours: Monday through Friday
qualified H S.diploma gra- able of the computer indusetc. Solutions. Medicare
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
duates willing to relocate. try including network instal- DRIVERS-0/0, it doesn't
will pay for them. We bill
762-0350
Ages 17-34 only Climb the lations Many accounts are get any better than this.
Medicare for you and ship
OTR- got it Top pay- got it.
tower and learn with a already established
directly to your door MEDSarah Duncan, City Clerk
Great hometime- got it Call
leader 800-284-6289
Please send resume to
A-SAVE 800-538-9849
before it's too late. Arnold
A PARTICULAR TYPE OF MicroAge, 314 Main, Mur- Transportation.
ray,
KY
42071
PERSON- Needed to
800-846-4321.
market a unique product CONSERVATION
around county leaders & CAREERS- Forest ran- DRIVERS- Skipper Transcompany stockholders gers, game wardens, main- portaticrn has company
driver positions available
100% referred leads, no tenance, etc No exp
cold calls! Company pro- necessary Now hiring For for experienced flatbed
vides training & benefits into call 1-800-280-9769 drivers We offer superior
Professional career ext 7159 8am-lOpm, 7 pay package, all conventional fleet Home freminded individuals call Bob days
quently. Family owned
Taylor, 606-299-7656
company where the
"Driver" is number one.
COOK'S
ASSISTANT
CONTROLLER- A multi- Anna's Farmhouse Re- 800-456-7547.
media company with oper- staurant, Aurora
DRIVERS- Teams & Solos
ations in twelve states is DENTAL Assistant 3 months+ school min
seeking a motivated indivi- needed Send resume to
Exp , drop & hook no touch
dual to fill an Assistant Con- William Pasco, 1653 Callo- freight, assigned convenWas $9.99 - Now
troller position for its corpo- way Ave, Murray, KY tion Freightliners, excelrate office in Shelbyville 42071
lent pay & miles, incredible
Responsibilities include
benefits & miles, miles.
DOLLIES
World
Class
overseeing the Accounts
miles Celadon Trucking
Men's
Club
sq.
now hiring en- 800- 729-9770
Payable department, reviewing of daity checks and tertainers. Earn $1,000
account coding, trou- plus per week. Managers. DRIVER- Start up to 34e a
We'll Include Pad!!
bleshooting monthly finan- waitresses & door persons mile 85% drop-n-hook.
cial statements, performing also needed. Work for the Conventional Freightliners.
audit testing, and coordi- best around. Call Weekly pay Regional runs
available Contractors ask
nating compliance with (901)247-3965.
sales tax laws for the divi- DRIVER, OTR COVEN- about 88e a rnilef Hewlland
sion To qualify for this posi- ANT TRANSPORT- Just Express 930-441-4953,
tion, candidates must pos- had a major pay increase
sess a CPA certificate. Au- Experienced drivers owner
dit experience is required operator
teams FREE EDUCATION AND
To inquire, please send re- BOO-44 1 -4394. Graduate TRAINING- Learn career
sume and salary history to: students 600-336-6428 skills. Finish school. Get a
Hwy 641
Karen Sensenbrenner, Bud Meyer Refrigerated Yob Expense money, room
1/4 mile south from TN/KY
•
Landmark Community Truck Una. Cal tel free, and meals provided. Must
-.4( • Newspapers, Inc, PO Box 877-283-6393, 577-BUD be 16-24. Cal Job Corps,
Amnia State Line
549, Shelbyville, KY MEYER Solo drivers & 600-733-5627, extension
40066-0549 EOE
contractors
42

NURSING HOME
INSURANCE

Deadline
Day & Time
r. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues.
p.m.
_ Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.

460 Homes For Sale
470 Motorcycles
480 Auto Services
485 Sport Utility Vehicles
490 Used Cars
495 Vans
500 Used Trucks
510 Campers
520 Boats & Motors
530 Services Offered
550 Utility Trailers
560 Free Column
570 Wanted

445 Lots For Rent
450 Farms For Sale

National Rates

020

Publish Day
onday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

VISA

CALL FOR INFORMATION

020
Legal
Notice

ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
Elm Grove Baptist Church
Route 6, KY Highway 94 East
Murray, KY 42071
SITE IMPROVEMENTS PROJECT
Separate sealed bids for the construction of;
site demolition, site grading and drainage,
stone,dga,asphalt pavement,concrete curb
and gutters, concrete sidewalks, and concrete aprons and ramps will be received by
Trinity Engineering, Inc. at 402 Industrial
Road, Murray, KY 42071 until 2:00 pm local
time, June 9, 1998.
Plans may be examined and/or purchased
at: Trinity Engineering, Inc.
402 Industrial Road
Murray, KY 42071

AN,

Antiques
Lawn & Garden
Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment
Sports Equipment
Firewood
Musical
Miscellaneous
Mobilo Horne Lots For Sale
Mobile Hornes For Sale
Mobile Horne, For Rent
Mobile Horn. Lots For Rent
Heating And Cooling

300 Business Rentals
310 Want To Rent

160 Homo Furniphings

Ad Deadlines

Debbie Howard
Tonya Williams
753-1916
OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

Marno,-fallowav Count% Hospital. a leader in
annvtling quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee (trim arni %
lunowsng ph openings
Social Worker/Dbcharge Planner: Full-time
position. Will provide social work services and
discharge planning far Home Health, Acute Care &
Hospice patients. Qualified applicants must possess
a Master's Degree in Social Work from an accredited university and be licensed to practice in the
state of Kentucky. Previous hospital/health/mental
health related experience preferred.
Fee details contacts
Humes Resources
7511.11011
I qmd
111104

44,041..M

MURRAY
CALLOWW
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

Mtri Poplar Street • Murray. Kentucky 421171 •

-
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070

320
Domestic
Childcare

Nee
Wasied

Help
Wanted

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Unsque and rewarding opfor
po r tun ties
Houseparent,Caregivers
tor private residential
School for mentally
challenged children and
aOults Full-time part time
and temporary positions
Ideal full time candidate
would live on the beautiful
850 acre campus located in
Peenkfort Kentucky 23
consecutive days and be off
5 days Schedules can be
somewhat flexible Exper
ienced in healthcare is
helpful but not required
Excellent benefit package
includes meals and use of
school facilities For more
information please call
Machete Tackett, Stewart
Home School, -Special
Care for Special People',
502 227 4821. EOE

POSITION available imme
diately in CPA &floe for
individual with computer
ized accounting software
experience Duties require
ability to work effectively
with clients Excellent sal
ary and fringe benefits
Pleas.
, send personal re
to Richardson Howe
sui
& Mellon 301 Maple St .
Murray KY 42071

BABYSITTER wanted in
my home for 9 & 6 year old
Would prefer a female age
16 25 Call 753 3474 after
6pm to 8pm

THE AmenHost Inn of Murray has an immediate
opening for a full-time night
auditor Hours for position
are 11pm to 7am Sunday
thru Thursday Potential
candidates should posses
good communication and
analytical skills Accounting
and computer experience a
plus Benefits including in
surance are available
Apply in person at 1210 N
12th St, Murray NO
PHONE CALLS PLEASE
EOEYEE0

SENIORS need TLC too'
10 year experienced caregiver can give that to your
loved one $6 an hour Re
ferences available Call
753 2637 ask for Brenda

NEEDED dump
driver Must have
Also general laborer
pay
Please
901 644 0949

truck
CDL
Good
call

THE United States Depart
ment of Agriculture will be
hiring temporary summer
workers as field assistants
to measure Dark Fire and
Dark Air Cured tobacco
crops in the field Applica
bons may be secured at the
FSA Office, 88 Robertson
Road South Applicants
must be 18 years of age or
17 years of age if a high
school graduate EEO

NEWSPAPER GENERAL
MANAGER- Seeking a results, yet people-oriented
individual to lead a sixperson weekly staff in
northwestern Kentucky
Previous management
and/or advertising sales experience preferred Advancement opportunities
available Good comp/
benefit package with Landmark Community Newspapers, Inc Send resume
to George Jacobs, Cynthiana Democrat, PO Box
160. Cynthiana, KY 41031
EOE

TINY Hearts School needs
part time help for infant
toddler class Must be
18yrs old, have high school
diploma Come by 1610
Ryan for application Seri
ous applicants only

SALES- CEMETERY
Be one of the highest paid
Call
in
America
Mon Sat,
1 1 am 4pm
753 2971

WANTED People serious
about losing weight, feeling
better and increasing
energy Call Knsti or Kenny
800 953 SLIM (Ask about
spring special)

CticC4ccc(c
WRIGHT FARMS U-PICK

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759 9553
IN home daycare infant to
3yrs old Small group of
kids Call 753 3193

TWO ladies looking for
large house to clean or
basic small house
Experience/ references
436 6183 or 489 6172
HOME or office cleaning
Regular visits or one time
only Reasonable rates
Call 753 8197
WOULD like to houseclean
or babysit References
492 8723
100
Business
Opportunity
COUNTRY CONVENIENCE STORE And 3 bedroom apartment for lease
Now operating as full line
deli and gas Near Lake
Cumberland
Call
502 866 6666
Approx
FOR Rent
1700sq ft warehouse
space or convert to office
space 12th & Story street.
Murray 1211 overhead
door Contact Nathan at
502 575 6200
LOOKING FOR EXTRA IN
COME? Qualify for a free
computer ($2,040), Soft
ware Internet Hosting for
25 WEB Pages & Training
the same way I did Call
800 392 0625

Charley Miller Rd. Almo, xy
COMPUTER Repair. In
stallation Back up Call
Justin Crosser. 759 8662

Picking Tuesdays, Thursdays & Saturdays.
Starting May 7th Until Season End

NEW COMPUTER Color
monitor, color printer soft
ware $0$4own Almost all
credit accepted Program
available to obtain this
equipment absolutely free
Limited time otter Free de
tails, 8.884535923

Hours 8 a.m.-11 a.m. ,
502-753-5410

.
2 STRAWBERRIES s

,ccsc?

IA

c' &cct

"STOP"

ANTIQUES & collectibles
Call
1 piece or all
753 9433

Why Pay Higher Prices
On A Rental Vehicle?

HALEY'S

CASH for G.I. Joe toys old
or new 753 7185

Rental and Sales

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns, and pis
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th,
Murray

112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071
Phone: 753-6910
Has Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving.

COLLECTIBLES & Anti
ques We buy 1 or whole
estates Call 753 3633
TOP Prices Paid For
Standing Timber 30yrs Ex
penence Master Logger
Degree Class A Rating
Insured Swift Logging &
Lumber, 931 232 7978
Work. 931 232 7404
Home Jerry Swift Owner

ALPINE.
)ockfordrosqabe
•

clarion'

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Fo RCP A ILA CP• Cie

WANTED Riding mowers
& 4 wheelers that need
work 436 2867
WANT to buy good used
mountain or road bike
Adult size 759 1755

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dix.i•land Center

WE are looking to buy 510
acres in Calloway County
reasonably priced Call
759 9698

Peonies Blooming Now
Bethel Gardens
Sale continues on
'1.00
Daylillies
'1.00 & Up
Hosta
Open The - Sat 9-5
94 East 2 miles follow signs

753-2993

2 LAWN cript spaces at
Memorial Gardens $3,200
753 5436 436 2757
2 MATCHING mountain
bikes & brand new Pana
sonic camcorder
753 6348 after 3pm

11!

BURIAL INSURANCE
AVAILABLE THRU AGE 80
No Physical Examinations
If you are in average health and can answer
no to a few questions you may qualify for pre
ferred rates Below are a few monthly preferred
rates at different ages for $4000 policy

NEW LOWER RATES AT
MALE
$984
age 50
age
age
age
age
age

rci

MAY SPECIAL
LP Gas Refills, 201b cyl.
$5.95 wad. B&B Brokers,
701 S.121h St. 753-4389.
Expires 5/30/98.

55
60
65
70
75

E

$12 24
$14 12
$20 64
$27 96
437 76

MOST AGES
FEMALE
$840
$1004
$1248
$14 76
$22 00
$30 64

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY, INC.

905 SYCAMORE, MURRAY, KY
Local 753-4199
Nationwide TOLL FREE 1400-455-4199

6 PIECE living room suite
extra long couch loveseat,
rocker oak coffee table 2
end tables & 2 lamps
Asking $500
Call
489 2525 after 6pm
ANTIQUE solid oak drop
leaf dining table, $100.
Antique 48" solid oak round
dining table cut down to
coffee table, $400. Baby
bed with mattress $45,
Comfortable club chair,
maroon fabric, $125 See at
802 N 20th St
BATH accessories light fix
lure lamps, wall heater.
folding door, arnlm radio
Call 753 1388 after
5 30pm
KENMORE washer &
dryer Washer works fine
dryer works but makes
noise $150 obo Blue sec
bonal couch recliner on
each end lyr old $350
obo 753 7393 8am 5pm
only

DUE to personal injury from
auto accident, Betty $ Blue
Bargain Barn will not reopen Selling all inventory
at reasonable prices to
clear out the stock No rea
sonable offer refused 7
dining room suits from
$35 $125 maple oak &
others Over 25 000 pieces
of glassware, bedroom
suits poster bed, 1940s
parlor furniture. (2) 1972
Marx electric train sets in
original boxes twin beds,
queen size hide a beds,
old oak mantle, new & antique lamps lots of china
sets, 50 in 1 gym set $80,
stair stepper $30 Sale begins Thursday 14th thru
Tuesday 26th Located on
mile past Stella
121 N
Grocery 489 2905
GREAT GIFT1 - Purple Mar
tin Bird Houses, telescopic
poles. gourds. bat houses
World's best 12 family
house. only $29 951 Factory direct Free catalog
Order now' 800 764-8688
LIKE new, 2 light blue bar
rel back chairs $40/ea obo
753 4634
MOVING
Kenmore
washer, perfect condition.
$150 Copy machine
Maternity clothes
Couches $25 & misc turn'
ture Call 753 9070
NORDICTRACK. $195
Double stroller, $45 Both
good condition 753 4292,
leave message
OAK kitchen table, $100
Stainless steel double sink.
$15 Princess phone. $5
Electronic typewritter, $50
Baby swing, $15 Infant car
seat, $15 Tub & potty
$5'ea Quality boy clothes
0 9mos 753 3484
OAK swings for sale
753 1841
PROM DRESSES Black
v./sequins, size 9/10 Teal
green w/sequins & beads
size 11/12 Both worn one
time only Call 753 0943
after 4 30pm
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal Cut to length Coy
ers 36 inches many colors
Economy Metal & Supply
Co 489 2722

NEW three point hitch two
row carousel tobacco set
ter Never been used
Phone
$ 4 00 0
901 498 8363

ROWLAND 020 plus
sound system $800
489 2979

A BEAUTIFUL CANDELIT
Old -Fashioned Wedding
Chapel overlooking river
Smoky Mountains, TN
Horse drawn carriage, ca
bins Jacuzzi ordained mi
nisters no tests Heartland
800-448 8697 (VOWS)
http tigsonet corn'heart
aA BEAUTIFUL CHAPEL
CHURCH CHRISTIAN
WEDDING Gatlinburg s
original (since 1980)
Photography, music flow
ers limos Jacuzzi suites
fireplaces Love Walk brick
Taylor
Rev
Ed
800 34 6 2 7 79
http //www gatlinburgchap
els corn
FOR A FREE PHONE
CARD Worth 50 free mi
nutes send a self
addressed stamped enve
lope to Gingrich Communi
cations Group 414 Church
St Huntingdon PA 16652
GET MARRIED Smoky
Mountains, areas most
beautiful chapels, church
ordained ministers, corn
plete arrangements hon
eymoon & family cabins
breathtaking views
chapels 800 893 7274
lodging 800 631 5814
http //www smokymtnmall
comimaIrsmkwed html
MARRY ON A MOUN
TANI- Be married in a
magnificent mountaintop
chapel surrounded by trees
& awesome views of the
Great Smoky Mountains'
Call 800 729-4365 or
http //www mvchapel corn

STEEL BUILDINGS SALE40x60x14, $8,335,
50x75x14, $10,667,
50x 100x 16, $14.333,
6010016, $16,293 Ministorage buildings, 30120.
24 units, $11,137 Free bro
chur es
www sentinelbuildings co
m Sentinel Buildings,
800-327-0790, extension
79

#1256 TAKE over pay
ments 1992 Clayton
16X70 2.2 $500 down
Easy financing Call Jenny
or David 1 800 554 8717

TV Beanie Babies for sale
Ears, Quackers, Gracey &
more Call 492 8566 after
5pm

14X70 2BR on nice large
shaded lot Just 4 miles
east of town on Hwy 280
$17,900 759 1491

USED 200 amp service
pole Call 489 6151

1972 14X65 2BR 1 bath
gas heat in Riviera Cts Lot
*99 Great shape Call
Steve 759 4782 8am 4pm
can be moved

WAS
dryer.
Call
$19 95/week
753 4663
WEDDING gown with full
bodied, long train & match
ing veil, size 8 Clear shoes
White flower girl dress with
veil, size 10 $200 all
489-2894 after 5pm
WE'RE MOVING'
For Sale
King size
waterbed with nice mir
rored headboard, asking
$75 Lawn mower (engine
good, needs handle), $50
Golf Clubs, $50 Good
wooden desk. $40 Kay
Guitar, $50 759 9905
WOLFF TANNING BEDS
Tan at home Buy direct
and save' Commercial
home units from $19900
Low monthly payments
Free color catalog Call to
day 800 842 1310
WOLFF Tanning Beds
wholesale 16 bulb beds
starting at $1,595 00 24
bulb beds starting at
$1,895 00 Delivery avail
able Call 753 4299 or
1 800 633 3459 for details

Horne
Furnishings
BEDDING SETS
Discontinued floor sam
pies, twin, full queen king
Starting at $209 while they
last Crass Furniture 103 S
3rd downtown Murray
MUST Sell' Misc furniture
at Garage Sale on May
29th & 30th For more infor
mation please call
753 2378
VARIOUS household furni
ture
After 5pm call
753 1288

WOODED
767 9435

1

acre lots

Farm
F.quIpment
JOHN Deere round baler,
10 ;•-•:I $1 5G0 753 0062

CLOSE to lake at Cypress
Bay 2860 Doublewde on
1 acre wooded lot 3BR 2
bath fireplace deck car
yvt storage & workshop
$69 900 436 2499
FOR Sale or Rent Kiresey
area 16X80 3br 2 bath
trailer on 1 acre fenced
property $45 000 or
$125 mo rent NegotiaLe
(502)898 4646
MOBILE HOME LOANS
5% down refinancing
equity loan Free sellers k,t
Land or home loans Repo
and assumable loans
Green Tree Financial
800 2 2 1 8 2 0 4
or
800 554 8717

Mobile
Homes For Rent
12X43 in New Concord
$135 mo Call 436 2427
12X70 2BR near Cypress
Bay, New Concord
$200 mo . sec deposit
Available 1st week in May
436 2096
3BR $260 mo 753 6012
28R completely redecor
ated water trash pickup
paid Private lot 3 miles in
county Deposit & refer
ences
753 1790 or
753 0871
23R on 121 south No pets
753 5086
2BR Rent to own Central
h a, appliances Coleman
RE 753 9898
23R trailer No pets Refer
Call
ences needed
753 9866
FURNISHED 2br, large
yard small quiet court
$190 mo 753 8216

285
Mobile
Home Lots For Rent
LOTS tor rent in new park
CuricrLte dri.,e - parkway &
sidewalk Water. trash pu
lawn mowed included
$110 ma Located on Mur
Call
ray Paris Rd
492 8488

Apartments
For Rent

1 2 & 38R units available
immediately Apply at Mur
Cal Apartments 902 North
wood Dr Equal Housing
Opportunity 759 4984
TDDri 1 800 247 2510

NiCE 2br oupies $453 no
753 7457

1BR apartment near cam
No pets 753 1203

pus

1BR available now stove
refrigerator all utilities
furnished Coleman RE
753 9898
1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole
man Realty 753 9898
1BR low utilities refer
ences & deposit required
No pets
$225 mo
753 3919

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200 mo 753 4109
2BR 1 5 bath in Cambridge $500 mo lease no
pets Has all appliances
plus full size washer dryer
Brand new unit on two
levels Call Grey's Proper.
ties 759 2001
2BR. 1 bath in Sherry Lane
Estates $500•mo lease
no pets Has all appliances
plus stack washer/ dryer
Quality downstairs unit
Call Grey's Properties,
759 2001
28R 2 bath with garage,
central tfia, appliances
furnished $525/mo. 1yr
lease, 1 month deposit No
pets, 753 2905 or
753 7536
2BR apartments in Northwood
Appliances
$325 mo & up 759 4406
23R brick patio carport No
pets $345 mo 753 6931
2BR Brick duplex in nice
neighborhood. 1 mi from
town Large kitchen & living
roorn deck, stove, refrigerator w d hookup attic, central fra $375 mo plus de
posit 1906A Greenbriar Dr
753 2506 after 4 30pm
2BR central gas h'a ap
pliances furnished
$300Mo Coleman RE,
753 9898
2BR duplex central ha,
dishwasher microwave
Wel hook up No pets
$420/mo Security deposit
492 8393

Houses
For Rent

NICE 3br apt stove & no
trigerator central gas h a
105 N 16th No pets $165
plus deposit Available
Jane 1st 753 0870
NOW renting 1 br apts
$215 mo Call 753 6716 at
ter 5pm

Business
Rentals

2BR duplex, central ha,
stove, refrigerator, dis
hwasher. w'd hook up Coleman RE 753 9898

Office Space

2BR near campus No pets
Call 753 1203

Mobile
Homes For Sale

1987 CLAYTON Eastwind
14X65 2br, 1 bath $7000
759 2419
1994 16X80 BUCCA
NEER central ha 6X10
front porch After 5pm
436 5692
1997 DUTCHESS 14X72
2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding &
shingled roof, gas heat &
stove central air S23.000
753 3716
24X60 DOUBLEW1DE on 1
acre lot with small tool
shed 435 4394

Various size Suites
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621
4 CAR shop for rent
753 4509
OFFICE or store space in
Southside Shopping Con
ter 753 1509 753 6612
SMALL business or office
space Paid utilities
753 6106

FOR RENT
2 story bnck building
downtown
Murray.
cornet' of 4th 8. Maple
Aya[labfe June 1st

753-1483

Lamb Brothers
Roofing Company
We do any & all types of roofing
Family Owned & Operated
Paul Lamb
759-6081 • 436-2269
1-800-821-6907
Free Estimates • 24 hour Emergency Service

BEST DEAL ON
PRIMESTAR°
SATELLITE TV
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Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

2BR near Robertson
school retired persons in
adjoining apartment, ap
pliances, at 753 8096

4BR 2 tarn 753 4444
48R 2 bath home in Mur
ray 1704 Farmer Me
Central h a appliances 3
car parking w d hook up
great family home
$650 mo Lease & deposit
538.413

AVAILABLE Immediately
1602 Tabard new home
REMODELED furnished double garage 3br 2 bath
1br apartment gas h a --dining room fireplace
kitchen
great room
$265 mo plus deposit
$750 mo Call 753 0090
753 7953
FOR Rent 3Br, 2 bath
SOUTHWOOD Dr 2br du
plex including appliances, older house 2 miles west of
$155 mo plus deposit No Lynn Grove $375 mo Call
435 4496
pets Availabie June 1
435 4294
LOVELY 3br 2ba home
VERY nice 2br 1 , baths situated on beautiful
Townhouse Appliances wooded lot near town
furnished w washer & Hardwood floors kitchen
dryer, $500 rim 1yr lease, appliances and w d con
nections Call 753 7463 at
1 mo deposit No pots
ter 12 noon
753 2905 753 7536
NICE 2br, central air, stove,
refrigerator w d Lease, no
330
animals storage shed
Rooms
For Rent
near college $465 deposit
$165 mo 753 7920
BIG clean home nea
SPACIOUS well kept 3br. 2
downtown, hospital & in
dustry Share large living bath brick large garage
appl . central h a nice yard
room, kitchen & bathroom
W D, satellite CV, from $175 & neighborhood $650, mo
Lease & deposit 489 2741
753 9211, 759 6000
SLEEPING
room
$150 rno Coleman RE
753 9898

US Hwy 641 South 4 mile:,
from town 2br, washer NO
pets please $300mo plus
deposit Call 492 8566 af
ter 4 30pm

Houses
For Rent

X10
Storage
Rentals

1BR located on corner o
College Farm & Kentucky
Ave 753 8251

Hwy 299
Mini Storage

2BR, carport, stove, refrigerator furnished Gas
heat .$325/mo . deposit
Lease required 415
S 10th St 759 4696
28R. stovei refrigerator
furnished $375 mo . de
posit Lease required 711
Payne St 759 4696
2YR old 3br 2 bath house
in East Y Subdivision
Lease & deposit required
$000 mo 753 7091

489-6166
489-2796
13 x21 STORAGE Bld with
10'x 10' overhead door Location at 5 Points More info
Rogers Enterprises
753 5140

641 Storage
All Sizes
Available

38R 1 bath 1 car attached,
garage, new carpet
$510 mo plus deposit No
dogs Woodlawn & Syca
more area 502 474 2520
38R 2 bath 9 miles on 121
north $500 mo plus depo
sit 489 2296

270

INIITIF

JOHN Deere rear engine
rider new Bhp Briggs IL
Stratton engine Mony new
parts
As is $375
759 9451 evenings
762 1117 days

2 BANK Reps
JIM Witson Homes in M,r
ray 16X80 s low mo,:ry
payments Call t3day
502 767 0000

340

320
Apartments
For Rent

38R 2 can garage & car
port central h a 4 miles
from town At appliances
included w d No pets
$575 mo Lease & deposit
requ:red 436 2113
33R, $425.•rno . deposit,
central gas ha partially
furnished
No pets
753 8981

753-5585
CREEKV1EW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40 mo 759-4081

3BR brick central h'a
Hazel
Coleman RE
753 9898

3BR, stove' refrigerator
furnished. Central hla De
posit & leave required
1303 Chestnut St
759 4696

313R, stove refrigerator
furnished $375 mo . de
posit Lease required 701
Broad St 759 4096

NORTHWOOD storage
presently has units avail
able
753 2905 or
753 7536

EXTRA nice 2br, 1 oath
duplex in Cambridge near
MSU Ref. stove, dis
hwasher washer & dryer
$475(mo Deposit & 1yr
lease
required
901 642 5369
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
bath with whirlpool tub &
shower. washer & dryer,
central h 'a dishwasher
garage, large deck Close
to MSU Lease & deposit
required Call 753 5719
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Wesley Village lbr
apartment utilities in
duded rent based on in
come 62 & older, or handi
cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502 354 8888
MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS Make it
your home' Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
price, central ha, laundry
facilities Office hours
8am 5pm, Mon Fri
(502)753 8668, Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEARLY new lbr, all ap
pliances furnished, near
campus 1 502 354 50268
753 0773
NEW lbr apt, all appliances
including wid $325 mo
Deposit required
436 5725
NEW 2br, 2 bath all ap
pliances furnished Avail
able end of May 708 A
Bagwell 753 7813 or
753 7903 leave message
NICE 1 2 & 3br apts or
3 4br house w washer &
dryer furnished near
MSU Inquire at 1210 Main
St 753 1252 before 5pm
753 0606 after 5pm
NICE lb+ apt. 505 Vine
$225/mo 492 8225

753.

AKC chocol
shots & v
checked RI
753 1573

AKC miniatu
pups, male
Ready June
Father's D
436-2573 at

AKC Fiegiste
puppies 4 fe
Available
436 5246

ABCA regis
Collie puppic
bloodlines,
working 5'
502 753 850

AKC Rottwei
beautiful $:
354 9584

AKC registi
Ternor, term
753-6813 lea

AKC Siberiar
all colors Btu
436-5572

DOG KENNE
$18995 Set
available F
macy, 759-2;

DOG obedier
private Servi
years 436-21

FLEA SEAS(
New Power Si
in stock now
flea collars, 5/
Farmers
759 2248

51

Hwy 12'

MWC dolt
carseat, ro
Interior, kit
Sega, tact
dore VC
ma.. ne,

4F
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

3 28R apts for rent
753 5731

EFFICIENCY apt near
campus No pets Call
753 1203

All Su
Ava

EASTSIDE

C STORAGE 10x15 stor
age units 4th St & Sycamore E Next to Cunning
ham Auto Repair
753 3571

CURRENTLY taking appli
cations for rental assis
tance on 1.2 & 3br units for
qualified applicants Apply
at Mur Cal Apartments
902 Northwood Dr Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDD* 1 800 247 2510

Neon
Mini-5

.r.-443ay

May
May
94 East 1
1 mile
East.
Nursing
ware, cl

AA&

Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W
Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homes.corn
E-mall: carolwood@msn.com

Up' Flv 4,Paint UPI
"
C\e3
"../. Black's Decorating
Center
Of Murray, Kentucky Inc.
Residential - Commercial (
Fret Estimates - Fully Insured
Call (502) 753-0839 betweeod
7:00 a.m. aod 5:00 p.m.
Call (502) 759-8409 after

r5:00 psi.—

NEED A HELPING HAND???

'

sD1

let

Nick's

HANDY HANDS
(10 the. work'

Call

No Job's Too Small
No
°tIt
:
a (502) 767-0728
N
Murray, Kentucky

115r

cc

•

Business On A Budget?
SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad4n classifieds every
day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195
Call

753-1916 For

Details

SAL

EOUIPME
Tractors; 3
D7 17A; C.
Cat D6 81
Crawler Tr
Allis Chaim
Crawler Lc
Allis Chain
Excavator;
National61
Crane; Hot
Hough H2f.
Ford 3500;
Tamper; HI
222F Scrai
Grader; Alli
Mower; Ca
Tractor;'93
63013 Sum'
Mover Cot
TRUCKS:'
Tractor;78
4200 Tract
Dump;'79 I
GMC Duni'
Compressa
Trucks;76 I
Truck; 2-Fo
Water Truc
Chev. S10 I
40-Ton Los
Trailer; 74 I
2 - 9000 G

DON=

S:
A
54

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

400

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853

FOR A FEW PENNIES
PADRE- Get latest *dual
ogy in liquid wormers
Happy Jack Liqui-Via delivers active ingredients
better than older formulas
At Southern States
WWW happyjaciuric _corn
FREE 7mo old black, female 1.0 TEI010110 a good
home 767-0092, leave
message

AKC chocolate Labs Is
shots & wormed, ve
checked Ready 5/21/98
753-1573
AKC miniature Schnauzers
pups, males & females.
Ready June 1st. Great for
Father's Day gift. Call
436-2573 after 430pm.

JACK Wattley Blue Diamond Discus, tank raised in
Murray City water $15/ea.6
for $75.00. 753-0919.

AKC Rottweiler pups, big,
beautiful $225 & $250.
354-9584.
AKC registered Boston
Terria, female, 2yrs old.
753-6813 leave message_
AKC Siberian Husky pups,
all colors Blue eyes. $200
436-5572.
DOG KENNELS- 10x10x6,
$189.95 Set-up & delivery
available. Farmers Farmacy, 759-2248.
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 17
years 436-2858
FLEA SEASON IS HEREI
New Power Spot & Bio Spot
in stock now. Hugh stock of
flea collars, shampoos, etc.
Farmers Farmacy,
759-2248.

Yard
Sale

3 Party Yard
Sale

Garage Sale

641 N. 3 mi. past Haft
left on Sid Darnell Rd.,
welch for signs.

Fri. & Sat.,
7 a.m.-2 p.m.

1406

Chaucer Dr.
Spring Creek Oaks
Sub.
Friday

6 a.m.-12 noon

Bate nems, nearwry
clothes. doors, ligni fu
karst sinks hOUSIPearte
books, 9 drawer dresser
sewn panerns Raw or
Shine

Decorative items, baskets, adult & children
clothing, Christmas
items, bys, etc.

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

UKC American Eskimo
pups. $175 obo 492-6224.
390

Livestock
AKC Registered yellow Lab
& Supplies
puppies. 4 females, 1 male.
HAY
Available May 23rd. muda for sale hybrid Bergrass horse quality
436-5246.
high tdn protein large rolls
ABCA registered Border wrapped square bales
Collie puppies All working available. 901-469-5436.
bloodlines, guaranteed
working stock, $150 HAY for sale. Great for
horses. 753-2909.
502-753-8506

.400
Yard
Sale

511 Whitnell
Ave.
May 22-23
7:00 - 2:00

107 Elm St.
Dexter
Thur., Fri. & Sat.
May 21-23
8 a.m. - ?
Name brand clothes &
shoes, gins sizes up to
41, baby items, furniture,dog house much
morel

Yard Sale
107 N. 17th
Fit. 8-4
Sat 8-2
Furniture, women's
clothes 3 lo Pius size,
gin's 0-6X, boy's 3T12, lots Of toys, trinkets & much more.

YARD
SALE
Fri. & Sat.
7 a.m.-?
Hwy. 1346 &
641 at Dexter.

Yard Sale
Wee Runs
Children's Sale
Fri. 9-4
Sat. 9-2
Half Price Sunday
1-4!
National Guard Armory on Hwy. 121
753-3238
Clothes, shoes, toys,
furnishings, infants thru
teens, plus malemgy.

94W 1/10 mile
on left
Wed., Thur.,
& Fri.
8 a.m.
Machines, old figurines, pictures, lots
of stuff.

Yard
Sale

Classified

5 Family Yard Sale

1612 Kirkwood Dr.

2458 Kirksey Rd.
Hwy 121 N to Stella turn R on KIrksey
Rd go 21/2 mi.

Fri & Sat
MWC clothing infant - plus, baby bed, hi- chair,
carseat, rowing machine, ceiling fan, tins, Home
Intenor, kitchenware, Christmas items, Nintendo,
Sega, factory AM/FM cassette player, Commodore VC 20 computer, FP game table, books,
magazine, toys.

4 Family Yard Sale
May 22, 6 a.m. to 4 p.m.
May 23, 6 a.m. to 1 p.m.
94 East to464(Almo Shiloh Rd.)left
1 mile on right will be marked on 94
East.
Nursing uniforms (L/XL),some glassware, clothing from Germany.

lAay 22
7 a.m.-11 a.m.
MuRFamily

Garage Sale
Fri. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sat 8 1.m.-2 p.m.
280 E 5 miles
Maternity, boy's 0-3T,
girls 0-9 mo., baby
items, kitchenware,
tablecloths, Christmas, lots more.

Yard & Plant
Sale
121 N. turn
right 299 1
mile on left.
May 21, 22, 23
8-5
toys, mowers, wood
burner, truck trailer,
lots misc.

6 Party Yard
Sale
91 Wadesboro Rd.
641 North 10 Dexter

Fri. & Sat.
7-5
Large size clothes for
men and ladies, kid
clothes,
desks,
chairs. Avon, lots of
other things.

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale
1608 Kirkwood
Fri. 7-12
Sat. 7-?
Toys, boys - girls
baby items, womens
clothes - (Maurice,
Gap, Limited) mens
clothes,
ChildrenS
clothes

Garage Sale
1507 Glendale Rd.
Thur., Fri. & Sat
8 a.m.-?
Coffee table, vandog stuff,
. bedding, odds 8
ends.

Rain or Shine

5 Family
Yard Sale

** AUCTION **
Friday, May 29th - 10:00 A.M.
738 Bowiby Road
Desoto (Carbondale) Illinois
Selling Equipment For:
Mid-America Services, E.T. Simonds Construction Co.,
Cripps Excavating & Others
SALE SITE PHONE AFTER MAY 20th: 618-867-2918
e-mall address:Dsmockauct@aol.com
EQUIPMENT: John Deere 750B Crawler Tractor; 2-Cat D9G Crawler
Tractors; 3-Cat D8H Crawler Tractors; 2-Cat 07E Crawler Tractors; Cat
D7 17A; Cat D6C, S/N 104(10680 Oil field Tractor iv/Winch; Cat D6 9U;
Cal D6 8U; Cat 048 Crawler Tractor; Cat D3B LGP; Dresser TD15C
Crawler Tractor; IHC TD15B; Komatsu D53A-16 LGP Crawler Tractor;
Allis Chalmers HD11; KG Cutter Blades for Cat D8H & D9G;Cat 953 LGP
Crawler Loader; Cat 955L Crawler Loader; Cat 977K Crawler Loader;
Allis Chalmers HD5G; Kobelco K907LC-2 Excavator; Kobelco 907LC
Excavator; Gradall G660 & G440 Excavators; Austin Western
Crane;
National 6T47 Crane Mounted on Ford Truck;P&H 55 Truck Crane; Lima
Crane; Hough H8OB Loader; Hough H65C Loader; Case W20C Loader;
Hough H25 Loader; 2-John Deere 410 Loader Backhoes; Case
580C:
Ford 3500; Allied Raped Ram Hydraulic Breaker; Hughes 1000 Hydraulic
Tamper; Hydraulic Auger;John Deere 762 Self Loading Scraper; Wabco
222F Scraper; Reynolds Pull Scraper; Cat 140 Grader; Galion 303
Grader; Allis Chalmers D Grader:John Deere 4010 Tractor w/Ditch Bank
Mower; Case 2970 4x4 Ag Tractor; Massey Ferguson Super 90 Ag
Tractor;'93 Vermeer 07 Navigator Directional Boring machine; Vermeer
630B Sump Grinder; Yale Forklift; Ross 70 Material Carrier; 2-Prime
Mover Concrete Buggies.
TRUCKS:'86 Ford LTL 9000 Tractor;'84 While Wim647 Tractor;79
IHC
Tractor;'78 IHC 40708 Tractor;'77 Chev. Bison Tractor;'76 IHC
Transtar
4200 Tractor; '70 Ford LT8000 Tractor; '83 GMC Brigadier
Tandem
Dump;'79 Mack R Model Tandem Dump;'73 Ford Tandem Dump;
'73
GMC Dump; '71 Ford 8000 Service Truck w/Knuckleboom,
Welder &
Compressor; '88 GMC 6000 Service Truck; 2-'83 Ford F350 Service
Trucks;'76 Ford F350 Service Truck w/Autocrane;'72 Ford F350
Service
Truck; 2-Ford LT900 2000 Gallon Water Trucks; Ford 8000 3000
Gallon
Water Truck; 2-Ford LT900 C&C;.'75 Chev. C65 Line Truck; 3-'89-'91
Choy. S10 Blazers;'93 Chev. 1500 Pickup;'78 Choy. C20 Van; Martin
40-Ton Lowboy;'88 Trail King TK20 Tag Trailer;'91 Belshe 9-Ton Tag
Trailer; 74 Fruehauf 26' Aluminum Dump Trailer; 2-40' Flatbed
Trailers;
2 - 9000 Gallon Poly Vertical Storage Tanks; Pumps; Welders,
Etc.

SMOCK
AUCTION INC.

Providing Prolessional and Per
sonal Service to the Construction
Industry
TERMS Complete Payment
Saki Day In Cash or Guaranteed
US Funds

Auctioneers: Don Smock - Pet. Shawver
5440 E. 216th Street, Noblesville, IN 46060
317-877-0997 • Fax: 317-877-1496

.
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Real
Estate
10. ACRES, Hardwood
trees, 9/10 of a mile from Ky
Lake Good hornesite, private entrance off of main
road, $28,000. Serious inquiries only please Call
474-8704
ACREAGE
4+ Acres, off of Highland
Rd Mature trees, private
road, good building site,
9/10 mile from Ky Lake,
$10,000. Call 474-8704 after 5pm.
FOR SALE: 1.4 ACRES,
on Highland Rd, East of
Murray 280FT Road frontage, nice building site, mature trees, 9/10 of a mile
from Ky Lake, $7500. Call
474-8704 after 5pm.
HALEY Appraisals. Bob
Haley, state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes-all price ranges. If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St.
TAKE OVER PAYMENTS!
160 acres Southern Wyoming. No cash. Just assume
$236 monthly payments on
$23,624 balance. Best deal
in
USA!
Lynn,
949-260-8432.
TENNESSEE LAKEFRONT BARGAIN- $24,900.
$2,490 down. Beautifully
wooded lot, fantastic lake &
Smoky Mountain views.
Bank appraised. Only
$214 16 a month,8% fixed,
15 years. Limited number.
Call now 800-861-5253,ext
7954.
h,8% fixed, 15 years. Won't
last. First come, first
served! Call CE
800-861-5253, ext. 7556

Fri. & Sat
7 a.m.-Noon
211 Woodlawn Ave.
Furniture, clothes and
misc. items.

Something for
everyone.

Yard Sale

Yard
Sale

LOT for sale near KY Lake,
well/ septic. 753-0441.

318 6th St.

1318 OLIVE Blvd, 4br, 2
bath, 2,684 sq it, completely remodeled, new
roof, Pella windows. Shown
by appointment only
753-9317. $192,500.
1900 SO ft home. 4br, 2
bath, living room & bedrooms remodeled, patio &
big front porch, great neighborhood. $72,500. Great
value. Must see. 753-8413.

121 South
Lynnwood Estates
Fri., May 22
8 ant-5 p.m.
Clothes, dolls, books,
toys, jewelry, glassware & many more
items

Garage Sale
847 Carty Rd.
121 S. to Cherry
Corner Rd. • 11/2
miles to Carty • 3rd
house on right

Friday 8-6
Saturday 8-?
1980 Ford truck, something la everyone
436-5723

Memorial Day
Yard Sale
8 a.m.-Noon
94 West to Lynn
Grove, turn right, ilth
house on left.
Stroller, Pa-chair, playpen, toys. catds. Empire
ware enamel Hoosier
tops, imitation wan, swinging doors. yard
chairs etc

Corner of Pine &
6th
Fri. & Sat
Everything cheap'

Yard
Sale
1712 Farmer Ave.
Murray, Ky.
Sat, May 23
8 a.m. to ?
Something for everyone. Priced to sell!

Yard Sale
7725 St Rt 121 N.
(near Coldwater)
Fri., Sat & Mon.
Toddler clothes, furniture, apartment size
refrigerator & microwave, dishes, riding
lawn mower. We're
moving, everything
sells cheap!

150X129 RESIDENTIAL
corner lot at Richardson &
Cardinal St. 436-2266.

4sn
Homes
For Sale

2 STORY brick house, approx. 3600 sq ft, 4 bedrooms, upstairs bonus
room, 2'4 bathrooms, formal dining room, office or
living room, family room,
kitchen, utility. Nice hardware floors, Berber carpeting and tile flooring. Great
storage and closet space.
House has 2 heating & air
units. City utilities, electric
& gas. Great extras such as
10ft ceilings, doors, transits, etc. Call 753-3966 for
appointment to see.
3-4BR house for sale. 105 ft
commercial road frontage.
521 S 4th St. $34,900. Recent appraisal for $38,000.
753-8767.
3BR. 1'4 bath, fenced
backyard wlstorage building, landscaped, 3yrs old.
Located on the north edge
of town. Low 80's
753-6725.
3BR, 1 bath brick, extra
nice 559-1037

AUCTION
May 23rd • 10 a.m.

Sale She Manager: John Wells - 812-875-3333

DON

ABSOLUTE AUCTION10am , Saturday, May 30
Commercial Real Estate
Underground Mining &
Construction Equipment
Niebert, WV Resource
Marketing, Inc Al Thompson,
WV
8438
800-528-1246

16th & Poor
Farm Rd.
Fri., Sat.,
Sun. & Mon.

•

WANT ADS
WORK

Pubic
Se.
COLLECTOR CAR
MARKET IS RED HOT'Buyers galore for quality
care Auction, June 6-Bowling Green National
Corvette Homecoming, To
sell or more information
Mecum Auctions,
800-468-6999

Anderson's
Electronics
Former Radio Shack Dealer
For sale: all remaining merchandise, fixtures, glass cases, file
cabinet, desk, free standing fixtures, pegs, and much more.
Cash, Credit Card or Visa Day of Sale

38R. 2 bath, central h/a
garage, appliances Cole
man RE. 763-9898
518 S 6th ST. 3br, 2 bath
brick 2 story with deck.
hardwood floors, fireplace
new roof and siding. central
h/a, family neighborhood
1500 sq It, asking $58,750
PHI 759-2128
BEAUTIFUL,9 rooms, 2'4
bath, utility, central tva,
2,500 sq ft, basement, 2 car
garage, fireplace, shade 8
fruit trees, fence, 641
South 759 538.3 $97,000
By Owner
2000. sq h. 3br. 2 bath, 5.
acres Open house May
2nd 8 3rd 436-2832 for
appointment
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Yard
Sale

Ann
Yard
Sale

THURSDAY, MAY 21, 1998

ABSOLUTE AUCTION I

FOR Sale or Trade 2 story
log home, 3800 sq ft. 13
was fenced with pond,
30'X60' shop, 120'X50'
barn, 24*X36' barn. 18'X36'
barn, 24'X40' equipment
shed Phone 753-7687
FRESH on the market, this
charming 3a, 2 bath home
located near MSU campus
features spacious kitchen
remodeled in 1995, new
roof 1998, central h/a, large
deck. Take possession with
nothing to do, call Kopperud Realty 753-1222 for
additional information on
MLS•3001288
JUST west of Murray, 382
West Grove Dr in Lynnwood Heights Subdivision, 2br, 2 bath, deck,front
porch, cathedral ceiling,
oak cabinets $84,000
759-2571, 559-2031
NEAR lake yet close to
town Beautiful trees &
shrubs All brick home on
approximately 7 acres Lots
of extras. Owner wants offer
MLS#3001230
$134,500 Kopperud Realty. 753-1222.

NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
SAT. MAY 30TH AT 1:00 P.M.

GAIIIEX GI1LEJEK

ESTATES
NEAR CADIZ, KENTUCKY
On 615-80 Sy Pass, 7 Milos West Of 1-24 Earl 65
'lint lest Of Arrowhead Golf Course &Cherokee Ptos Deveopmeni

ACR ES

71
Canny Crexcelk. SCIMAtill
1,1 29 EllemmIcepetel Traicts.
of 2 Aeries 'To AS Akicrevs
Moments From Clarksville & Hopkinsville
A Short Drive From Nashville
COUNTY WATER TO ALL TRACTS!
OUTSTANDING BUILDING SITES!
PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING!!
FA /V TA..S TIC LCICAITII7IVII
Buy Any individual Tract, Combinations
Of Tracts Or The Entire Property!

68.53 ACRES
Caney Creek
North
In 4 Tracts & Combinations
9.8 Acres •17.8 Acres • 22.7 Acres • 17.1 Acres
Beautiful Trees & Rolling Terrain
Barkley Water System

OPEN Daily: New 4br, 3
bath house at 2006 Rugby
Dr in Campbell Est Also
100X175 wooded lot for
sale. Call 753-3903.

OUTSTANDING BUILDING SITES!
PEACEFUL COUNTRY LIVING!!
FANTASTIC LOCATION!!
A Great investment Area!!
Near Barkley State Park & Land Between The Lakes
15°/•DOWN, BALANCE IN 30 DAYS!

RANCH style lake house,
3-4br, 2 bath, detached
garage, dock access, patio,
central h/a, $85,000 Call
436-5576

JAMES R. CASH
AUCTIONEER I REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM, KY- 502-623-8466
R
'C'
THE SELLING MACHINE
i
CALL FOR DETAILED BROCHURE

Real Estate Auction
Friday, May 29, 1998 • 5:00 p.m.
Mr.& Mrs. Russell Wilson home in Lynnville, KY.Turn at Church
of Christ onto Lynnville Methodist Church Rd. Follow to auction.
Watch for auctions signs.
This 3 bedroom house - 1 bath - large utility room - large eat in kitchen large living room - this house has vinyl siding - new plumbing - mature
shade on large lot
Terms: 20% down day of ask. Bid in 30 days with passing of deed.

Terry Paschall - Real Estate

Terry Pashcall - Broker 435-4011
or Dan Miller - Associate & Auctioneer
435-4144

Memorial Day Auction
Monday, May 25, 1998 • 10 a.m.
At the Dan Miller Auction Barn at Lynn Grove,KY.From Murray
Ky take 94 west to Lynn Grove,Ky. From Mayfield take 121 south
through Coldwater turn south onto Hwy 1836. Follow to auction
watch for auctions signs.
Nice round mapel table & chairs - super nice 4 pc maple bedroom suit - 2 other
old bedroom suits - waterbed - odd chest & vanity - washer & dryer - microwave
oven - drop in range - dishwasher -(2)sofa's - hide-a-bed - odd chairs- hi back
rocker - small child's rocker - wood lamp table - coffee & end tables - straight
chairs - magazine racks - cedar corner what not - knee hole desk & chair - round
oak table -4 nice oak dining chairs w/claw feet - nice dining table & chairs w/
matching china cabinet - small old wood table - dressing mirrors - old trunk nice wicker chair - nice old walnut china cabinet - Timex watch display case
old coins - lot of costume jewelry - stone jug that has Sexton Bros. Murray KY
scratched on it - 2 tier table - castiron love seat & 2 chairs - nice old 17 Jewel
Elgin pocket watch - replica of an old farm wagon & horses - old glass & china red glass - old grist mill - dinner bell - wash kettle - Black Hawk corn sheller books - wood block pully - step ladder - lawn chairs - gas line trimmer - push
mower - nice #1811 Club Cadet riding mower - ceiling fan - nice office desk kitchen stool - twin & full box springs - small drop leaf table - stereo - metal &
wood doors - 16'overhead garage door - light fixture -24'aluminum awning lot of windows - double metal doors - horse drawn tools - hand & yard tools nice 1986 Chrysler Labaron station wagon power steering, brakes & air
Other items not listed. Not responsible for accidents. Lunch available.

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Estate Auction
Sat., May 23 1998 • 10:00 a.m.
At the home of the late Mr. Jack Ward. From Murray, KY take Hwy 121
North approx. 3 miles. From Mayfield, KY take 121 South to Auction.
Watch for auction sign.
Mr. Ward was a good rrpair man plumbing, ekctrical, refrigerator & all
appliances. We will sell a lot of his took.
Rechargable drill motors - drill bits - other power tools - carpenter tools - router
- circle saw - cordless rachet - elect. sander - (3) small metal tool boxes precession detailer tool in case - drill press - very old cash register - extension
cords - spirit level - wheel & bearing puller- air impact wrench - box circle saw
blades - 2 ammo boxes - elect. boxes -(2)heat guns - box of bibra washers - hi
limb - chain saw - Adjust-O-Matic tube cutter - large aluminum pipe wrench _set of bolt cutters - compression tester kit - elect. stapler - micro torch - Weller
8200 sauder gun incase - elect, chain saw - sharpener in case - voit meters - 4
test meters in case -(2)sets of gauges for refrigeration - Craftsman power plane
- Charge faster refrigeration charge - sand blast gun - cap check A/C
regrigeration opener -Graphic measurer - air grease gun - pipe bender - Master
TW411CT fish knife - Ridged pipe CURCT - refrig coupler - box of assort, washer
parts - assortment of electrical & plumbing parts - new freezer compressor assortment of A/C parts - test plug - Brother Dot Matrix printer,wood cabinet Wharner nail gun - (2) tool pouches - boxes of nuts, bolts & screws - lot of
wrenches & tools - nioe tool cabinet - grill • mow blower - push mower •
camping supplies - model airplane - amp checker - view finder - micro film - 2
wheel trailer - fancy old door - small propane tanks - box of dishes - stereo -21
small track sets - good Jenny lift - squirrel cage fans - (2)chain saws - vise elect. motors - elect. heaters - can hook log roller - scales - entertainment center large later phone - computer desk - roll around cabinet. This is only a partial
listing. Many items not listed.
Aectioe held rain or Wee. Not respoesible for accidents. Leech •vallable.
For more information & your

auction needs

Phone 435-4144

Dan Miller - Darrell Beane
Terry Paschall - Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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Used
Tashi

HOROSCOPES

Services
Wend

By Peter
scenario

BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
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SOUTHWEST Vila- 3br, 3
bath, living room with
cathedral cedings, dining
room, kitchen with breakfast room, double car garage, lots of storage. lenced
backyard with 12X20 outbuilding. Cal 753-5761 tor
appointment

1978 CB 125-S Honda
4,000, $600 1978 Yamaha
Enduro 175, $500 1986
Smzutu Touring Calvacede,
40,XXX miles, $3,600
753-0062
1984 HONDA Goldwing
1200, ozoomm condition
with extras. Phone
759-2174
1994 WARRIOR. runs
good, $1900 obo.
382-2120

1985 FORD Ranger, V6, 2
wheel dnve. manual Sep,
cruse, a/c, white, topper
with wing doors $1.200
474-8340 after 5pm
1986 DODGE truck (KAI-

size), Sib, aulomasc, a/c,
Fab, pos. local truck. Excelbet condition. $4,000 obi).
Cal 713-4299.
1986 FORD F150 with
camper top, Ism:liner, running boards, 6cyl, high mileage, well maintained
Heavy duty suspension,
limited shp rear, long bed,
a/c,auto trans. $6,400. Call
753-9213 alter 5pm.
1991 S-10 4X4, 4.3 V-6,
5sp, 122,XXX miles.
$4,800. Cal 753-7443,
1992 MAZDA B-2600 pickup. 1985 Ford van, low
mileage. 1980 14' to

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-2455
ASPHALT SEAUNG
Travis Asphalt Sealing
Driveways, parking lots
Free estimates 753-2279.
BACK140E Service - ROY
_HILL. Septic system, drive-

MIKE SMALL CONSTRUCTION
Free estimates Remodeling, fencing. decking, roohng & oleic
Incal. 489-2832

sidential Serving Murray
DEPENDABLE. for 26 years. Free esti502-767-9552.
mates. 753-51127 Visa/MC
APPUANCE REPAIR. Al
•• 1985 GMC 5-15, V-6, air, brands; Kenmore 30. MID°DY'S Mower Repair
. auto, with utility bed. years experience Bossy Pick-up & delivery.
_1984 CHEVY pick-up truck
Phone 753-6482

HOPPER, 436-5848.

753-1668.

Into. it •.• I al( N are low,
kik/ SS
1,.1!
& spring is here. Now is a good time to think about
building
If vou are looking lor quality we want to be your
building contractor. With blue-prints &
s we can give you a contract price- below we
start. If you are undecided we work on a cost plus
basis.
We comply with all the new city building uodes.
We also specialize in construction of lake
homes, large or small.

MITCHELL Bros Paving
Oldest paving company in
Calloway Co For estimate

ways, hauling, foundations,
call 753-1537, 492-6141
etc. 436-2113.
EtACKHOE Service- small MULCH delivered Murray,
lobs. driveways, box blade, 436-5560
rotterolling, snow removal
PAINTING interior- exter753-0834 or 759-9835.
ior. Free estimates.
BASEMENTS & Homes 437-3879
Sub & General contracting.
Insulated concrete forms PLUMBING repairs, fast
(R32) StyroCrete builders. service. 436-5255.
502-436-2007 or STOCKWELL METAL
502-436-5264
ROOFING- Isn't it about
boat & Wailer with 25hp
time
you got the roof you
Service.
Plumbing
BOB'S
motor. 436-2069 anytime.
All work guaranteed. Free want? Windows & metal

1995 SUZUKI RF 900R, 1993 CHEVY work truck, 1 estimates. 753-1134,
4,XXX miles, burgundy, jet owner, p/s. air, 78xxx miles, 492-8584.
kit, micron headers & pipe good condition. 753-2925.
BUSHHOGGING
limited production. Kevin
1996 Dodge Ram ext cab, Gardens and lawns ro251-9687.
black, loaded, 2wd, new totilled. Tractor with 511 ro1996 HARLEY Sportster tires/ brakes. 54,xxx hwy totiller. Also, haul gravel for
583, lots of accessories miles, 1 owner, towing pkg, driveways and spread. Jon753 4509
excellent condition. Negoti- esy 437-4030.
able. 435-4039.
BUSHHOGGING
Gardens and lawns roEl:
Sin
Roca Utility
totilled. Tractor with 511 rotooller. Also, haul gravel for
Campers
/990 GEO Tracker 4X4,
driveways and spread. Jonwith removable hard top 1979 JAYGO Cardinal fold esy 437-4030.
$3,500 753-4445
down, $1200. 759-1900.
CARPET Cleaning
1991 FORD Explorer 4X4, 1979 PROWLER,2711, very Emergency Water Re108,XXX miles, good con- good condition. $2,900. moval. Free Estimates. Sadition, $8,500 753-4445
753-0444 No Saturday tisfied References Call
L•••• TODAY....
1993 TOYOTA 4-Runner calls please.
753-5827.
SR 5, V6, auto, loaded,
520
109xxx miles, $13,500 obo
CARPET cleaned by Cert.
Boats
759-0251 after 4:30
Techs. Murray Carpet &
& Wore
Upholstery Cleaning.
1994 BLAZER Silvered°
Pkg, 2dr, loaded up, white 14FT Polarcraft, 25hp 753-6300 anytime.
wired interior, full size, 4x4, Johnson w/trolling motor & CARPORTS for cars and
81xxx miles. Like new. battery. 753-9503.
trucks. Special sizes for
Days 492-8676, nights 16FT tri-hull, 140hp I/O, motor home, boats, RVs
753-6984
40-50hrs, new upholstery, and etc. Excellent protec1996 YUKON, 39,000 ac- trailer included. Phone tion, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
tual miles, loaded, leather 759-2174.
interior Extra nice. 1989 24FT pontoon boat,
CLEANING SERVICE
753-5035 after 5pm.
100hp, good condition. for real estate, rentals, new
CLASSIC car collectors: Best reasonable offer. construction, also painting
& repair. 759-0484.
For sale 1973 Suburban, 753-7629.
mint condition, low mi- 1991 YAMAHA Jet Ski 650 COLSON Home Repairs.
leage, one owner. Ph Waverunner LX- Good con- Additions, garages, decks,
767-0456.
dition, lots of fun, perfect remodeling, vinyl siding.
for kids. Runs excellent. 20yrs experience.
490
Asking $1900 obo. Also, 753-5592.
Used
boat radar arch, fits boat
CUSTOM BUILT wooden
Cars
with beam from 8 to 9 feet,
decks, fencing, pole barns,
$775
obo.
4
Galvanized
1975 PONTIAC 4dr, no
sheds,carports. Also repair
5-lug boat trailer wheels
computer gadgets, wide
& rebuild. Excellent worktrack, automatic, all power and tires, good shape, manship. Affordable rates.
$150
obo.
Phone
& air Must see! The last
753-7860.
nearly new one left Beige 502-227-2760 in Frankfort.
color Call 436-2427.
1993 SEADOO Waverun- CUSTOM bulldozing and
ner GTX, 3 seater with backhoe work, septic sys1978 FORD LTD 4dr, extra
trailer & cover. $3,250. tems, 354-8161 after 4pm,
clean inside & out, new
Horace Sholar
753-4445
tires, low mileage. $950.
753-9302.
1995 25FT Crest III pon- DAVID'S Cleaning Sertoon boat. Complete with vices 'Cleaning" vinyl sid1984 CHEVY Monte Carlo,
ing, homes, mobile homes,
good condition. Nice. covers, sink & fresh water, boats, brick driveways,
depth finder, docking lights,
$2.000. See at 1104 S. 16th
90hp Mercury motor. Boat parking lots, all exterior
St or call 753-8124.
bought new, I owner, less cleaning, acid cleaning
1985 BUICK Skylark 4dr, than 50 hours on boat. Like available. David Borders,
$400 1981 Cutlass Su- new. 753-8181 between Insured, Completely Mopreme 2dr, all power, 8am-4:30pm, 354-6662 af- bile. Phone 502-759-4734.
Cellular 502-853-1108.
$1,100 For more info call ter 5pm.
753-4777
1995 SUNCRUISER,teal & ELECTRICIAN- R&R
1987 NISSAN Maxima salmon color, bimini top, ELECTRIC. New construcGXE, one owner, moon 115hp Evinrude. Apprx tion, rewiring, mobile home
roof $5,900 753-3651
30hrs, like new, $11,900. hookups, electrical maintenance and repair. Call any559-8510
or 753-8767.
1988 FORD Tempo GL,
time. Murray. 762-0001,
grey with grey interior, good 1996 POLARIS SLX 750, cell* 519-1592.
car $1,300 753-0779
jet ski & trailer with accesFENCING- Ividway Fence
1992 DODGE Shadow, sories. Used approx 20hrs. Company. Chain link, wood
435-4318
after
6pm
blue, 4dr, auto, 4cyl, tilt,
& vinyl at reasonable
amitm tape, aic, 56,XXX 40FT houseboat, $14,500 prices. 759-1519.
miles $3,800 Call Call 767-9900 or 753-4268
GARDEN tilling, bushhog759-4044
ging, small jobs, driveways
:1994 CORSICA, 4dr, V6,
graded with box blade. Ger51n
115xxx miles, $3,500
ald Carroll 492-6159.
Services
:767-9501
Offered
GUTTERS
-1995 PONTIAC Grand
Quality seamless gutters
3-D
DOZING,
backhoe,
.Pux 2dr, black with grey
Gutter supplies and main'interior, 40,XXX, loaded septic, & gravel hauling. tenance, variety of colors.
'Extra sharp! $12.000 Driveways, foundations. affordable prices, licensed
502-437-4969.
.759-5496
West Ky Seamless Gutters
.1996 ECLIPSE, white, cd, Al Al A TREE SERVICE, 753-0278
auto 17,5XX $13,000 stump removal, tree spray- HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
ing, leaf raking, hedge trim753-0031 after 5pm
ming, landscaping, mulch wanted. No job too small
:FOB Sale_ 1990 Pontiac hauling & mulch spreading, Yes, we paint houses. Ph
Grand Prix Total engine gutter cleaning. Licensed & 753-2388 or 436-5759.
overhaul New air condi- insured, Full line of equip- HARDWOOD FLOOR intioning system, tires, com- ment, Free estimates Tim stallation and finishing
puter, primary cooling fan, Lamb
436-5744, Custom design Affordable
and brakes All options, red 1400-548-5262..
rates. 753-7860.
exterior, tan leather interA-1 Tree professionals. JAILER CANDIDATE:
ior 16,500, will guarantee
Stump removal, tree spray- 22yrs experience as a corcar, trades accepted. See
ing, serving Murray, Callo- rections professional.
at 1601 Loch Lomond
way County since 1980. Trained & educated
to pro753-3704
Free estimates 437-3044 vide full-time community
or 492-8737
MUST SELL
protection & save taxpay.1991 Maxima SE, 80xxx
ers money. Compare the
ADAM'S HOME
'Miles, white, loaded,
qualifications & hire PHIL
IMPROVEMENTS:
-$7500 Day# 753-0212,
Additions, Remodeling, HAZLE to be your new
Night* 753-9644 Serious
Repairs, Roofing, Decks, kind of jailer Paid for by
calls only
etc One Call Does It ALL. Phil Haile.
No Job Too Small. LAMB
Brothers Moving
759-9906
Contractors cross country
AFFORDABLE all around or local Licensed & InVans
Luke Lamb
hauling, junk clean-up, sured
. 1991 FORD Aerostar, mar- cleaning out sheds, tree 502-436-5950
oon, p/w, pit excellent con- work 436-28671 '
LAWN mowing,reasonable
dition $5,250. 527-1897
& satisfactory. 759-4659.
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
1991 MAZDA van, loaded, foundations, slabs, sidew- LAWNS, trees, bushes,
just beautiful, $5,850 alks, driveways, buildings, flowerbeds.. General out753-9302
remodeling, repairs, AGC side yard and building
certified. 489-2214.
maintenance. D.B. Lawns,
500
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Etc (502)767-0768.
Used
niture repair & custom LEE'S Carpet Cleaning
Trucks
4.
woodworking. 753-8056.
Let us dean your Carpets1971 CHEVROLET, 327
Upholstery. Pet odor re• motor, new exhaust Sharp! APPLIANCE REPAIR
767-0734
PROFESSIONAL - rnoval. Commercial or Re-

atom miles. 787-0734

LOOKING for •change in
your lawn care with a
superior cut? Call Yard
Teck Grass Bagging avail437-4723

Bruce green
'
On i

502)

for 1st time buyers. bad
.1110plie
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Call Kenny at
(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256

Wheeler-McClain Inc.
Mayfield
Kentucky

mb Brothers

Tree Service

502-436-574-41
1.-800-548-5.2462
uccrimen• INSURED
.r
‘
,
• .

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
FRU LW of
Equipment

Free Emmaus
24 Hr Service
Hoelpe Thomsen
Tree Spreymq
Sump
Mi. A
Removal

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking

Call Nance

WOOD VCR
Repairing VCR's, Microwaves. Free estimates Authorized dealer for 18-inch
Digital Satellite & Dish Network. COMPLETE SYSTEM $89. Mon-Fri, 1-530.
753-0530

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
• Drop

by

and see our showroom

4.1‘.

BL.ocy

LANE's

550

247-9300
1•800-874-0256

U.S. Highway
15 South

WANTED
Mobile homes to move HM
& Sons has 16 years experience. Insurance for public
502-437-3939.
WELDING
753-1729

753-8343

Auto Loans

THE Gutter Co. Seamless
aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, insured. Estimate available.
759-4690.
WALTERS Contracting.
Free Estimates. Guaranteed Quality Work.
Licensed & Insured. Over
20 years experience. Roofing, additions, vinyl siding,
decks, remodeling. Call
753-2592.

/tic.

Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
if you have been turned down
before. Loans available

roofs, any style, any color.
Free estimates 7534585

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full
line of equipment. Free estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

lit• il,rs,

BACKHOE SERVICE

Utility
Trailers

Dozing

1998 AVENGER
16FT ENCLOSED
CARGO TRAILER Dual
axle, electric brakes, double doors on back, single
door on side, roof air vent.
stone guard on front, white,
excellent cond, $3000 firm.
Call 474-8704 leave
message.

Driveways
Septic Systems (New & Repairs)
Gravel Hauled

FREE to good homes- 3
healthy, rambunctious orange Tabby's, all male
10wks old Call 436-5334
for details. Leave message
please
FULL-size mattress & box
springs with frame & headboard. 492-8464

The Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive;
3-Average; 2-So-so; 1-Difficult.
ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Excitement marks your

morning. What you hear could stun
and please. Let your imagination go,
and brainstorm with others. Great
ideas earmark your day. An extra
gesture of kindness means a lot to
someone. Follow through on a gentle
feeling. Tonight: As you like it.
TAURUS(April 20-May 20)
*** You have good intentions,
though you could easily get hurt. Be
more level and direct with a loved
one. Explain your vulnerabilities.
An idea you have pleases someone in
charge. Relax; tomorrow, the holiday begins for you. Tonight: Vanish
while you can.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Unexpected news delights
you. Celebrations begin now, as you
christen the first holiday weekend of
the summer.Gather friends,kick up
your heels and make the most of the
festivities. You could meet someone
special. Tonight: King or queen of
the party.
CANCER(June 21-July 22)
**** Take the lead, but be realistic; you could be the one doing all the
work,trying to get the job done. You
are getting ahead ofthe game. Make
preparations for the weekend. Others call, seeking you out. A partner
surprises you. Tonight: A force to be
dealt with.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Take offas soon as you can.
After all, this is the first weekend of
summer. You enjoy yourself wherever you are;the prospect ofsummer
barbecues and celebrations fits your

distant loved one. Tonight: Start the
weekend ASAP.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
***** Listen carefully to feedback from a partner. The pressure is
high to perform and please. Someone is sweet on you. Unexpected
developments at work surprise you.
An associate might be a great source
of solutions. Tonight: Be with your
favorite person.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Let others invite you out,
present ideas and call the shots.
Popularity is high; you have many
different choices. Flow with options,
pick and choose. Someone cares
deeply about you. Unexpected news
delights you. Let the kid in you out to
play.Tonight: Where the parties are!
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Trust what is going on. A coworker or boss does mean what he is
saying. Recognize how cared about
you are. Take time to pull together
plans for this weekend. You might
opt to have a party, or do something
special with your family. Tonight:
Go with surprises.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
***** You are a wild thing as you
soar, anticipating the weekend
ahead. Laugh, giggle and open up to
what could happen. Ideas fly — not
always constructive ones, but certainly fun ones. Single or attached,
caring and flirtation mix in.Tonight:
Christen summer!
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
*** Family members' plans dominate. Prioritize, but remember, it is
a holiday! Discuss a new purchase
that can improve your quality of life.
Brainstorming is provocative. Before you know it, there are many
ideas about how to spend your money.
Tonight: Where the fun is.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Your spontaneity delights
others. Share your many ideas, exchange calls and bring others together. Your sense of caring comes
through, even with your abrupt behavior. Share the real you with others. Don't be defensive. Tonight:
Happily hanging out.
PISCES"(Feb. 19-March 20)
*** Sudden insights surprise you.
You might have a strong feelingabout
a gamble or lottery ticket. Indulge
yourself. No sign knows how to celebrate as much as you. Let go and
enjoy;acceptthatinvitation.Tonight:
Buy groceries, with an eye to the
weekend.
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For A Full Time Judge
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County Judge Executive

759-8294
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NASHVILLE I AIRPORTI
$12.5
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$45
PADUCAH AIRPORT
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Qualified • Experienced
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Li FOR PEACE OF MIND

OFFICE HOURS NOWAFTER 140L'Elk PREPAID
MT 9 AM - I PM
TRAVEL APPOINTMENTS
CLOSED SUNDAY.
GET 24 HOUR 7 DAY SERVICE
UNLESS APPOI N'TMENT
94 MILE 119114IMUM
I•

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

DURING YOUR TRYING
TIMES
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Medical miracles
start with research

American Heart
A.sociation-

ow

.1•4, D.searse
Sfq.re

www amhrtorg

TOO
MANY

BILLS?
CONSOLIDATE
$10,000- $1 10/mo

Get Your
Auto Insurance
From An Agent
Who Cares
As Much About
Your Coverage
As You Do.

to

•

$559/rno

NO EQUITY REQUIkED
4orneo5-.ners Only

\

INN% IDE

aniUrre
INIOUFIANCIE
Your partner in protection

Western Kentucky
Insurance Agency, Inc.

1-800-819-7010

302 N 12th St Murray

Or Visit Our Websiteo
www.ncnionwidelanding.com

753-5842

Machines shown are not
actual size. The price, however,
is as small as it seems.

MEE

Big excitement Small price tag During the Tigersharie Feeding Frenzy.' you
can get low monthly payments on a new Tigersharit of your choice And for
lust $6 50 more a month you can get the Tigerst,i,• ',fro in Park loaded
with everything you need to get on the water This
event s.as Ng as it seems Come check it out GET HOOKED.
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Vote For

WIFREE ESTIMATES
• EXPRESS TAXI

Fro.
Column

22, 1998:
Focus on long-term goals. Friendship plays an important role in your
decisions this year.Others absolutely
adore being around you, as you are
fun and caring. Professionally, your
ideas are valued, and networking
helps you gain ground. Listen carefully to feedback. Growth, dynamic
exchanges.and a possibility of sudden travel or education can be expected this year. If you are single, a
foreigner or someone quite exotic
plays a role in your life. A friendship
could expand into a far more significant relationship. If attached, plan
on a trip you both have fantasized
about. ARIES is a friend.

Excavation

• ILALIRRAI _BAAL.RAULILIA_
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday, May
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DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR GOTT I am an 80-year
old woman with osteoporosis and
arthritis I'm in constant pain, my
back especially. I live alone, carefully
limit my activities and take ibuprofen,
which doesn't last too long I'm desperate What can I do'
DEAR READER See your doctor
Osteoporosis is a serious condition
in older adults. because it can lead to
bone fractures and marked disability
If, indeed, you do have the disease,
your back pain could be stemmtng
from spinal compression fractures
that will worsen over time In other
words, without treatment, the pain
will increase and you will become
more handicapped.
First of all, you need a thorough
examination to determine the exact
cause of your pain. This exam will

undoubtedly include X-rays of your
spine, as well as blood tests. Once the

diagnosis of osteoporosis is established, you should consider treatment
Such therapy includes calcium/vitamin D supplements, physical therapy
and medicine_ You may be a candidate
for hormone replacement therapy.
For example. a new drug called Evista
may arrest your osteoporosis without
stimulating your breasts or uterus. Or
other medications, such as Fosamax
and Didronel, may be appropriate.
Get to your doctor and follow his
advice.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Osteoporosis." Other readers
who would like a copy should send $2
plus a long, self-addressed, stamped

DEAR ABBY

envelope to P 0 Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station, New York. NY 10156 Be sure
to mention the title
DEAR DR GOTT I recently
received a brochure about spray vitamins. which the manufacturer claims
are more effective than pills Is this
true?
DEAR READER. I don't know.
Many medicines are effectively
absorbed through the skin and
mucous membranes But I'm not at all
certain that vitamins fall into this
doss. Most brands of multivitamins
are absorbed quite satisfactorily from
the intestinal tract (After all, this is
the preferred route for us to get vitamins from our food.) And, since vitamin pills are relatively inexpensive
and easily available. I see no compelling reason to turn to vitamin
sprays, which probably cost an arm
and a leg_ If this novel product is more
than a marketing gimmick, it will be
scientifically tested and reported in
the medical literature I'll keep you
posted as I learn more
1998 NEWSPAPER F:NTERPR1SE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

American Heart
Association

"Thefamily
suggests that
memorial
contributions
be made to
the American
Heart Association."

F,ght•rly Hearr asease
doo Stroke

\\11 RIC:\\ }HARI
•ASSOCI•1110%
\if MOKLNU,& FRIBUTI"
PI 0.
I-800-AHA-USA I

unable to forget the young wife I
had deserted. After a couple of
months I returned to her.
Now I feel guilty about what I've

done to my kids, no one from my old
life is speaking to me, and all of it is
affecting my relationship with my
new wife.
I am afraid of another breakup
and can't imagine where I would go
or what I would do. Please don't
suggest I see a counselor. I am one.
ADRIFT AND AFRAID IN OHIO

***
DEAR ABBY: My fiance and I
are getting married in November.
His sister "Sue" and I have never
gotten along. However, last year,
despite our differences, I asked her
to be a bridesmaid in my wedding.
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fantry Training Brigade at Fort
Polk, La.
Ronald Christopher who has
been associated in the practice of
law with Wells Overbey since
last September, has been named
as assistant U.S. attorney for the
Western District of Kentucky in
U.S. Federal Court. (This was
listed under 40 years ago
Wednesday).

chard W. Farrell were awarded
honorary doctoral degrees during
the 55th commencement cermonies at Murray State University.
Dana Mansfield of Murray
High School and Karon Walker
of Calloway County High School
were elected as officers of the
First Region of Future Homemakers of America at a meeting at
Murray State University.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Hargrove,
April 15; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James H. Green Jr., May 11.

sented the state of Kentucky at
the "Miss USA" contest at Miami
Beach, Fla., May 18. She was
selected as winner of "Miss
Amity" contest by the 51
contestants.
Sgt. Larry F. Leslie, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Leslie, is now serving with the Army Advanced In-
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By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday, May 21,
the 141st day of 1998. There are
224 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A.
Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St.
Louis near Paris, completing the
first solo airplane flight across
the Atlantic Ocean.
On this date:
In 1979, former San Francisco
city supervisor Dan White was
convicted of voluntary manslaughter in the slayings of
Mayor George Moscone and
Supervisor Harvey Milk.
In 1991, former Indian Prime
Minister Rajiv Gandhi was assassinated during national elections
by a suicide bomber.
Ten years ago: The Soviet
news agency Tass reported that
the Communist Party leaders of
Armenia and Azerbaijan had been
dismissed after fresh outbreaks of
ethnic tensions in the two southern Soviet republics. Risen Star
won the Preakness Stakes.
Five years ago: President Clinton met at the White House with
Russian Foreign Minister Andrei
Kozyrev; afterward, Clinton expressed pessimism over resolving
the ethnic conflict in the Balkans
and pledged not to send American soldiers into a "shooting
gallery."
One year ago: Prosecutors at
the Oklahoma City bombing trial
of Timothy McVeigh rested their
case. The space shuttle Atlantis
undocked from the Russian Mir
space station.
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American Association of University Women.

TODAY IN HISTORY
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1 Mastery
6 Unsuccessful
car
11 Dillydally
12 Radiance
14 "Woe is me!"
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29 "Captain
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31 More distant
34 Ms. Downey
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Murray Hospital has been accepted for membership in the
American Hospital Association,
according to Carman Graham,
administrator.
Boy Scouts of Murray have
made plans to clear the plot of
ground where Nathan B. Stubblefield, inventor of radio, is buried
in Bowman Cemetery, located off
the North Highway, according to
Ralph Wear, scoutmaster of Boy
Scout Troop 45,
Lillian Hollowell, Mrs. J.I. Hosick and Mrs. Buron Jeffrey are
new officers of Murray Branch of

Thirty years ago
Kay Pinkley of Murray repre-

North-South avoided the treacherous three notrump contract and
NORTH
wound up making a slam instead.
46
The first key bid was North's
V K53
three diamonds. North had all the
•Q 7 4 2
high-card values necessary for a
•A K 9 5 2
raise to three notrump, but, with a
WEST
EAST
singleton spade,he decided to warn
•K 10 7 5 3
4AQ92
South that a notrump contract was
•10 8 6
V Q J 94
dangerous.
•9 8
• 10 3
This message was not lost on
4J 7 3
+1086
South, who elected to bid three
SOUTH
hearts. This call served several
•J 8 4
purposes. It not only showed heart
V A 72
control, but also implied concern
•A KJ 6 5
about spades. In addition, it kept
+Q4
the door open to game in notrump
The bidding:
while also serving as a cuebid in
South West
North East
case North harbored slam aspira1•
Pass
2+
Pass
tions.
2 NT
3•
Pass
Pass
North thereupon jumped to five
3
Pass
5•
Pass
diamonds. This bid clearly implied
6•
control of spades in the form of
Opening lead — five of spades.
either a singleton or a void, since
Minor suit games are compara- otherwise North would presumtively rare because they amount to ably have taken the shorter route
a prediction that 11 tricks will be to game in notrump. Simultamade,neither more nor less. In the neously,thejump to five diamonds
- majority of cases where there are indicated willingness to undertake
11 potential tricks in a minor suit, a slam if South had the approprithree notrump will prove easier to ate values.
make.
South was pleased to accept the
However,hands exist where the invitation,having values in reserve
minor suit game is on and the that he had not yet been able to
notrump game is not. Such hands identify. He knew that North at
require accurate bidding, but the best had queen-high trump supultimate reward is well worth the port, and so almost surely had the
effort.
A-K of clubs and king of hearts to
Take a case like this one where account for his previous bids.
Tomorrow: Test your play.

1

Forty years ago
The Faculty String Quartet of
Murray State College composed
of Prof. Roman Prydatkevytch,
Prof. Josiah Darnell, Prof. David
Gowans, and Prof. Neale Mason
will present a recital May 22 in
the Recital Hall of Fine Arts Center, MSC.
Mrs. A.M. Harverill, day camp
chairman for Murray Girl Scout
Council, said 190 girls had registered for Day Camp to be held in
June.
Fifty years ago

Twenty years ago
Dr. Hugh L. Oakley and Ri-

Both sides vulnerable.

0

7

Tea years ago
Stan Key, Wilma Billington,
and Bonnie Jones are new officers of the Tourism Committee of
Murray-Calloway County Chamber of Commerce.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Hopkins,
April 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald M. Rogers Jr., May 5; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Todd Shupe,
May 7; a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Williams, May 8.
Mr. and Mrs. O.D. McKendree
were married 50 years May 20.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

SHE'S CAREFULLY
IF YOU WANT THE FULL
STUGNING HOW YOU
STORY, ASK A FEMALE.
ARE WITH LIOUR
...MAST NOT NECESSARIL.
Y
DOG AND MAKING
THE ONE YOU'RE SPEAgING17).
JUDGMENTS
ABOUT LoiAT SORT
OF FATHER YOU'LL
•
• BE 1D THE CHILDREN SHE'S PLANNING
10 MANE WITH YOU
ASSUMING YOU
ACTUALLY MEET, FALL
IN LOVE AND MARRY
IN THE EXTREMELY
•
NEAR FUTURE.
ACROSS
J.

0

0

DEAR HURT BRIDE: Your
quarrel seems to be more with
Mother Nature than with your
future sister-in-law. However,
according to "Emily Post's Complete Book of Wedding Etiquette," "It is better not to
choose as a bridesmaid a girl
who is noticeably pregnant
unless she and the bride are
completely comfortable about
it." If Sue still wants to be in the
wedding, take her to a dressmaker and have a maternity
dress made to match the other
bridesmaids' attire.

DEAR ADRIFT: Please read
this carefully: Because you are
a counselor doesn't mean you
do not need to see one. You will
not be the first therapist who
has needed to see a therapist.
Many therapists are required to
undergo analysis as part of
their training, and many of
them continue to do it as a
"reality check" after dealing
with so many disturbed people.
You are not a pingpong ball,
and you cannot keep bouncing
back and forth between spouses.
Not only is it crazy-making for
you, it's very unfair to them.
Please waste no time in making
an appointment with a therapist you can trust, respect, and
who has an excellent track
record. You'll be glad you did.
South dealer.
Trust me.

DAILY COMICS

ARE WE GOING TO 6ET TkaT 316
NEW ACCOUNT, BOSS .7 --A

LOOKING BACK

I knew she was thinking about
trying to get pregnant as she is
almost 30), so I asked her if there
would be a conflict with her being in
the wedding party. She said there
would be no problem and assured
me that if she did start trying to get
pregnant, her due date would not
coincide with the wedding.
A few months later, Sue and I
spoke again about the pregnancy,
and she once again assured me that
there would be no conflict. In fact,
although she was trying to get pregnant, she promised she would stop
trying for a few months to be positive she wasn't due in November.
Well, surprise, surprise! She is
now pregnant and is due 10 days
after the wedding. Needless to say,
my fiance and I are very hurt and
upset that she let this happen. We
feel like she betrayed us and lied
without caring about our feelings.
We think she acted very selfishly.
My fiance's parents think we are
wrong to be upset. What do you
think?
THE HURT BRIDE IN TEXAS

DEAR ABBY. I have reached the
point of desperation, and hope that
you can help me find some answers
and some sanity.
I am 56 years old, and alter more
than 30 years of a troubled marriage, I left my wife for a girl 18
years younger whom I had known
less than a year. We were married
five months later, but I knew immediately that my dream marriage
was a mistake — and within days I
returned to my wife. Although our
children are grown, I knew they
needed their parents to be a stable
family unit, and I couldn't get over
having abandoned them.
My first wife took me back, but
none of our problems had changed
and I was as miserable as ever,
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oven
16 Experimental
rooms
19 Ascertain
20 — Vader
22 Madison
Square
Garden, e g
23 Segments
25 Seasoning
herb
26 Weeds
28 — salad
29 Word with
man or office
30 "— Bridge Is
Falling Down"
31 —Worth,
Texas
32 Tnbute
33 River in
Europe
35 Spiked clubs
of the Middle
Ages
38 New Haven
university
39 Cancer

Mail Subscription
RATES
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6 mo.
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1 yr.
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M/C
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State

ZIP

Daytime Mons
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constellation
41 Presidential
inits.
42 — League
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46 — dente
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to--ftrofig
VINCENT

VOTE MAY 26

COSTELLO
IFICO Ft

Calloway County Judge Executive
I am Vincent B. Costello 43 years
of age born and raised in Callowav
County I am married to Cindy Costello
and together we have 5 children. I am a
member of Saint Leo's Church. My
parents are Sue Costello and the late
Charlie Costello. founders of the
restaurant Sue and Charlie's of Aurora. I
ant retired from the U.S Army. During
ms time with the militate I received
extensive ttaining in the areas of
leadership. communications organiza
lion assountabilits. crime prevention.
satets. logistics. race relations and
management_ I have worked with the
state toad department hete in Murt;iy
chums the constniction of 64 I and base a
W( rking knowledge of the construction
of roads I graduated from Minim High
School. I attended Murras State
ll'iliversity I have owned and opejaied
ms own business het in Murray.
Costello-s Roofing managing its budget
of approximately- a quarter of a million
dollars efficiently I ;un a member of The
American Legion. The ()pninust Club.
The Knights of Columbus. The Moose
Lodge. and The Fraternal hder of
Kentucky Colonels I am presends a
foreman ;it Swift Roofing
I believe the 3 things needed lot
ciats
m .goremment are strong leadership.
si hid oiganization ;ind good commumca
ti us Die by product of these .; things is
rtficietKV Efficienss in a leadet who is
;iscountable for his actions as well as
otganizatum that is Feared to solving
short and long range problems before
the\
iminamige,ible and a
li41111111n1, ,1110t1 floss from the top to the
bo mom Elected officials me servants of
the people, their wants. hut scoik
Lot 2o Se5tis in the militais I was school
named in prolessiiinalisin and the
pias tic al .ipplication ot leader ship.
inganuathin and communications The
nulitars siroinels identifies that these
elements nnist be pis-sent
acsomphsh
goals effectis els fhis also applies to
business and to Count\ rioc'ernmeni We
has e an onhization to Ii tilt out public
eI'.1111S and educate them in the business
of set. inc the people I posse cs the skills
I'-he- aptviactis e and effective tool fin
the people 44 C.1114,W,1% Count
Their ale mans areas iii V.hikh
feel ss e can unpro‘e as we eine' the 21st
CcntinN

First of all we need to have an
interacting working relationship with the
City of Murrav. Tear down 311 b In lets
that have been built over the sem: and
begiti a team effort to imptove the'
quality of life for all of Callowas
County.
There must be an open do(n
policy. Not only should the Judge
Executive be accessible but also the
magistrate of each district. There
will be monthly meetings held for
each individual district prior to
fiscal court meetings. The agenda's
will cover the direstion in which the
county is moving and give the
citizens an opportunity to give then
input, file grievances and to be
informed.
If we want bettet roads in the
counts- we must be willing to educate mu
magistiates and road department in the
business of building better roads. We
must train our people. The state has
training programs in rvetv phase of load
building. The how to. the management
set up and maintenance implement This
must be top priority. Then we need to
pull from other counties fin information
on their working pi 'grains and shine
information. At the same them we musi
set up a road plan that ties out counts.
roads with state loads 'rhi, will be
accomplished lw having myself. the i id
supervisor. magistiates. and the people
coming tip v..ith a con-prat:Wavy toad
plan that covers all our needs. The next
pait is to upsiade the existing road equip
ment because the woikei needs the
propel tools to do the 1(,1) he up (lino
equipment cost is huge so we need to
pinch:Ise equipment that has long lite and
low maintenance. Then in the hand 4 ,t
highly named personnel maintaining
them. oin long lama. Lost is minimal I
Ii is c been to other counts. load &pai l
ments and have seen fiist hand •iiccesstul
working programs and that Mete .ite
mote cost effective types oit load coN et
in I would like to see out toad ilepart
ment and road plan become the fine,t iii
the state
Foi economical gloss th and des el
occnr.-a planning .ind "zoning
opment
administrator must be in place I-his posi
lion is a counts giis eminent position 1T1
KentilCk‘ and one. which %se do not
has e hit of 120 counties 111 licntuk 4.‘

have administiators in place. In The
Padtic:111 sun in Match. there was a chart
showing the growth in Kentucky by
counties hhe ones with the most growth
hi id Adionn,ti aton s in place This shows a
solid c inielation between having plan
luny and /oiling admmisttators and
etowth Also. the comparison of counts.
assistance to local economic development
in an is et age born other counties (local)
$33.000 mu contribution to economic
giiissth and des elopmem is 0.
We do make a contribution to The
liambei of Commeice of $1.500 00/vr
which is .1 dect ease tioni vens past For
.1 4.4,1111t% 111:11 '5,1111'
, Cs ononucal growth
we .its non giving it the attention or sup
hit that it nerds It takes massive long
iange planning The people who package
tin'counts tin business and svoikmg
pe,Tie are the cit plannei. Chambet of
mitneice Tomist Conunission. and
1 c onomis Unowth and Development
-,,qi,nation. The sountv needs not oulv a
I.Lui but .11.0 the'
,toper ordinances for
thin pi.nection in the gtowth process
hut most of ill. have a plantlitIF and ion
ing alnimisttatot iii place so as 110 haVe
.111 .14,11‘C

part

the 55.15 tills

"
pas--kaged and phumed lot
irjossiti ilus planning ,md riming
atm would have the job of
en4iicement of out alt cads existing
oidinances and new ones We

must'work together with the city on everv
We have men and women who are pre
phase of growth and development. The
pared to put themselves in harms way for
name Planning and Zoning Administrator
our safety. This is a commodity that is
is a job title, not meaning that zoning
priceless. The need to take care of our
happens automatically. This is a process
county officers with training and
ihat would have to be decided by the
equipment should be al the top of our'list
people. This would occur at the monthProper wages and health care are vital to
ly meetings. Please don't let the title
ensure retention of these persormel
keep us from having the economic
work with them in MIN way necessaiv It
growth the citizens of Calloway
ensure their success in maintaining a sAft:
County deserve. I have spoken with
environment for the people of Calloway
the State Outreach Program and they
County.
can come in to help out with setting
An area that I feel strongly about is
up a workable program for our
the preparedness for natural disasteis
county. There is a need for a solid
PreDaration for a natural disaster is the
Waste coordinator that can work with
only way to conic out of one The first 72
other counties and improve our educa- hours of any disaster is lees'. So our
tion programs. He or she should be
program must be in place and working
educated in landfill operations and the
when disaster relief does come to muwriting of ordinances to federal and
aide. This way they can plus into an
s6te standards as part of their job
already working system. Everyone
performance. Some of the things the job
accounted for. temporary shelters.. water
will encompass are: drop off centers for
points, food and medical stations and
recyclables. door to door recycling.
people organized in the four districts
Four winking pans of inn. °Vela!! plan for
setting up composting facilities. tluough
the count. pulling us Itom our disaster.
schools, civic groups and extension
We cannot depend on someone else to do
services, homemaker groups and other
it for us. We must inform the entire counagencies as well as the use of the media
ts- as to the plan and leave no stone
to develop an effective and unique public
titillifIled in our pieparation. We need to
information program for solid waste
management. The components of solid
utilize any and all agencies at our dispostesposibiliic of these
waste management are collection.
TIle',ninnyu
pC1.1tIOIC, cm ill hill on the I
disposal. cleaning up of litter in open
and Red
(moss due to then expeitise in this a e
dump sites. recycling and reduction
We h:IVC the knowledge. the people and
enforcement and citing.
the iesources: we just need an
With a coordinatot in place we can
informative and organized plan to be
make an assessment. come up with an
prepaied.
action plan to compliment our manage
ment plan we have now. Through public
Mans of out childien ritj )y. vatious
activities and spoils at the paiks. whidi
education and information we'll have a
can bt: (lett:Milt to s'11111e. and I will
working solid waste plan that can change
COntitille to stippOlt the patk system.
as our needs change in the future. Let's
leave a legacy for our children
I will woik with each agency in the
counts for which I will be accountable to
Enough good things cannot be said
about the Calloway County Fire Rescue
improve safety prOgrallIS thereby
and DES. These volunteers made up of
decieasing Wotlunait-s compensation
fine young men and women giving their
rates. whish can mean large savings.
own time in the service of this cotuitv.
I have spent a large portion of my
life in 5erviee of the people and have
This dedication and professional exper
tise needs to be supported in every phase
done so with honesty and integrity I will
of then Operation. They have the know
continue to do so when elected. I will
how, what is needed is a fiscal court to
work dilisentls to find answers to the
bask them with the political punch they
long and short term problems. looking
need to accomplish their goals We
ahead. cumulus that
quality of life for
cannot afford to let these people who
out !mine mid the future of our
children is inotected
give so much be neglested
As a military man I understand the
need for a strong sheriff's department

Vote May.26th
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